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᾿Εν ἀρχῇ ἦν ὁ Λόγος,

καὶ ὁ Λόγος ἦν πρὸς τὸν Θεόν,

καὶ Θεὸς ἦν ὁ Λόγος.





Abstract

Computational models of word meaning typically rely on large collections of text
data in the language of interest. In the age of ever-increasing numbers of websites
the text corpora needed for creating such distributional semantic models (DSMs)
that are robust and high-coverage are becoming available in more and more lan-
guages. Among the more versatile DSMs are the structured DSMs (SDSMs) which
are based on a more fine-grained view of what constitutes context: moving beyond
simple neighboring words to include syntactic as well as other relational informa-
tion. They thus allow relatedness estimates that are more relational–as opposed
to topical–in nature as well as the modeling of the meaning of combinations of
words via these syntactic relations. To construct SDSMs, however, simple text data
alone does not suffice, instead requiring reliable and efficient parsing methods to
obtain the syntactic structures, effectively limiting the number of languages for
which such models can reliably be constructed.

This thesis explores methods of inducing structured distributional semantic mod-
els for novel languages and evaluates them on a battery of semantic tasks. I induce
a monolingual SDSM from a moderately sized target language corpus as well as
explore methods for doing away with any resource requirements beyond a simple
bilingual lexicon to induce a cross-lingual SDSMs. Further, I show that it is possi-
ble to combine these two SDSM types to obtain high-coverage and high-accuracy
multilingual models.
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Zusammenfassung

Rechner-gestützte Modelle von Wortbedeutung bedürfen typischerweise umfang-
reiche Textdaten in der gewünschten Zielsprache. Heutzutage sorgt die ständig
wachsende Anzahl von frei verfügbaren Webseiten dafür, dass die Erstellung
solcher distributionellen semantischen Modellen (DSMs), welche robust und von
hoher lexikalischen Abdeckung sind, in immer mehr Sprachen möglich wird.
Zu den vielseitigsten DSMs gehören die strukturierten DSMs (SDSMs), welche
den Kontextbegriff über einfache Nachbarworten auf syntaktische und andere
Relationen ausdehnen. Dadurch erlauben sie Ähnlichkeitsvorhersagen, die über
die thematischen Bedeutungsaspekte eines Wortes, oder gar einer syntaktischen
Verknüpfung von Wörtern, hinaus auch die relationaler Natur einbeziehen. Text-
daten alleine reichen jedoch nicht aus, um SDSMs zu konstruieren. Es werden
zuverlässige und effiziente Parser in der Zielsprache benötigt, um die syntakti-
schen Analysen zu erhalten; was zur Folge hat, dass momentan leider nur wenige
Sprachen von solchen Modellen profitieren können.

Diese Dissertation untersucht Verfahren, die es erlauben, für neue Sprachen struk-
turierte distributionelle semantische Modelle zu erzeugen und testet diese auf
einer Reihe von semantischen Aufgaben. Es wird zunächst ein monolinguales
SDSM von einem zielsprachigen Textcorpus mittler Größe erzeugt; werden Metho-
den ermittelt, mit denen man ausschließlich mithilfe eines einfachen bilingualen
Lexikons ein cross-linguales SDSM. Weiter wird aufgezeigt, wie diese zwei SDSM-
Typen verknüpft werden können, um ein multilinguales Modell zu erhalten, wel-
ches die Vorteile beider Eingabemodelle behält und somit hohe Abdeckungsraten
mit genauen Vorhersagen aufweist.
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Chapter 1.

Introduction

An area of active research that is central to the field of computational lexical
semantics is the question of what type of representation captures the semantic
properties of words best while still remaining computationally tractable. The class
of vector space models (VSMs) arguably represent the most successful framework
for semantic representation in the last couple of decades (Turney and Pantel, 2010).
At the heart of a VSM model is the vector space: a matrix in which each word in
the vocabulary is represented by a – potentially high-dimensional – vector.

Vector space models. The appeal of dealing with vector representations is that
they inherently contain a notion of similarity qua spatial proximity. The first
VSMs were term-document matrices used for information retrieval (Salton, 1989):
In this setting, the rows would correspond to terms to be used as indices into
the documents which were listed as columns and the cells contain the frequency
of the given term in that document. This provides a dual view of the resulting
space: Both documents and terms can be compared with respect to their shared
information. When comparing documents those that contain a number of terms
in similar proportions points to an implicit semantic similarity between them.
Consider, e.g. two e-commerce platforms that might sell different products but
their websites both contain the terms purchase, order, cart, checkout or offer. This
situation allows us to compare the terms themselves in an analogous fashion:
When it is observed that they co-occur across a large number of documents it
seems reasonable to assume they are related.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Distributional models. Going beyond term-document matrices, a common form
of VSM is the distributional semantic model (DSM) observes words in context in
a text corpus and encodes the distributional information of these co-occurrences
between word and context in the vectors.

The reason for considering such models semantic derives from the distributional
hypothesis, based on considerations of Wittgenstein (1953); Harris (1954) and Firth
(1957) which put in terms inspired by the famous quotation of Aesop states:

You shall know a word by the company it keeps.

Distributional models operationalize this notion explicitly by observing words in
a large number of contexts and learning the statistical associations between words
and these contexts. The association functions can vary from simple co-occurrence
counts – i.e. words seen in a context x n number of times will be assigned an
association value n for that context x – or applying monotonic functions to those
counts, e.g. logarithmic, log(n), or square root,

√
n, to more complex transforma-

tions using the whole vectors space, e.g. point-wise mutual information (Lowe,
2001). The resulting association scores of the target word with its observed con-
text in a corpus are the components of the word vector. In their simplest form,
the dimensions of the resulting vector space are words taken as atomic context
elements.

sh
oo

t

ea
t

gr
as

s

hunter 20 10 5
deer 5 10 10

bullet 10 0 1

Table 1.1.: Example space representing the words hunter, deer and bullet.

Given a vector space such as in Table 1.1, we can calculate similarities based on the
shared contexts (cf. Chapter 2 for more details), using a standard cosine similarity
measure, we obtain:

sim(deer, hunter) = 0.73

sim(deer, bullet) = 0.4

sim(bullet, hunter) = 0.89
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i.e. a higher similarity between deer and hunter than should be desired.

Structured distributional semantic models. The issue at hand is obvious: Using
only the words in the targets’ contexts into account, there is no way of distinguish-
ing typical subjects of a verb shoot such as hunter from its objects, e.g. deer, as the
encoding of the context dimensions only tells us that they cooccur frequently as
words, i.e. without relational information.

Structured distributional semantic models (SDSMs) (Lin, 1998; Padó and Lap-
ata, 2007; Baroni and Lenci, 2010) are designed to alleviate this shortcoming by
increasing the specificity of the context dimensions:

〈o
bj

sh
oo

t〉

〈s
ub

js
ho

ot
〉

〈e
at

gr
as

s〉

〈s
ub

je
at
〉

〈o
bj

ea
t〉

hunter 1 19 0 10 0
deer 5 0 10 5 5

bullet 8 2 0 0 0

Now we have access to relational information, for instance that hunters have been
more commonly seen as subjects of the verb shoot than objects – luckily for them –
and vice versa for deer.

Here, the concept of structured contexts is first one of grammatical structure; we
are encoding the relations in which the target word was seen with a particular verb,
e.g. hunter was seen as the object of shoot than it was as its subject. But this notion
can be more general than, we also include structures such as a subject-verb-object
triple 〈deer EAT grass〉without explicit labeling of grammatical functions.

Now we are able to identify finer grained types of contexts which allow for the
commonsense distinctions between hunter and deer:

sim(deer, hunter) = 0.19

sim(deer, bullet) = 0.37

sim(bullet, hunter) = 0.26

5



Chapter 1. Introduction

However, we still must deal with the matter of direct objects of shoot being either
the target or the projectile, hence the high similarity between deer and bullet.1 The
increase in informativeness also incurs a cost, namely, an increase in the sparsity
in the vectors.

The variety of possibilities for defining the actual content or structure of these more
informative features2 gives rise to distributional models of varying computational
and conceptual complexity. In a commensurate fashion, there are numerous fields
of applicability of such models, including word sense disambiguation (McCarthy,
Koeling, Weeds, and Carroll, 2004), the representation of selectional preferences
(Erk, Padó, and Padó, 2010), verb class induction (Merlo and Stevenson, 2001;
Schulte im Walde, 2006), analogical reasoning (Turney, 2006), or alternation dis-
covery (Joanis, Stevenson, and James, 2006). As this array of applications contains
quite distinct tasks, there are correspondingly many different types of semantic
vector spaces. In cases of such traditional tasks as word sense disambiguation,
we quantify the similarity or relatedness3 between words themselves. By con-
trast, in the case of analogical reasoning, we need to compare pairs of words;
whereas for alternation discovery we need to be able to compare verbal argument
positions.

Distributional Memory (DM) – which is described in detail in Chapter 3 – encodes
both syntactic and lexical context. Its English models have been shown (Baroni and
Lenci, 2010) to be flexible and robust general-purpose SDSMs. There are, however,
significant resource requirements for building such a model – a very large and
accurately parsed corpus – which is not available for most languages.

Contributions. In this thesis, I describe and evaluate methods to build accurate
and reliable SDSMs for novel languages:

1At the same time, we are necessarily confronted with lexical ambiguity, e.g. of words
such as graze, of which both deer and bullet are highly suitable subjects. While lexical
ambiguity is a challenge in all models of lexical semantics and will not be addressed in
particular in this work.

2Popular choices include: dependency relations or paths (Lin, 1998; Padó and Lap-
ata, 2007), subcategorization frames (Schulte im Walde, 2006) or semantic role labels
(Sayeed, Demberg, and Shkadzko, 2015).

3Words are considered semantically similar when they are more or less synonymous, e.g.
car/vehicle, whereas the class of semantically related words covers more distant pairs
such as dog/cat or car/traffic.

6



1. monolingually, when parsed corpus data is available;

2. cross-lingually, by leveraging the existing English DM; and

3. by combining the SDSMs obtained by the above two approaches.

The evaluations are carried out on a variety of tasks ranging from simple lexical
comparison to multi-argument composition tasks.

Structure of the thesis. This thesis is structured into four parts. The current part
(Part I) introduces the themes of this thesis, sets distributional models into their
historical and conceptual context (Chapter 2) and presents the models, datasets
and tasks that are used (Chapter 3).

Part II covers the induction methods for mono- and cross-lingual DMs. We de-
scribe the methods used to induce German DM supplementing a qualitative
analysis in Chapter 4 and in Chapter 5 we formulate the translation algorithm of a
source-language DM into a target-language DM, with special attention given to to
handling lexical ambiguity and translational variance.

In Part III, in depth evaluations are conducted on our monolingual and cross-
lingual DMs (Chapter 6) and then combination schemes are tested, to leverage
overcome the shortcomings of either model type (Chapter 7).

Finally, we draw conclusions and make suggestions as to future work in the area
of constructing and testing DMs as an instance of SDSMs.

Previous Publications. A portion of the work presented here has previously
been published.

• Monolingual induction and evaluation of a German DM:

Padó, S. and J. Utt (2012). A distributional memory for German. In Proceed-
ings of the KONVENS 2012 workshop on recent developments and applications of
lexical-semantic resources, pp. 462–470.

Zarcone, A., J. Utt, and S. Padó (2012). Modeling covert event retrieval in
logical metonymy: Probabilistic and distributional accounts. In Proceedings

7



Chapter 1. Introduction

of the 3rd Workshop on Cognitive Modeling and Computational Linguistics, CMCL
’12, pp. 70–79.

• Induction and evaluation of cross-lingual and combined DMs:

Utt, J. and S. Padó (2014). Crosslingual and multilingual construction
of syntax-based vector space models. Transactions of the Association for
Computational Linguistics 2, 245–258.

• Experiments on Croatian:

Padó, S., J. Šnajder, J. Utt, and B. Zeller (2016). Smoothing syntax-based
semantic spaces: Let the winner take it all. In Proceedings of KONVENS, pp.
186–191.

The experiments presented therein were performed by the present author.

In this work, I embed these previously published results in a wider range of
experiments on which the DMs are tested as well as more in-depth analyses of the
models’ performance. Conforming to the standard style in academic writing, I
will employ the personal form of ‘we’ throughout this thesis.

8



Notational Conventions.

DSM distributional semantic model SL source language
SDSM structured DSM TL target language

DM Distributional Memory ML monolingual
cos sim cosine similarity XL cross-lingual

NLP natural language processing POS part of speech
M model M multilingual model
πM model prediction function σM model scoring function

〈w1 w2〉 word pair 〈w1 L w2〉 word-link-word triple

E.g. the equation:

πM(
〈
wi wj

〉
)

def
= max〈wi L wj〉∈M

(
σ(
〈
wi L wj

〉
)
)

defines the predictions of modelM for a word pair
〈
wi wj

〉
as the maximum score

over all wi-L-wj triples inM.
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Chapter 2.

Background

2.1. Formal representations of lexical meaning

Lexical semantic models have the goal of representing the meaning of words in
a manner amenable to automated processing. Past approaches to formalizing
the semantic content of linguistic forms had domains ranging from human lan-
guages to mathematical theories; an example of the latter being the program of
axiomatization and verification – commonly referred to as metamathematics or
the philosophy of mathematics – at the turn of the 20th century.

The attempts at systematizing what we mean with our speech – or our mathe-
matical formulations – were based on truth theory: if two forms had the same
conditions for being true, they had the same meaning. Montague (1970)’s revolu-
tionary development of translation procedures from syntactic analyses of English
into formulae of first-order logic, as well as later frameworks such as Discourse
Representation Theory (Kamp and Reyle, 1993) which followed the same path, all
had as the basis for their representations the notion that inferences were of prime
importance.

While the utility of having a strong emphasis on logical inference is evident within
these frameworks which focus on the composition of intra- to inter-sentential
meaning to a larger, logical whole, such systems did not deal well with issues such
as lexical ambiguity or vagueness of concepts (Bos and Markert, 2005). In addition,
any definitional relation in meaning between words had to be hard-coded using
meaning postulates (e.g. predicates such as: bachelor(x)

def
= ¬married(x) & male(x))

and semantic primitives (i.e. the fundamental predicates not derived from others,

11



Chapter 2. Background

e.g. male(·)), otherwise the inference engine might infer inconsistent meanings –
such as that someone who is a bachelor just went on his honeymoon.

The total set of facts and rules that can be applied to facts and other rules in
order to generate new facts make up a knowledge base. Then the choice of what
the semantic primitives expressed in the knowledge base are – and the work
of actually encoding all semantic relationships that are to be axiomatic and not
emergent – becomes a nearly intractable task, requiring care to not give rise to an
inconsistent logical system.

Computational resources. One project to create and maintain a large-coverage
knowledge base that provides access to the types of useful and interesting infer-
ences is Cyc (Lenat, Guha, Pittman, Pratt, and Shepherd, 1990) which aims at being
a global-scale expert system, based on a classical knowledge base approach.1

Lexical databases such as WORDNET (Miller, Beckwith, Fellbaum, Gross, and
Miller, 1990; Beckwith, Fellbaum, Gross, and Miller, 1991; Miller and Fellbaum,
1992) and FRAMENET (Baker, Fillmore, and Lowe, 1998a,b,c) are also widely used
in automated systems for processing meaning. WORDNET maps words to their
distinct meanings which are organized hierarchically via a partial order.2 With
its emphasis on covering lexical relations, its design is based on psycholinguis-
tic theories of how lexical items are stored and retrieved by the brain (Miller,
1986).

FRAMENET on the other hand starts from a semantic theory (Fillmore, 1976) ac-
cording to which the understanding of lexical items requires knowledge of related
other lexical items (so-called frame elements, e.g. the word buyer engendering a
prerequisite conceptualization of the good(s) being bought, the seller, price etc.)
into a frame. This means there is an attempt to relate words to some world knowl-
edge, i.e., a formalization of how we expect things in the world to be or how we
typically act in it. The frames in FRAMENET are organized into clusters around
verbs which share frame elements, i.e. typical fillers for semantic roles evoked by

1The approach taken for Cyc was questioned by Marvin Minsky, the founder of artificial
intelligence: while having seen decades’ worth of work invested still lacks simple
word knowledge that barely verbal humans have (Baard, 2003).

2Such a format can help for instance in textual entailment tasks (Lan and Jiang, 2018)
which is similar in nature to inference tasks.

12



2.2. Distributional models of meaning

that frame. This represents a reliance on a set of semantic primitives.

2.2. Distributional models of meaning

Classification of DSMs. In more recent years, vector space models (Turney and
Pantel, 2010) have become the de-facto standard among models in computational
lexical semantics in NLP. The strengths of distributional models in contrast to
those in the tradition of formal semantics lie in their ability to capture gradation
in meaning (Erk and McCarthy, 2009; Basili and Pennacchiotti, 2010) and uncover
latent relationships in usage (Landauer and Dumais, 1997a), both in production
and perception, which has been considered to be the foundation for meaning
(Lakoff and Johnson, 1980; Barsalou, 2008). Multi-modal distributional models
(Bruni, Tran, and Baroni, 2014) which capture not only textual but also visual and
even auditory (Kiela and Clark, 2015) features are the best examples of perceptual
grounding of the features making up the representational space. For example,
words can obviously have multiple unrelated meanings in the case of [river]
bank – [financial] bank, but more often there are slight shifts in meaning that are
typically only captured in discrete lists while in reality the meanings are clearly
related:

John’s paper won an award – I made 5 copies of the paper for the reading group

At the same time, such models can be obtained essentially ‘for free’ in an unsu-
pervised fashion from large text corpora and without investing in any particular
lexico-semantic or cognitive linguistic theory as lexical resources such as those
summarized above do.

It is instructive to investigate how distributional models are to be viewed in terms
of the classification suggested by Winograd (1978) which introduces three main
aspects for characterizing approaches to formally represent linguistic meaning: an
ontological, a logical and a relational aspect.

Ontological models use symbol structures, i.e. they are composed of discrete,
symbols whose structured relationships are hard-coded or learned. The symbols
– or the relationships themselves – are, depending on the theory, seen as having
a strong or weak equivalence to psychological entities and processes. Logical
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models, as outlined above, are primarily concerned with allowing the operation
of logical inference or implication to be performed. Finally, the relational aspects
of semantic models are present when terms or concepts are described directly via
their relationship with others. Such relationships could be definitional or descrip-
tive in nature and can, as is the case with most manually compiled dictionaries,
even be circular.

As an overall operational approach3, DSMs can be viewed as relational and weakly
ontological models. They are relational in that target words are defined using their
linguistic context in a definitional or descriptive manner. A representation system
viewed from the ontological perspective will be concerned with implementing a
system of symbols whose design depends on one’s view on whence the symbols
and their organization arise. We consider this as a valid view of what occurs in
distributional models since the word-context association scores which make up
such models directly reflect the words’ usage in the world.4 These symbols can
themselves be linguistic, i.e. the system’s meta-language is a sub- or superset of
the object language5; psychological, the symbols and structures correspond to –
or at least account for important aspects of – psychological entities or processes; or
purely theoretical, such as neutrinos in particle physics being postulated before
being observed to help ‘fill in the gaps’ of the prevalent theory. This results in the
overview given in Table 2.1.

Properties of DSMs. DSMs can thus be viewed as linguistically based7 and
psychologically motivated: It is possible to inspect the models to make sense of
semantic neighborhoods. We can also inspect those contexts that are more repre-
sentative for a group of words’ vectors, and make determinations as to whether
those dimensions as more or less suited to some given or intuited psychological
concepts.

3I.e. the models are primarily concerned with accounting for or predicting aspects of
directly observable language use.

4Further, there is a latent organization or association between words as well as contexts,
which is leveraged to reduce noise using dimensionality reduction methods (cf. below).

5That is, the language being studied.
6In terms of lexical entailment or combination with formal frameworks as described

above.
7Words form the basic building blocks of the spaces’ context dimensions.
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2.2. Distributional models of meaning

Name Description Onto
l.

Log.
Rel.

Dictionary Definitions, descriptions X
Ontology Taxonomy/graph X X X

(relations as connections, e.g. is-a)
Feature norms Descriptions, associative X
FrameNet Linked definitions using X (X) X

semantic primitives
DSMs Weighted associations (X) (X6) X

between words and contexts

Table 2.1.: Organizational and representational forms for lexical information.

More importantly, we are able to predict psychological realities such as:

• correlates of processing difficulty (Chater and Manning, 2006; Mitchell,
Lapata, Demberg, and Keller, 2010),

• priming effects (Padó and Lapata, 2007), or

• accounting for the interpretation of metonymic constructions (Zarcone, Utt,
and Padó, 2012; Zarcone, Lenci, Padó, and Utt, 2013)8

Regarding their logical nature, one would have to show their ability to support
entailment or inferences. Here we can see that lexical entailment – or hyper-
nymy/hyponymy relation detection – has been successfully performed in purely
distributional models (Roller, Erk, and Boleda, 2014; Roller and Erk, 2016; Shwartz,
Goldberg, and Dagan, 2016; Chang, Wang, Vilnis, and McCallum, 2018).

Furthermore, research has investigated the promise of combining formal models
with distributional ones to have both a strong entailment mechanism via symbolic
structures, while at the same time maintaining a ‘graded‘ notion of semantic
relatedness from a vector space. By including distributional information, Lewis
and Steedman (2013) were able to significantly boost recall while maintaining high
accuracy in a wide-coverage question answering task. Beltagy, Roller, Cheng, Erk,
and Mooney (2016) leveraged a distributional model to build a textual entailment

8Cf. also Section 6.4.
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database and found that the lexical distributional representations helped capture
complex paraphrases, such as teenage→ in teens, ride bike→ biker, young lady→
teenage girl, which helped to boost performance, while using handcrafted lexical
relations such synonymy, hypernymy and antonymy read off the WORDNET

hierarchy led to a decrease in performance.

Additionally, while not being committed to any particular theory of meaning, it
has been argued in the area of cognitive science that VSMs represent psycholin-
guistically plausible models (Landauer, McNamara, Dennis, and Kintsch, 2007;
Turney and Pantel, 2010).

While resource types such as those listed in Table 2.1 have been explored along
with attempts to automate their construction (Maedche and Staab, 2000; West-
erhout, 2009; Navigli and Velardi, 2010; Navigli and Ponzetto, 2012), typical ap-
proaches for obtaining these resources rely on manual compilation or at least use
some supervised methods. The main drawback of which, as opposed to most
distributional methods, is their time- and labor-intensive nature.

Semantic relatedness. One straightforward use of a vector-based model is to
estimate semantic relatedness between words. As Resnik (1995); Budanitsky and
Hirst (2006) point out, there is an important distinction to be drawn between
semantic similarity and semantic relatedness. In terms of a taxonomy, similarity
can be captured in terms of local is-a relationships between words (Rada, Mili,
Bicknell, and Blettner, 1989) (à la truck – tricycle), whereas the more general term
relatedness covers more associative types of links in meaning and potentially word
knowledge (à la truck – mechanic) provided by the vectors’ relationships in space.
Since vectors are geometric objects, they have direction and – if the vectors are
not length-normalized – a distinct locality via their different lengths and can thus
be compared in terms of the angle between them or their proximity. A corollary
means that semantic relatedness so defined is graded in nature. It is instructive
to consider the extreme cases of the possible spatial relationship of vectors. If the
vectors are approximately identical or parallel, they share the same contexts in
the same proportions and this suggests the words would have a high degree of
substitutability.9

9Consider e.g. a similar scenario in the setting of language models: An n-gram language
model assigning high probabilities to two words across a number of different preceding
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2.2. Distributional models of meaning

The case of no shared contexts and – thus of semantic complementarity – would
mean orthogonality in the vector space. Finally, it must be noted that there are
multiple ways in which the proximity or distance in the space can be interpreted
or operationalized within a theory – to a large degree depending on the defi-
nition of context – leading us to simplify the terminology and simply speak of
similarity.

Formal description of VSM. In its simplest form, a vector space model of word
meaning, each word wi (1 ≤ i ≤ T ) in the set of T vocabulary terms is represented
as a vector in D-dimensional space:

~wi =

xi1
...
xiD


The values which make up the vector xij – its components – are the association
scores10 between the words wi and their possible contexts cj :

~wi =
∑

i assoc(wi, cj)× ~cj ,

where the vectors ~cj (j ∈ {1, ..., D}) definitionally form an orthogonal basis of RD.
Thus any VSM can be stored as a matrix X ∈ RT×D. A simple initial association
score is the raw frequency of seeing a word in a context: assoc(wi, cj) = freqij .

Once all frequencies have been collected, reweighting schemes are commonly
employed to discount overly common words or pairs. In the case of document-
term spaces11, tf-idf is the standard reweighting scheme which penalizes terms
that occur in a large number of documents:

assoc(wi, dj) = term frequency× inverse document frequency

= freqij × log

(
# documents

# documents containingwi

)
was shown to improve results in information retrieval tasks (Salton and Buckley,

contexts would suggest both an amount of syntactic as well as high semantic overlap
with respect to the model.

10The domain for the association values must be a field, and we use the most commonly
chosen field, the real numbers R (Fischer, 2003).

11In such spaces, the document in which a term occurs in considered its context.
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1988).

For word spaces, PMI (Fano, 1961) is a probabilistic reweighting method which
quantifies the degree to which the joint probability of the word and context occur-
ring exceeds the probability of them co-occurring by chance. With joint probability
pij =

freqij∑
i,j freqij

and marginal probabilities pi∗ =
∑

j freqij∑
i,j freqij

and p∗j =
∑

i freqij∑
i,j freqij

:

PMI = log

(
pij

pi∗ · p∗j

)
,

which is greater than 0 when the cooccurrences are more frequent than chance. It
was used in the setting of association strength between words (Church and Hanks,
1990) to overcome the subjectivity of the elicitation studies in psycholinguistics
where researchers were interested in word association norms (Palermo and Jenkins,
1964).

A dimensionality reduction algorithm R will map X onto X ′ in which the terms
are maintained but the number of dimensions has been significantly reduced such
as Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA: Landauer and Dumais, 1997b):

R : RT×D → RT×D′ , where D′ � D.

One importance consequence of dimensionality reduction is that we can lose direct
correspondence between dimensions and contexts. In most cases, however, R is a
matrix meaning the dimensions in D′ can be identified as linear combinations of
context words in D.

Similarity measures. While a number of methods for comparing vectors have
been experimented with (Weeds, Weir, and McCarthy, 2004), the standard metrics
euclidean distance and cosine similarity are both geometric in nature.

cos sim(w1, w2) = cos(](~w1, ~w2)) =

∑
j x1j · x2j

|~w1| · |~w2|

eucl(w1, w2) = |~w1 − ~w2| =
√∑

j

(x1j − x2j)2
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2.3. Bag of Words (BOW) Models

Figure 2.1 illustrates the relationship between the euclidean distance between two
vectors and the angle between the vectors. The cosine similarity of two vectors is
0 when the vectors are orthogonal to one another. Orthogonality means that in all
dimensions where either vector has a non-zero component, the other vector must
have a zero-valued component. This does not preclude the vectors from sharing
many zero-valued components; similar to the case of distance: Distance increases
when there is a difference in any of the vectors’ corresponding components.

Obviously, distance measures will have an inverse relationship to similarity mea-
sures. For length-normalized vectors, euclidean distance and cosine similarity give
exactly inverse rankings, i.e. ranking a list of word pairs by their distances yields
the exact opposite ordering than if they were ordered by cosine similarity.

While most commonly used similarity measures are symmetric, a number of asym-
metric measures have been used to model directed relationships between words,
such as hyponymy/hypernymy to model lexical entailment relations (Szpektor
and Dagan, 2008; Kotlerman, Dagan, Szpektor, and Zhitomirsky-Geffet, 2009) or
identify collocations (Michelbacher, Evert, and Schütze, 2007).

2.3. Bag of Words (BOW) Models

The simplest family of distributional models use a bag-of-words assumption, i.e.
that the necessary context information can treat the target words’ context as a
figurative bag of words. This means the models make no distinction with regards
to the relationships between or order of the words in the sentence. A context word
is either in a target word’s context or not.

After some standard NLP pre-processing steps (tokenization and lemmatization),
we will have bare word forms as targets and contexts. One common way of
reducing noise in the space is to filter out very common and semantically poor
words such as function words (e.g. the, of ) or pronouns (e.g. they, it) contained in a
list of stop words.

Zipf (1949) discovered that a word’s frequency follows an inverse power law with
regards to its frequency rank. This shows an important issue in distributional
modeling: data sparsity. We require many examples of a word in context to
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c1

c2

c3

θik
~wi

~wk

dik

Figure 2.1.: The angle θik and euclidean distance dik between two word vectors ~wi
and ~wk.

obtain a balanced distributional profile to determine in which contexts it can be
expected to occur – i.e. its more preferred contexts – in terms of e.g. relative
frequency etc. However, due to Zipf’s law, the majority of words will occur very
infrequently making reliable estimates difficult. When considering which words
to use as context dimensions, our models are directly affected by a bias-variance
tradeoff: Those words that are very frequent in a given corpus will result in richer
representations (high bias, low variance). These provide overall higher similarity
estimates in which interesting differences are difficult to determine. Using less
frequent words as contexts will lead to very informative but less reliable estimates
(low bias, high variance) (Lowe, 2001); an effect most reweighting schemes aim to
ameliorate.

We can then define the context of a target word in a number of different ways. One
method is to observe a naturally enclosing linguistic unit: the sentence.

Different window sizes have been shown to affect the types of relational infor-
mation in the co-occurrence counts (Church and Hanks, 1990; Sahlgren, 2006),
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2.3. Bag of Words (BOW) Models

from more syntagmatic with smaller windows to paradigmatic relations being
captured better using large windows – as a higher percentage of the larger con-
texts are shared using larger window sizes (Lapesa, Evert, and Schulte im Walde,
2014).

Limitations of BOW Models. One effect of using smaller contexts is that they
show more relational or grammatical information while larger contexts show
more of the overall topic (Peirsman, Heylen, and Geeraerts, 2008). While it seems
obvious that a large amount of semantic information can only be found while
including the more general level of topic, the example introduced in Chapter 1 of
the words hunter and deer shows that important distinctions can be obscured or
even lost. We can see that while it makes sense for hunter and deer to be similar
topically – as they are obviously related in the real world: we expect a deer to
be acted upon by a hunter, namely by hunting, tracking or shooting it – at the
same time, they clearly have a different expected relationship to one another
as well as other words present in the sentences in which they would co-occur.
In summary, we can say that BOW models can capture topics well, but fail to
provide an adequate model of the types of comparisons and distinctions required
for the modeling of selectional restriction, syntactic relations and, by extension,
plausibility (e.g. of predicate-argument combinations).

Beyond BOW Models. The natural approach to address the issue of insufficient
information for these tasks is to enrich or refine the context definition. Simple
approaches have been to heuristically weaken the strong bag-of-words assumption
and encode additional information about the observance of a word around a target.
One proposal distinguishes left-context from right-context, i.e. whether the context
word was observed to the left or right of a target (Patel, Bullinaria, and Levy, 1998).
This could help address the hunter/deer issue mentioned above in a configurational
language in which a standard word order reflects syntactic functions (e.g. in
English, an SVO-language, subject nouns typically occur to the left of the verb
whereas objects on the right).12 A step further towards increasing contextual
information is the encoding of the context word’s position in relationship to

12A modification would be to use only left, or preceding, context (Pennington, Socher, and
Manning, 2014), mimicking language models which aim to predict upcoming words.
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the target (Schütze, 1993). In this family of models, the relative index would
be recorded along with the context word. While Schütze (1993) showed that
tasks such as part-of-speech induction can be performed using such a positional
space, this definition of context incontrovertibly compounds data sparsity issues
mentioned above; at the same time, the information contained in the indices
themselves only implicitly model grammatical relations. Erk (2012) describes
multiple possible avenues along which one could move beyond simple BOW
models. Gärdenfors (2004)’s conceptual spaces are inherently vector spaces yet
words are modeled into regions, and each perceptual or conceptual domain lives
in its own space.

These are all grammatically uninformed models in that, syntactic relations are still
latent structures that are not made use of, or explicitly captured by the models.
Building on work by Grefenstette (1994a), Padó and Lapata (2007) leveraged the
grammatical dependency structure for context definition and extraction, which
functions to an extent as a filter on or enrichment of the contexts, similar to the
positional information.

Grammatically informed models which directly encode these relations represents a
more principled approach, based in linguistic theory of the structural and relational
organization of language.

2.4. Structured Vector Space Models – SDSMs

As pointed out by Lowe (2001):

Parts of speech, and grammatical structures are also examples of latent struc-
ture in the sense that they are in principle unobservable aspects of words that
reflect their distributional properties. One important direction for semantic
space research is to find an appropriate type of latent structure to explain the
distributional regularities that are assumed to underlie semantic similarity.

Distributional models that explicitly encode the syntactic structure can be termed
structured DSMs or SDSMs. With the inclusion of grammatical relations into the
context (cf. the hunter–deer example given in Chapter 1), structured models are
able to make more fine-grained distinctions between words that are highly related
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but with important syntactico-semantic differences (Sayeed et al., 2015). This
also means increasingly difficult tasks can be addressed such as estimating the
plausibility of a predicate-argument combination without the need for a dedicated
model.13

In order to obtain evidence of syntactic relations in the corpus, these latent
structures must first be made explicit. This means having the corpus parsed.
Dependency-based grammars are best suited to a grammatically informed context
definition. The link structure of dependency edges in the parse tree provides direct
access to syntactically related words in a sentence. By simply following these
edges, we can obtain the bilexical relations needed to build the model. In addi-
tion, dependency parsers are very robust with recognizing predicate-argument
relations which is, arguably, the basis of the sentence’s semantics. Finally, de-
pendency parsers have been developed with high accuracy and low runtime
complexity (Nivre, 2008; Bohnet, 2010) making them particularly suitable for the
task of parsing large corpora.

2.5. Constructing Models for Novel Languages

Our goal is to develop methods for reliably constructing SDSMs for novel lan-
guages. When moving from a linguistic resource in one language to building one
in a new language a number of different approaches can be considered: mono- as
well as cross-lingual methods can be explored.

Crosslingual Induction – Annotation Projection via Parallel Corpus

Alignment

SL Corpus

  

   

   

 

  

  

   

 

SL Model

  

   

   

 

  

  

   

 

TL Model

Annotation

TL Corpus

Aggregation

Figure 2.2.: Constructing a TL model from SL model via annotation projection

13In the past, such models have required head- / or relation-specific training (e.g., Resnik
(1993)).
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We can distinguish two types of cross-lingual transfer. If the resource consists
mainly of information at the token (or instance) level – i.e. on actual occurrences
of words within specific contexts – this can be achieved via annotation projection
in parallel corpora (Yarowsky and Ngai (2001); Bentivogli and Pianta (2005)), cf.
Figure 2.2. If however the resource is organized on the type (or lemma) level,
bilingual dictionaries can be employed to translate the resource directly (Fung and
Chen, 2004; Peirsman and Padó, 2011, , cf. Figure 2.3).

SL Model

  

   

   

 

  

  

   

 

Crosslingual Induction – Bilingual Dictionary

Translation

  

   

   

 

  

  

   

 

TL Model

  

   

   

 

  

  

   

 

SL Model

SL-TL Bilingual Dictionary

Figure 2.3.: Translation of SL model into TL using bilingual lexicon

The requirements for performing the annotation projection are quite high. Be-
yond the need for an aligned parallel corpus, the choice of the annotation and
aggregation methods is not straightforward for a models such as SDSMs.

Another approach for building a TL SDSM is to simply implement the methodol-
ogy employed in the source language to the corresponding data from the target
language (cf. Figure 2.4). Obviously, in this case, neither the existing data nor
the model are leveraged per se. The resource requirements on the TL side simply
mirror those on the SL, but are independent of the source language – this means
parallel data is no longer needed. One consequence of this fact is that performance
of the target model can vary in a number of ways. Given a smaller corpus, we
should expect a less robust model, i.e. lower coverage and accuracy. A TL parser
with lower accuracy than in the source language would introduce noise into the
TL model and lead to an additional reduction in accuracy in predictions.

The methods explored in this thesis are the monolingual and the cross-lingual
translation approach using a bilingual lexicon. Finally, in addition to the mono-
lingual (ML) and cross-lingual (XL) methods, we also explore possibilities of
combining a ML model and a XL model into a multilingual model.
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Monolingual Induction

Corpus Parsed Corpus

Parsing Pattern extraction

Model

  

   

   

 

  

  

   

 

Corpus Parsed Corpus

Parsing Pattern extraction

Model

  

   

   

 

  

  

   

 

Figure 2.4.: Monolingual parallel induction of TL model
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Chapter 3.

Resources

3.1. Distributional Memory as SDSM

As we have seen in the previous chapter, distributional models of word meaning
represent a word’s meaning as a vector of a certain dimensionality. As a result, the
entire space, i.e. the set of vectors for the vocabulary at hand, takes the form of a
matrix in which the numerical values indexed by the row i and column j quantify
the association between the wordi and contextj .

SDSMs such as Distributional Memory (DM) (Baroni and Lenci, 2010) then are an
extension of such a two-way association by explicitly including relation labels into
this association scoring. Using the terminology of Baroni and Lenci, this represents
a move from a W ×W or a word-by-word space to a W×L×W or word-by-link-by-
word space, in which there the additional index of a link type. In this manner,
where previously our fundamental data structure was a matrix, we now obtain a
higher-order linear algebraic object, viz. a third order tensor.

Association scores. We define σ as the scoring function that maps a word-link-
word triple to its non-negative real-valued association score:

σ : W×L×W → R+
0

This allows for the comparison of word-link-word triples: For example:

〈pencil OBJ sharpen〉
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is assigned a higher weight than 〈elephant OBJ sharpen〉.

The decisive factor in syntax-based distributional modeling is to have association
scores for such triples – or in the simpler case of DSMs, word pairs – that are
indicative of their true latent relationships. As discussed in Chapter 2, simple
co-occurrence counts suffer the effect of highly frequent words masking the signal
of less frequent but potentially more salient co-occurrences. Information theory-
based association metrics such as point-wise mutual information (PMI) can be
employed to counteract this effect. It measures how much information the presence
of one co-occurrent conveys about the likelihood of the others, as can be seen in
its definition:

PMI(〈wi Lj wk〉) = log
P (〈wi Lj wk〉)

P (wi) · P (Lj) · P (wk)
= log

Oijk

Eijk


> 0, for Oijk > Eijk

= 0, for Oijk = Eijk

< 0, for Oijk < Eijk
(3.1)

where Oijk represents observed frequency of the triple 〈wi Lj wk〉in the corpus
and Eijk its expected frequency under the assumption of statistical indepen-
dence:1

Eijk = |corpus|3 · P (wi) · P (Lj) · P (wk)

PMI achieves this by capturing the degree to which the observed frequency of
the word-link-word combination differs from the expected frequency. Thus the
actual frequencies of the co-occurrents are factored out. However, this also has
the effect of giving too much weight to infrequent events. This can easily be seen
in Equation 3.1. Using N and D to signify numerator and denominator in the
definition, respectively we can see this effect in this reformulation: PMI = log N

D
=

1Statistical independence means each random variable varies independent from any
other, i.e., P (〈wi Lj wk〉) = P (wi) · P (Lj) · P (wk). Equation 3.1 equates log

Oijk

Eijk
and

log
P (〈wi Lj wk〉)

P (wi)·P (Lj)·P (wk) , and by extension, due to the monotonicity of the log function: Oijk

Eijk

and P (〈wi Lj wk〉)
P (wi)·P (Lj)·P (wk) . It is important to note that these are equivalences of ratios in

which the corpus frequency factors present in Oijk and Eijk cancel each other out.
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log(N)− log(D). Let us consider the numerator log(N) as well as two probabilities
in the denominator fixed. If we then significantly decrease the third probability,
without loss of generality e.g. P = P (wi), then PMI increases with − log(P ) in
log(N) − log(D) − log(P ); which in a large corpus can quickly yield very large
values.2 As indicated in Equation 3.1, positive PMI values correspond to triples
that occur more frequent than by chance and are thus indicative of a significant
relationship between the words and link.

German DM DMDE. The weighting in our German DM is informed by the
definitions for the English LexDM and DepDM, using a restriction of Local Mu-
tual Information (LMI: Evert, 2005) to R+. The following equation defines the
estimated value of LMI of a word-link-word triple 〈wi Lj wk〉 via its observed
frequency in the corpus Oijk and its expected frequency Eijk:

LMI(〈wi Lj wk〉) = Oijk · log
Oijk

Eijk
.

LMI addresses the over-estimation of infrequent events by multiplying PMI by
the observed frequency – and can thus be described as a reweighting of the
original frequencies.3 The Distributional Memory tensor can be visualized as in
Figure 3.1.

Another method of conceptualizing the DM structure is as a labeled and weighted
graph, such as in Figure 3.2 which shows the eight highest-scoring contexts for the
verb push together with their weights. Figure 3.2 shows arguments or adjuncts of
pushv – here, seven of eight co-occurrents occur as objects, and two as prepositional
adjuncts. This graph formalization shows how DM also allows the modeling of
inverse relations, by simply reversing edges, i.e. the edge 〈push OBJ direction〉
leads to an inverse relation edge

〈
direction OBJ-1 push

〉
.

We will make use of both the tensor and graph conceptualizations of DM in this

2Consider the extreme case of a hapax legomenon in which it becomes perfectly as-
sociated with its co-occurrents, thus leading to a very large PMI value in a large
corpus.

3LMI can also be seen as an approximation of the log-likelihood ratio – which is highly
effective at modeling sparse co-occurrences (Dunning, 1993; Lowe, 2001) – without
incurring the cost of using a full contingency table.
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1317.3

Wpushv
Lin

W
directionn

Figure 3.1.: DM as a tensor. The association scores are accessed by three indices,
the word-link-word triple. (Words – not links – are subscripted by
their parts of speech, noun: n, verb: v, adjective: j).
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Figure 3.2.: The DepDM tensor as a labeled graph: push with its nine highest-
scoring co-occurrents
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thesis.

Tensor and matrix spaces. The benefit of such a higher-order tensor such as DM
is that the model provides us with multiple vector spaces, suiting the demands of
a number of distinct tasks. It follows from the earlier observation of the duality
of the term-document matrix, that the three-way associations present in such an
SDSM allow us to efficiently generate for a given task a tailored semantic space
via a process of matricization.

• For example, the word by link-word space (W × LW ) contains vectors for
words w1 and its dimensions are labeled with pairs 〈l w2〉 of a link and a
context word:4

−→w1 = 〈 〈l w2〉 : σ(〈w1 L w2〉) 〉 (3.2)

This space models similarity among words, and can be used in many tasks
e.g. for thesaurus construction (Lin, 1998).

• Another matricized space is the word-word by link space (or: WW × L):

−−−−→〈w1 w2〉 = 〈 l : σ(〈w1 L w2〉) 〉

In such a space, the items of interest are word pairs 〈w1, w2〉with dimensions
that are links. This space can be used to model semantic relations.

This makes the tensor structure more widely applicable in the many areas of
natural language processing.

4Due to the fact that there is no canonical order or enumeration of the dimensions
in our spaces, we opt for an index-based notation in which for a vector ~v whose
components xi ∈ R for a specific dimension di is written as ~v = 〈 di : xi 〉. E.g. the
standard basis vectors ~e1, ~e2, ~e3 of R3 can be written using this notation via using the

characteristic function χ(b) =

{
1, if b is true
0, if b is false

, simply as: ~ei = 〈xj : χ(i = j) 〉, e.g.

~e2 = 〈x1 : 0 x2 : 1 x3 : 0 〉.The value of a component, or even its dimension, can thus
easily be written as the return value of any function.
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1317.3

Wpushv
Lin

Wdirectionn  

· · · 〈in directionn〉 · · ·
...

pushv · · · 1317.3 · · ·
...

Figure 3.3.: The W×LW matricization leads to a collapse of the matrix accessed
via the first word, e.g. pushv, into a vector indexed by single link-word
pairs.

DM does not presuppose a particular vocabulary of relation type, thus leav-
ing open the development of distinct models covering different types of rela-
tions.

Effect of link definitions. The increased informativeness of a cell in an SDSM
tensor over that in a DSM matrix means the tensor will be considerably sparser,
i.e., most word-link-word combinations will have a score of 0. The percentage of
non-zero combinations across word and link types in the tensor is its density:

density(DM) =
|{ 〈w1 L w2〉 ∈ DM | σ(〈w1 L w2〉) > 0 }|

|W | · |L| · |W |

Taking the vocabulary as fixed, Baroni and Lenci (2010) introduced three different
design choices regarding link types in the original formulation of DM.

• DepDM which uses dependency paths as relation types qua semantic re-
lations (Grefenstette (1994b); Curran and Moens (2002); Padó and Lapata
(2007); Rothenhäusler and Schütze (2009)). This results in approximately 800
link types and a tensor density of 0.0149%.

• LexDM encodes lexical relations such as hypernymy using surface patterns
(Hearst, 1992) in which the participating words are directly embedded in the
links. This yields over 3M link types and the resulting tensor has a density
of 0.00001%.

• Finally, TypeDM contains links derived from the lexicalized patterns of
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LexDM: explicit lexical token-level information is removed and the number
of different token realizations forms the basis of the LMI score calculation.
This significantly reduces the number of links to 25K. The resulting tensor
density of 0.0005% is between the other two.

Baroni and Lenci (2010) evaluate each model type on a wide array of semantic
tasks and show that DMs reliably perform comparably to or better than specialized
models. Despite variation across tasks, all models perform similarly well and thus
are good candidates for a general-purpose SDSM. For this reason, in choosing the
basis for our TL DM we opt for the simplest definition of DM, DepDM which has
the lowest barrier to implementation and also the highest density (a factor of 30
higher than TypeDM which is itself 50 times more dense than LexDM).

3.2. Dependency-parsed German corpus – SDEWAC

For the monolingual induction of a German DM, we require a large parsed cor-
pus.

The corpus from which we extract the co-occurrence counts is the SDEWAC web
corpus (Faaß and Eckart, 2013). SDEWAC is derived from the DEWAC corpus
(Baroni and Kilgarriff, 2006), a large corpus collected from the German web under
the .de top-level domain. The corpus was obtained by applying various prepro-
cessing steps to DEWAC web corpus (Baroni, Bernardini, Ferraresi, and Zanchetta,
2008). Despite the multiple advantages of using web sites as a source for text
data, a significant amount of the text thus retrieved is actually non-content data
or metadata, such as copyright footers, navigation bar labels or text that is not
rendered by the browser or meant to be read by a human reader.5

Obtaining a clean corpus. For SDEWAC, duplicate sentences originating from
the same URL were removed.6 This leads to 9 million different word types and

5Another example of this might be lists of keywords the creator of the site included in
the source of the page intending to increase the site’s ranking with search engines for
certain queries.

6In the construction of SDEWAC sentence identification was employed to distinguish
text that contains normal language from such non-content data, additionally using
the criterion of being parseable with a high enough confidence value (Faaß and Eckart,
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Rel. Freq. % Rel. Freq. % Rel. Freq. %

NK 260M 29.6 NG 5.9M 0.7 SBP 1.5M 0.17
– 160M 18.0 PM 5.6M 0.6 AC 960K 0.11
MO 120M 13.8 OP 5.3M 0.6 CVC 660K 0.07
SB 66M 7.5 DA 5.3M 0.6 NMC 570K 0.06
CJ 40M 4.6 SVP 4.4M 0.5 AMS 450K 0.05
OA 34M 3.9 PG 3.8M 0.4 DM 170K 2 ·10−2

OC 33M 3.8 RE 3.4M 0.4 PH 170K 1.9 ·10−2

CD 27M 3.1 PAR 3.2M 0.4 RS 150K 1.7 ·10−2

MNR 23M 2.6 APP 3.2M 0.4 OG 110K 1.2 ·10−2

AG 22M 2.5 CM 2.5M 0.3 VO 78K 8.8 ·10−3

PD 12M 1.4 CC 2.3M 0.3 AVC 46K 5.2 ·10−3

CP 10M 1.1 JU 2.0M 0.2 ADC 12K 1.4 ·10−3

PNC 8.3M 0.9 EP 1.9M 0.2 OA2 12K 1.4 ·10−3

RC 7.5M 0.8 UC 1.8M 0.2 SP 2K 2.1 ·10−4

Table 3.1.: TIGER (Brants et al., 2004) format dependency relation frequencies and
percentages in dependency-parsed SDEWAC.

over approximately 45 million sentences (885 million tokens) parsed with the
MATE German dependency parser (Bohnet, 2010). The parser was trained to
optimize dependent attachment accuracy. The result of this filtering is a significant
reduction in size from the unfiltered DEWAC (0.8 billion tokens in SDEWAC
compared to 1.7 billion in DEWAC) but at the same time, a marked increase in the
quality of the text.

Table 3.1 shows the relations present in the parsed German corpus. Approximately
20% of relation instances are subject, object and conjunction relations. The dummy
relation ‘–’ links punctuation such as commas, periods and parentheses to the
preceding token; there are ca. 3.6 punctuation marks per sentence. While this
significantly increases the quality of the corpus, there still are some issues such as
spelling errors or non-words being present, but straining out these was not our
goal.

2013).
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3.3.
English-G

erm
an

bilingualdictionary

POS % Explanation Most frequent lemmas in SDEWAC

NN 20.4 common noun Jahr, Mensch, Zeit, Kind, Land
ART 10.3 (in-)definite article der, ein, –, Der, �
APPR 7.9 preposition; left circumposition in, von, mit, für, auf
ADJA 6.0 attributive adjective neu, anderer, groß, erster, deutsch
$. 5.4 sentence-final punctuation –, [, �, �, ]
$, 5.3 comma –, �, [, �, o
ADV 5.2 adverb auch, so, nur, noch, dann
VVFIN 3.9 finite verb geben, kommen, gehen, stehen, finden
NE 3.5 proper noun –, Deutschland, Berlin, USA, Europa
KON 3.4 coordinating conjunction und, oder, aber, sondern, sowie
VAFIN 3.1 finite verb sein, werden, haben, muss, hab
PPER 2.7 (non-reflexive) personal pronoun es, sie, ich, er, wir
ADJD 2.5 adverbial / predicative adjective gut, möglich, spät, wirklich, schnell
$( 2.3 other intra-sentential punctuation –, �, �, ], [
VVPP 1.9 participial verb machen, geben, stellen, sehen, sagen
VVINF 1.8 infinitive verb machen, lassen, geben, tun, sehen
CARD 1.6 cardinal number zwei, 1, 2, drei, 3
APPRART 1.5 preposition with article in, zu, an, von, bei
KOUS 1.0 subordinate conjunction dass, wenn, daß, weil, ob
VMFIN 1.0 finite modal verb können, sollen, wollen, müssen, dürfen

Table 3.2.: Top 20 most frequent parts of speech in SDEWAC.
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3.3. English-German bilingual dictionary

Following the discussion in Section 2.5, we will adopt the translational approach to
cross-lingual DM construction. Translation lexicons are among the most common
bilingual resources with many large ones available online in the form of crowd-
sourced databases. Even in the case of unusual language pairings, it has been
shown that highly accurate and large-coverage dictionaries can be obtained for
virtually any language pair using probabilistic inference (Haghighi, Liang, Berg-
Kirkpatrick, and Klein, 2008; Soderland, Etzioni, Weld, Skinner, and Bilmes, 2009);
even in the absence of large, cleaned corpora.

The website dict.cc7 provides numerous such lexicons, e.g. for German and English
that we will use in this work. Regarding the information contained in dict.cc, we
make structural assumptions about the entries when extracting translation pairs8

resulting in a database covering 215K noun, 74K adjective and 25K verb English-
German translation pairs.

3.4. Evaluation tasks and datasets

In order to determine the quality of the models, we must be able to evaluate
their ability to predict linguistic realities. These can be grounded in queries at
different levels of linguistic structure starting at the lexical level (e.g. obtaining
semantic relatedness judgments), issues regarding linguistic processing difficulty
(e.g. measuring reading times) or comparing against models of the plausibility of
syntactic compositions (e.g. by mining and validating high- and low-fit arguments
from corpora). These different methods of evaluation take place on different levels
of syntactic complexity, as illustrated in Figure 3.5.

7https://www.dict.cc
8We see this as a cleaning step in which we strip such as elements as the annotations of

colloquial, archaic words or removing multiword expressions and unwanted parts of
speech from the line containing the translation, e.g.:

(alter) Gaul m jade [archaic] noun → Gaul-n jade-n

Also, the identity of a SL word’s part of speech is maintained for the TL translation,
e.g. we do not allow nouns to be translated into adjectives.
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abstemmen-v

abstoßen-v

abut-v

anstoßen-v

adjoin-v

barge-v

rempeln-v

batter-v

bench-v

drücken-v

border-v

buffer-v

stoßen-v

buffet-v

bull-v

drängen-v

bump-v

bunt-v

cajole-v

cark-v

coax-v
crowd-v

depress-v

dig-v

schubsen-v

disgust-v

drive-v

drängeln-v

edge-v

schieben-v

einkellern-v

eject-v

force-v

forcieren-v

funnel-v

hit-v

hustle-v

initiate-v

jab-v
jog-v

jostle-v

knock-v

launch-v

move-v

nudge-v

schupfen-v

stupsen-v

pinch-v

pitchfork-v

poke-v
pound-v
powder-v

press-v

pressen-v

prod-v

punt-v
puschen-v

push-v

pushen-v

ram-v

reject-v
repel-v

rush-v

scramble-vscuff-v

shift-v

shock-v

shoot-v

shove-v

shuffle-v

shunt-v

slide-v

squeeze-v

strain-v

strike-v

stub-v

swage-v

tailgate-v

throng-v

thrust-v

wheel-v

Figure 3.4.: Neighborhood of pushv in dict.cc obtained by translating its German
neighbors back into English. We can see that even after these two
translation steps, the English words thus reached are closely related to
pushv. At the same time, this forward and back translation multiplies
into 63 new English words.
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Counts Transl. variance Weighted variance

Word class Pairs EN DE bi-dir. EN DE bi-dir. EN DE

Noun 214948 100711 130871 1.86 2.13 1.64 8.66 9.01 5.91
Verb 74448 8193 9369 2.90 3.11 2.72 7.89 7.93 6.48

Adjective 25505 37460 36260 2.02 1.99 2.05 7.00 6.45 9.16

Total 314901 146364 176500 1.95 2.15 1.78 8.15 8.27 7.07

Table 3.3.: Translations and translational variance in dict.cc. Variance is measured
as number of translations for a word. Weighted variance includes
corpus frequencies into a weighted average of translational variance
showing that more frequent words are more ambiguous.

lexical similarity

argument plausibility

logical metonymy

word

argument

phrase

essen
<latexit sha1_base64="RNgzcyGfy1rp9ZQYSh5dQDKL8Jc=">AAAB83icbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswl0aLYM2lhHMB+SOsLeZJEt2947dPSEc+Rs2ForY+mfs/Ddukis08cHA470ZZubFqeDG+v63t7G5tb2zW9or7x8cHh1XTk7bJsk0wxZLRKK7MTUouMKW5VZgN9VIZSywE0/u5n7nCbXhiXq00xQjSUeKDzmj1klhiDId52gMqlm/UvVr/gJknQQFqUKBZr/yFQ4SlklUlglqTC/wUxvlVFvOBM7KYWYwpWxCR9hzVFGJJsoXN8/IpVMGZJhoV8qShfp7IqfSmKmMXaekdmxWvbn4n9fL7PAmyrlKM4uKLRcNM0FsQuYBkAHXyKyYOkKZ5u5WwsZUU2ZdTGUXQrD68jpp12uBXwse6tXGbRFHCc7hAq4ggGtowD00oQUMUniGV3jzMu/Fe/c+lq0bXjFzBn/gff4AoDWSDA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RNgzcyGfy1rp9ZQYSh5dQDKL8Jc=">AAAB83icbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswl0aLYM2lhHMB+SOsLeZJEt2947dPSEc+Rs2ForY+mfs/Ddukis08cHA470ZZubFqeDG+v63t7G5tb2zW9or7x8cHh1XTk7bJsk0wxZLRKK7MTUouMKW5VZgN9VIZSywE0/u5n7nCbXhiXq00xQjSUeKDzmj1klhiDId52gMqlm/UvVr/gJknQQFqUKBZr/yFQ4SlklUlglqTC/wUxvlVFvOBM7KYWYwpWxCR9hzVFGJJsoXN8/IpVMGZJhoV8qShfp7IqfSmKmMXaekdmxWvbn4n9fL7PAmyrlKM4uKLRcNM0FsQuYBkAHXyKyYOkKZ5u5WwsZUU2ZdTGUXQrD68jpp12uBXwse6tXGbRFHCc7hAq4ggGtowD00oQUMUniGV3jzMu/Fe/c+lq0bXjFzBn/gff4AoDWSDA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RNgzcyGfy1rp9ZQYSh5dQDKL8Jc=">AAAB83icbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswl0aLYM2lhHMB+SOsLeZJEt2947dPSEc+Rs2ForY+mfs/Ddukis08cHA470ZZubFqeDG+v63t7G5tb2zW9or7x8cHh1XTk7bJsk0wxZLRKK7MTUouMKW5VZgN9VIZSywE0/u5n7nCbXhiXq00xQjSUeKDzmj1klhiDId52gMqlm/UvVr/gJknQQFqUKBZr/yFQ4SlklUlglqTC/wUxvlVFvOBM7KYWYwpWxCR9hzVFGJJsoXN8/IpVMGZJhoV8qShfp7IqfSmKmMXaekdmxWvbn4n9fL7PAmyrlKM4uKLRcNM0FsQuYBkAHXyKyYOkKZ5u5WwsZUU2ZdTGUXQrD68jpp12uBXwse6tXGbRFHCc7hAq4ggGtowD00oQUMUniGV3jzMu/Fe/c+lq0bXjFzBn/gff4AoDWSDA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RNgzcyGfy1rp9ZQYSh5dQDKL8Jc=">AAAB83icbVA9SwNBEJ3zM8avqKXNYhCswl0aLYM2lhHMB+SOsLeZJEt2947dPSEc+Rs2ForY+mfs/Ddukis08cHA470ZZubFqeDG+v63t7G5tb2zW9or7x8cHh1XTk7bJsk0wxZLRKK7MTUouMKW5VZgN9VIZSywE0/u5n7nCbXhiXq00xQjSUeKDzmj1klhiDId52gMqlm/UvVr/gJknQQFqUKBZr/yFQ4SlklUlglqTC/wUxvlVFvOBM7KYWYwpWxCR9hzVFGJJsoXN8/IpVMGZJhoV8qShfp7IqfSmKmMXaekdmxWvbn4n9fL7PAmyrlKM4uKLRcNM0FsQuYBkAHXyKyYOkKZ5u5WwsZUU2ZdTGUXQrD68jpp12uBXwse6tXGbRFHCc7hAq4ggGtowD00oQUMUniGV3jzMu/Fe/c+lq0bXjFzBn/gff4AoDWSDA==</latexit>

Kuchen
<latexit sha1_base64="OI9zTK5Vuoj926h5bN75iMg6OZI=">AAAB9HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tDoNgFe7SaBm0EWwimA9IjrC3mUuW7O6du3uBcOR32FgoYuuPsfPfuEmu0MQHA4/3ZpiZFyacaeN5305hY3Nre6e4W9rbPzg8Kh+ftHScKopNGvNYdUKikTOJTcMMx06ikIiQYzsc38799gSVZrF8NNMEA0GGkkWMEmOloIciGWX3KR2hnPXLFa/qLeCuEz8nFcjR6Je/eoOYpgKloZxo3fW9xAQZUYZRjrNSL9WYEDomQ+xaKolAHWSLo2fuhVUGbhQrW9K4C/X3REaE1lMR2k5BzEivenPxP6+bmug6yJhMUoOSLhdFKXdN7M4TcAdMITV8agmhitlbXToiilBjcyrZEPzVl9dJq1b1var/UKvUb/I4inAG53AJPlxBHe6gAU2g8ATP8ApvzsR5cd6dj2VrwclnTuEPnM8fKnCSVg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OI9zTK5Vuoj926h5bN75iMg6OZI=">AAAB9HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tDoNgFe7SaBm0EWwimA9IjrC3mUuW7O6du3uBcOR32FgoYuuPsfPfuEmu0MQHA4/3ZpiZFyacaeN5305hY3Nre6e4W9rbPzg8Kh+ftHScKopNGvNYdUKikTOJTcMMx06ikIiQYzsc38799gSVZrF8NNMEA0GGkkWMEmOloIciGWX3KR2hnPXLFa/qLeCuEz8nFcjR6Je/eoOYpgKloZxo3fW9xAQZUYZRjrNSL9WYEDomQ+xaKolAHWSLo2fuhVUGbhQrW9K4C/X3REaE1lMR2k5BzEivenPxP6+bmug6yJhMUoOSLhdFKXdN7M4TcAdMITV8agmhitlbXToiilBjcyrZEPzVl9dJq1b1var/UKvUb/I4inAG53AJPlxBHe6gAU2g8ATP8ApvzsR5cd6dj2VrwclnTuEPnM8fKnCSVg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OI9zTK5Vuoj926h5bN75iMg6OZI=">AAAB9HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tDoNgFe7SaBm0EWwimA9IjrC3mUuW7O6du3uBcOR32FgoYuuPsfPfuEmu0MQHA4/3ZpiZFyacaeN5305hY3Nre6e4W9rbPzg8Kh+ftHScKopNGvNYdUKikTOJTcMMx06ikIiQYzsc38799gSVZrF8NNMEA0GGkkWMEmOloIciGWX3KR2hnPXLFa/qLeCuEz8nFcjR6Je/eoOYpgKloZxo3fW9xAQZUYZRjrNSL9WYEDomQ+xaKolAHWSLo2fuhVUGbhQrW9K4C/X3REaE1lMR2k5BzEivenPxP6+bmug6yJhMUoOSLhdFKXdN7M4TcAdMITV8agmhitlbXToiilBjcyrZEPzVl9dJq1b1var/UKvUb/I4inAG53AJPlxBHe6gAU2g8ATP8ApvzsR5cd6dj2VrwclnTuEPnM8fKnCSVg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OI9zTK5Vuoj926h5bN75iMg6OZI=">AAAB9HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tDoNgFe7SaBm0EWwimA9IjrC3mUuW7O6du3uBcOR32FgoYuuPsfPfuEmu0MQHA4/3ZpiZFyacaeN5305hY3Nre6e4W9rbPzg8Kh+ftHScKopNGvNYdUKikTOJTcMMx06ikIiQYzsc38799gSVZrF8NNMEA0GGkkWMEmOloIciGWX3KR2hnPXLFa/qLeCuEz8nFcjR6Je/eoOYpgKloZxo3fW9xAQZUYZRjrNSL9WYEDomQ+xaKolAHWSLo2fuhVUGbhQrW9K4C/X3REaE1lMR2k5BzEivenPxP6+bmug6yJhMUoOSLhdFKXdN7M4TcAdMITV8agmhitlbXToiilBjcyrZEPzVl9dJq1b1var/UKvUb/I4inAG53AJPlxBHe6gAU2g8ATP8ApvzsR5cd6dj2VrwclnTuEPnM8fKnCSVg==</latexit>

Kinder
<latexit sha1_base64="eKZtSOl0k7RhMdpiNtqRKv+eq8g=">AAAB9HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tDoNgFe7SaBm0EWwimA9IjrC3N0mW7O6du3uBcOR32FgoYuuPsfPfuEmu0MQHA4/3ZpiZFyacaeN5305hY3Nre6e4W9rbPzg8Kh+ftHScKopNGvNYdUKikTOJTcMMx06ikIiQYzsc38799gSVZrF8NNMEA0GGkg0YJcZKQQ9FMsrumYxQzfrlilf1FnDXiZ+TCuRo9MtfvSimqUBpKCdad30vMUFGlGGU46zUSzUmhI7JELuWSiJQB9ni6Jl7YZXIHcTKljTuQv09kRGh9VSEtlMQM9Kr3lz8z+umZnAdZEwmqUFJl4sGKXdN7M4TcCOmkBo+tYRQxeytLh0RRaixOZVsCP7qy+ukVav6XtV/qFXqN3kcRTiDc7gEH66gDnfQgCZQeIJneIU3Z+K8OO/Ox7K14OQzp/AHzucPKNSSVQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eKZtSOl0k7RhMdpiNtqRKv+eq8g=">AAAB9HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tDoNgFe7SaBm0EWwimA9IjrC3N0mW7O6du3uBcOR32FgoYuuPsfPfuEmu0MQHA4/3ZpiZFyacaeN5305hY3Nre6e4W9rbPzg8Kh+ftHScKopNGvNYdUKikTOJTcMMx06ikIiQYzsc38799gSVZrF8NNMEA0GGkg0YJcZKQQ9FMsrumYxQzfrlilf1FnDXiZ+TCuRo9MtfvSimqUBpKCdad30vMUFGlGGU46zUSzUmhI7JELuWSiJQB9ni6Jl7YZXIHcTKljTuQv09kRGh9VSEtlMQM9Kr3lz8z+umZnAdZEwmqUFJl4sGKXdN7M4TcCOmkBo+tYRQxeytLh0RRaixOZVsCP7qy+ukVav6XtV/qFXqN3kcRTiDc7gEH66gDnfQgCZQeIJneIU3Z+K8OO/Ox7K14OQzp/AHzucPKNSSVQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eKZtSOl0k7RhMdpiNtqRKv+eq8g=">AAAB9HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tDoNgFe7SaBm0EWwimA9IjrC3N0mW7O6du3uBcOR32FgoYuuPsfPfuEmu0MQHA4/3ZpiZFyacaeN5305hY3Nre6e4W9rbPzg8Kh+ftHScKopNGvNYdUKikTOJTcMMx06ikIiQYzsc38799gSVZrF8NNMEA0GGkg0YJcZKQQ9FMsrumYxQzfrlilf1FnDXiZ+TCuRo9MtfvSimqUBpKCdad30vMUFGlGGU46zUSzUmhI7JELuWSiJQB9ni6Jl7YZXIHcTKljTuQv09kRGh9VSEtlMQM9Kr3lz8z+umZnAdZEwmqUFJl4sGKXdN7M4TcCOmkBo+tYRQxeytLh0RRaixOZVsCP7qy+ukVav6XtV/qFXqN3kcRTiDc7gEH66gDnfQgCZQeIJneIU3Z+K8OO/Ox7K14OQzp/AHzucPKNSSVQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eKZtSOl0k7RhMdpiNtqRKv+eq8g=">AAAB9HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tDoNgFe7SaBm0EWwimA9IjrC3N0mW7O6du3uBcOR32FgoYuuPsfPfuEmu0MQHA4/3ZpiZFyacaeN5305hY3Nre6e4W9rbPzg8Kh+ftHScKopNGvNYdUKikTOJTcMMx06ikIiQYzsc38799gSVZrF8NNMEA0GGkg0YJcZKQQ9FMsrumYxQzfrlilf1FnDXiZ+TCuRo9MtfvSimqUBpKCdad30vMUFGlGGU46zUSzUmhI7JELuWSiJQB9ni6Jl7YZXIHcTKljTuQv09kRGh9VSEtlMQM9Kr3lz8z+umZnAdZEwmqUFJl4sGKXdN7M4TcCOmkBo+tYRQxeytLh0RRaixOZVsCP7qy+ukVav6XtV/qFXqN3kcRTiDc7gEH66gDnfQgCZQeIJneIU3Z+K8OO/Ox7K14OQzp/AHzucPKNSSVQ==</latexit>

Figure 3.5.: The complexity of semantic (composition) tasks increase at higher
levels of syntactic analysis. (English translation of Kinder essen Kuchen:
kids eat cake.)

We test our models on each of these levels and in discussing the results, highlight
the shortcomings and potential for the approaches investigated in this thesis.

3.4.1. Lexical relatedness

The adequacy of the lexical semantic information in (S)DSMs which aim to capture
the meaning of words can be tested in a number of ways. One straightforward
means of ascertaining their accuracy is to do a pairwise comparison of single word
representations and compute their relatedness. Then any aggregate measure
such as correlation coefficients, e.g. Pearson’s r or Spearman’s ρ can serve as a
quality indicator of these estimates in testing how well they align with human
judgments.
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Data. For German, the Gur350 wordsim dataset (Gurevych, 2005; Zesch, Gurevych,
and Mühlhäuser, 2007) is the standard dataset for testing word relatedness in Ger-
man.9 It was obtained by querying 8 human participants to judge the semantic
relatedness of pairs of words on a five-point Likert scale (0 unrelated to 4 highly
related). Table 3.4 gives examples of the pairs and their mean ratings and standard
deviations between the ratings given for that pair. Standard deviations of 0 are
present for:

• maximum relatedness scores of 4 given to synonyms:

Witzn – Joken
Dingn – Gegenstandn,

joken – gagn
thingn – objectn,

or in cases of word derivation:

Erfolgn – erfolgreichj
Demutn – demütigj ;

successn – successfulj
humilityn – humblej ;

• or minimum scores for random unrelated pairs:

italienischj – vergehenv
Zebran – Stellenanzeigen
Kaffeetassen – parallelj

Italianj – decayv
zebran – job offern
coffee cupn – parallelj

Interestingly, we see that even for cross-part-of-speech pairings, relatedness judg-
ments can be very high. Figure 3.6 shows more closely how the ratings relate to
the raters’ agreement (evidenced by lower standard deviations between ratings)
and the pairing of different parts of speech. While no significant differences in
either rating or uncertainty exists across parts of speech, a general trend can be
seen in which the closer the mean rating is to the extremes – i.e. either 0 or 4 – the
higher the agreement.10

9Dataset is available at https://www.informatik.tu-darmstadt.de/ukp/
research_6/data/semantic_relatedness/german_relatedness_
datasets/.

10One might consider it desirable to select the word pairs for which the agreement was
higher. In that case however, we would be excluding many of the data points and
would reduce the dataset to only the extremely (dis-)similar pairs.
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Figure 3.6.: Gur350: Rater agreement across ratings and parts of speech (average
mean rating: 1.97, average rating standard deviation: .85). A lower
standard deviation between ratings means a higher rate of agreement
between annotators. A circle’s area is proportional to the number of
〈x, y〉 = 〈mean relatedness, standard deviation〉 pairs at that point. n,
v, j and x refer to noun, verb, adjective and ‘cross-part of speech’ pairs,
respectively.

Task and evaluation. Our model predicts relatedness as similarity scores in the
W×LW vector space, i.e. cosines of the angles between words, cf. Chapter 2.
The values thus obtained which range from 0 to 1 for positive-valued vectors are
then correlated with the human judgments. The authors report an inter-annotator
agreement of 0.69 which was measured as Pearson’s r correlation can thus be
taken as a theoretical upper limit for any model.
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Mean relatedness Std. deviation
Word1 Word2 rating of ratings

deutschj Bundesbürgern 3.5 0.756
German German citizen

Fragen Antwortn 3.25 1.389
question answer

Tierparkn Giraffen 3 1.069
animal zoo giraffe

Bildn visuellj 3 1.069
picture visual

nachgehenv untersuchenv 2.75 1.165
follow up examine

Designern Eleganzn 2.625 1.061
designer elegance

Designn Optikn 2.625 1.188
design optics

erklärenv begründenv 2.5 1.069
explain base

Franzosen deutschj 2.375 1.302
Frenchman German

Mannn Geschäftspartnern 1.5 0.926
man business partner

schließenv Überlegungv 0.875 1.126
close idea

sportlichj teuerj 0.375 0.744
athletic expensive

versäumenv überprüfenv 0.125 0.354
miss check

summierenv selbstbewußtj 0.125 0.354
sum self-confident

untersuchenv Benediktn 0 0
examine Benedikt

Table 3.4.: Examples from the Gur350 dataset which covers 466 words – 291 nouns,
103 verbs and 72 adjectives – in 350 pairs. Pairings occur not only within
a part of speech but also across.
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3.4.2. Synonym detection

The task of synonym detection consists of determining from among a set of candi-
dates which is most closely related to or synonymous with the base word.

Data. The German Reader’s Digest Word Power dataset (Wallace and Wallace,
2005)11 is a word choice dataset with 984 items. It was originally designed to help
enhance readers’ vocabulary in the form of a quiz: For each base word which
is sufficiently infrequent in everyday parlance, the correct candidate was to be
selected from among a set of superficially plausible distractors (cf. Table 3.5). This
dataset is amenable to being used as a test suite for lexical semantic models, by
measuring the accuracy of a model’s ability to determine the target candidate,
cf. Equations 3.3 & 3.4. It is comparable to the much smaller 80-item synonym
portion of the English TOEFL (Landauer and Dumais, 1997b), but also contains
short phrases among the candidates.

Task and evaluation. The task can be seen as an assignment task, i.e., our model
aims to determine which candidate is the target. This means for every item, we
can simply check whether the assignment was correct. The proportion of correct
assignments is the modelM’s accuracy on the dataset:

D = { (wi,Γi)} ⊂ W × Γ

the dataset with Γi = 〈c1
i c

2
i c

3
i c

4
i 〉 the candidate list for wi.

acca(M,D) =
|{ d ∈ D | αM(d) = t(d) }|

|D| (3.3)

where αM : D → Γ is the assignment function of the model, and t : D → Γ

identifies the true target.

If, however, our model cannot determine a unique best candidate, we have ties. In
this case, we can instead frame this as a scoring task and evaluate by discounting

11Obtained from https://www.informatik.tu-darmstadt.de/ukp/research_
6/data/semantic_relatedness/german_word_choice_problems/.
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ties:

accs(M,D) =

∑
d∈D ζM(d)

|D| (3.4)

where ζM : W × Γ→ R is the scoring function:

ζM(wi,Γi) =

|{ c
j
i | ζM(cj) = ζM(t(d)) }|−1, ifarg maxcji∈Γi

ζM(cj) = t(d)

0, otherwise

In the case of the scoring formulation, we can have, e.g., a three-way tie: If the
actual target scored the maximal ζM for the item d, Equation 3.4 results in a score
of ζM(d) = 1/3 = 0.3̇. This can be simplified to accs(M,D) = |D|−1(A + 1

2
· B +

1
3
· C + 1

4
· D), where A is the number of correctly predicted items with no ties,

B those with a 2-way tie, C with a 3-way tie, and D with a 4-way tie. Thus acca
becomes identical to accs exactly when there are no ties. We use this more general
scoring accuracy measure following Mohammad, Gurevych, Hirst, and Zesch
(2007).

3.4.3. Argument plausibility

Predicate-argument combinations form the basis of the structure of a sentence,
e.g.

subject: vasen–breakv

object: eatv–caken

They express functional relationships between words that can – as a precursor to
semantic role labeling – enable further deep processing, e.g. textual entailment
and information extraction. For given predicate-argument pairs the determination
can be made as to the plausibility of that juxtaposition.

Data. Brockmann and Lapata (2003) compiled a dataset covering three types of
predicate-argument relation types: subject, object and prepositional complement.
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Base word Target Distractor candidates

Agility Hundesport Aufwärmgymnastik Sackhüpfen Formationstanz
dog agility dog sport warm-up sack race formation dance

anachronistisch zeitwidrig sonderbar originell zeitbedingt
anachronistic contradicting strange original temporary

in time

clever klug gewitzt gewissenhaft wohlhabend verlogen
clever cunning conscientious affluent mendacious

Cross-over Stilmischung Zebrastreifen Schifferknoten Potpourri
cross-over mixture of styles crosswalk knot potpourri

Handikap Benachteiligung Mobiltelefon-Etui Einschaltverbot Störanfälligkeit
handicap disadvantage cell phone prohibition susceptibility

case of turning on

kultig modern und in religiös bedingt altgewohnt feierlich
iconic modern and in religious familiar ceremonial

partizipieren teilhaben Partei nehmen aufteilen Brüche
durcheinander teilen

participate take part advocate split up divide fractions

resolut tatkräftig zurückhaltend bärbeißig berechnend
resolved energetic timid gruff calculating

Server Zentralcomputer Stromquelle Nothelfer Regler
server central computer power source first responder regulator

Triathlon Dreikampf Dreier-Team dreitägiges dreieckiges
Sportfest Spielfeld

triathlon triathlon team of three three day triangular
athletic event playing field

Table 3.5.: Example items from the Reader’s Digest Word Power dataset. 984 base
words are paired with a set of distractors and a target synonym or gloss.

For each relation type, 10 verbs were sampled uniformly from the Süddeutsche
Zeitung corpus12. For each 〈verb rel〉 pairing, a noun complement with a corpus-
estimated high-, mid-, and low-plausibility was chosen by drawing uniformly from
the equal division of log-transformed co-occurrence bands for each verb.

12Verbs or nouns whose relative frequency were less than 1 per million on the Süddeutsche
Zeitung were not considered.
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This results in 90 verb-noun pairs, 30 pairs for each relation type (cf. Table 3.6).
These were rated by 61 native German speakers with an inter-subject agreement

Verb Complement Plausibility

Subject

stagnieren Preis 0.24
stagnate price

warten Welt 0.10
wait world

musizieren Grundschule −0.03
make music elementary school

glitzern Ferne −0.26
glitter distance

schwappen Rock −0.60
swash skirt

Object

enttäuschen Gast 0.31
disappoint guest

enttäuschen Politiker 0.22
disappoint politician

reinigen Gehweg 0.20
clean sidewalk

formieren Widerstand 0.19
form resistance

schmieden Instrument −0.15
forge instrument

PPobject

erkranken an Malaria 0.35
contract malaria

teilnehmen an Seminar 0.35
participate in seminar
kommen zu Schluß 0.22

come to conclusion
denken an Kleinigkeit 0.19

think about detail
riechen nach Runde −0.51

smell like round

Table 3.6.: Examples from the argument plausibility dataset (Brockmann and Lap-
ata, 2003).
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(Pearson’s r) of .79 for subject, .81 for object, .82 for prepositional object and
.81 overall). These agreement values, again, serve as an upper limit for model
performance.

Task and evaluation. As opposed to the simple lexical relatedness models of
the matricized DM in the lexical tasks outlined above, the model’s knowledge of
relation types can be used to generate relation-specific modelsMr.

Our task is to correlate model predictions of predicate-argument combination
plausibility with human judgments:

cor(M,D) = cor(〈Mri(vi, ni) | (ri, vi, ni) ∈ D〉 , 〈judgi〉)

3.4.4. Logical metonymy

Metonymy is the phenomenon of one word being substituted for another (Lakoff
and Johnson, 1980; Panther and Radden, 1999):

We went for a drive after John showed us his new wheels. (= car)

Berlin took a position against the measure. (= the German government)

In the case of logical metonymy, the sentential construction is a shorthand for an
covert event (CE) that is supplied by the reader but not linguistically realized at
the surface level:

The author began the novel. (= e.g. writing / reading)

Americans love baseball. (= e.g. watching / playing)

Verbs that can trigger metonymic interpretations allow for a verbal complement.
Common classes are psychological verbs, e.g. enjoy, hate, and aspectual verbs,
e.g. begin, stop. The specific real-world event remains implicit in the construction
and must be provided by the reader’s understanding on the basis of the relevant
linguistic material present in the sentential – or surrounding – context. The process
of CE interpretation – we can be described as the triggering and recovery of the
implicit event – is dependent upon the combinations of multiple contextual partic-
ipants, i.e. the subject and object of the metonymic verb as well as the metonymic
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CE

high thematic fit low thematic fit

Der Bergsteiger versuchte, den Berg zu erklimmen. zu malen.
The alpinist tried the mountain to climb. to paint.

Der Künstler versuchte, den Berg zu malen. zu erklimmen.
The artist tried the mountain to paint. to climb.

Table 3.7.: Structure of logical metonymy (Zarcone et al., 2012) dataset: Each object
is matched with two subjects and two covert events, here Berg with
Bergsteiger / Künstler and erklimmen / malen and one metonymic verb
(here: versuchen). In such a 2x2 design, each subject occurs once in a
high-typicality and in a low-typicality combination. The same holds for
each of the covert event-denoting verbs.

verb itself. By being highly sensitive to its syntactic context (Zarcone and Padó,
2011; Zarcone, Padó, and Lenci, 2012), a model of logical metonymic interpretation
would go beyond individual predicate-argument plausibility considerations, e.g.
in the evaluation against the Brockmann and Lapata (2003) dataset. The linguistic
phenomenon of logical metonymy is thus well-suited for testing syntax-aware
computational models of semantics, such as SDSMs, that can potentially help shed
light on the cognitive processes involved in semantic interpretation.

Data. The dataset consists of 96 〈s, v, o, e〉 tuples. These represent 24 sets of
four subject, metonymic verb, object and covert event groups. Table 3.7 shows
the structure of the 2x2 design underlying the dataset. The verb arguments
were produced by 20 participants given only the object and the subjects were
elicited by 10 participants as the most expected agents for each given a particular
〈o, e〉 combination. Each of the 24 objects with its randomly chosen metonymic
verb gives rise to two high-thematic fit 〈s, v, o, e〉 tuples and two low-thematic
fit ones. Thematic fit is the degree of compatibility of a complement as the filler
of a specific thematic role given a predicate. It thus depends on the filler, the
predicate and the role as well as potential additional context information. We
can reasonably approximate these thematic or semantic roles required for an
assessment of thematic fit via the dependency relations already present in our
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Subject Object Metonymic verb Covert event Typicality

Bergsteiger Berg versuchen erklimmen high
Künstler Berg versuchen erklimmen low
Künstler Berg versuchen malen high
Bergsteiger Berg versuchen malen low

climber / artist mountain try climb / paint

Ober Saft aufhören eingießen high
Baby Saft aufhören eingießen low
Baby Saft aufhören trinken high
Ober Saft aufhören trinken low

waiter / baby juice stop pour / drink

Handwerker Fenster probieren einbauen high
Hausfrau Fenster probieren einbauen low
Hausfrau Fenster probieren putzen high
Handwerker Fenster probieren putzen low
workman / housewife window try install / clean

Bäuerin Apfel anfangen pflücken high
Bäcker Apfel anfangen pflücken low
Bäcker Apfel anfangen schälen high
Bäuerin Apfel anfangen schälen low

farmer / baker apple start pick / peel

Table 3.8.: Examples 〈s, o, v, e〉 tuples and their typicality from German logical metonymy dataset (Zarcone et al., 2012)
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SDSM, by taking e.g. the transitive subject of a verb as the agent of the denoted
event, or a direct object as its patient. With this approximation, we can talk about
thematic fit in terms of the typicality of the syntactic filler for that relation, without
the need for an extra role labeling step in processing.

It was shown that the typicality assignments are reflected in self-paced reading
times (Zarcone and Padó, 2011) as well as in probe recognition latencies (Zarcone
et al., 2012). Typical events were associated with lower reading times and slower
rejections as probe words after sentences which evoke them.

Task and evaluation. We use the expectation composition and update model
(ECU; Lenci (2011)) which transforms the pairwise relations present in DM into
a model of multiple links in the DM graph using a stepwise combination of
association scores. Conceptually, ECU compares a synthetic prototype vector
against the proposed slot filler. To construct the prototype, ECU first computes the
verb’s association scores – which are interpreted as expectations – for its object
slot and then combines these values with the subject’s expectations for the object.
Formally, we arrive at the composed verb’s expectations for the object as:

EXV (v) = λo.σ(〈v OBJ o〉)

The subject’s expectations for the object are:

EXS(s) = λo.σ(〈s VERB o〉)

Then the updated expectation is defined as:

EXSV (s, v) = λo.σ(EXV (v)(o)) ◦ σ(EXS(s)(o))

where either an additive or multiplicative combination function ◦.

An accurate prediction for a pair – with high- and low-typicality objects oh and ol –
would be model expectations: EXSV (s, v)(oh) > EXSV (s, v)(ol). Then the centroid,
i.e. vector sum, of the k highest expected objects is defined as the prototype.
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Chapter 4.

Monolingual DM Induction

In this chapter, we discuss the process of designing our monolingually induced
structured distributional semantic model from a German web corpus. Finally, we
describe the resulting Distributional Memory, DMDE, in terms of node and link
frequencies as well as properties of the matricized vector spaces and compare and
contrast our German DM with Baroni and Lenci (2010)’s English models.

4.1. Inducing a DM from a German corpus

Model type selection. The first step in inducing the monolingual German DM
was to settle on one of the three DM variants proposed by Baroni and Lenci
(2010). While the DM framework does not assume any specific source for the
tuples, syntactic relational information is required. As noted in Chapter 3, the
patterns in LexDM and TypeDM are more complex than those in DepDM. In the
construction of the former, many manual or semi-manual annotations were used,
including a list of high-frequency verbs chosen to be part of the lexicalized edge
labels (Baroni and Lenci, 2010), i.e. labels containing lexical information. While
the more intricately designed lexicalized models1 nearly always proved to be the
top performing DM types in their study, the significantly less complex DepDM
performs at similar levels on many tasks, e.g. synonym detection (Baroni and
Lenci, 2010, p. 694), noun clustering (Baroni and Lenci, 2010, p. 696) and predicting
verb–argument plausibility judgments (Baroni and Lenci, 2010, p. 698). For these
reasons we opted to follow a DepDM-style approach with simple, i.e. short-path,

1These are models containing such lexicalized edge labels.
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lexical link patterns for our model in addition to the grammatical patterns using
the functional relations in the dependency graphs. Our objective by doing this is
to make the construction and structure of DMs in novel languages analogous: The
intuition being that shorter paths should transfer across language barriers better
than longer ones. At the same time, this should also reduce the negative impact
on model quality due to any issues that impact the TL parser’s accuracy.

Defining patterns to extract links. The types of German links we include cor-
respond more or less directly to the straightforward syntactic patterns described
in the outline of DepDM. These patterns were obtained by collecting the most
frequent syntactic structures within a large German corpus (cf. Section 3.2). The
extracted patterns can be categorized into one of two groups: unlexicalized and
lexicalized patterns.

Unlexicalized patterns. We use unlexicalized patterns to determine a total of
seven link types which extract the syntactic configurations both at the verb phrase
and at the sentence levels, cf. (Baroni and Lenci, 2010, p. 686f.). These are:

SBJ TR subjects for transitive verbs; usually actors, e.g.

Der Autor schrieb das Manuskript fertig
(the author wrote the manuscript done)

〈Authorn SBJ TR schreibenv〉

SB OA

SBJ INTR subjects for intransitive verbs; usually actors or themes, e.g.

Das Kind spielte
(The child played)〈

Kindn SBJ INTR spielenv
〉

SB
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Die Vase zerbrach
(The vase broke)

〈Vasen SBJ INTR zerbrechenv〉

SB

OBJ direct objects; e.g.

Der Chauffeur fuhr das Auto
(The chauffeur drove the car)

SB

〈
Auton OBJ fahrenv

〉

OA

IOBJ indirect objects; e.g.

Er verabreichte dem Patienten das Medikament
(He administered the patient the medication)

SB

〈Patientn IOBJ verabreichenv〉

DA

OA

VCOMP verb complements; e.g

Das Fossil blieb erhalten
(The fossil remained conserved)

SB OC

〈erhaltenv VCOMP bleibenv〉

NMOD noun modification; e.g.

Bereits 1905 gelangen den Gebrüder Wright Flüge von 38 Minuten Dauer
(Already 1905 succeeded the brothers Wright flights of 38 minutes’ duration)

NK

〈Minuten NMOD Dauern〉
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Sie sind ermächtigt , gesetzlich beschlossene Maßnahmen durchzuführen
(They are authorized , legislatively resolved measures to carry out)

〈
beschlossenj NMOD Maßnahmen

〉

NK

VERB the relation between the subject and object of a transitive verb con-
struction; e.g.

Der Faktor spielt eine große Rolle
(The factor plays a big role)

〈Faktorn VERB Rollen〉

SB OA

These patterns are termed unlexicalized as their link types do not directly contain
lexical information. The links are in direct one-to-one correspondence to their
pattern’s description of the syntactic context.

Lexicalized patterns. A lexicalized pattern can belong to one of two groups.
They either:

• incorporate surface lexical information – which e.g. in patterns such as

SURFACE : PATW1 [...] PATL [...] PATW2

resulting in an instantiated surface edge: 〈w1 L w2〉 in which each element
matches its corresponding sub-pattern with optional additional patterns [...];
or

• use dependency edges to extract lexical material according to:

PARSE : PATW1 PATL PATW2 :
PATW1 ... PATL ... PATW2

α β

for the declared values and orientations for the edges α and β (cf. below for
examples).

The following descriptions define the three remaining lexicalized patterns. The
pattern most frequently instantiated in SDEWAC is
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PARSE : NW1 PREPL NW2 :
NW1 ... PREPL ... NW2

NK NK

which captures the relational chain between two nouns via a preposition. This
patterns covers phrases such as Recht auf Auskunft (right to disclosure) which
results in the triple 〈Recht AUF Auskunft〉 where the link type is instantiated by the
lexical realization of the preposition, in this case AUF.

The second most frequent lexicalized pattern is:

PARSE : NW1 VERBL NW2 :
NW1 ... VERBL ... NW2

SB OA

Here, the link is set to be the particular verb encountered with the subject N1 and
object N2 . The sentence Hochtief erlebt Aufwind (Hochtief experiences upturn) for
instance results in the triple 〈Hochtief ERLEBEN Aufwind〉.

Finally, a pattern designed to link adjectives to noun combinations is

SURFACE : ADJW1 NW2 VON (ART|ADJ)∗ NL

which extracts the second noun involved in the combination as the triple’s link.2

It covers such phrases as heutige Größe von dem Stern which yields the triple
〈heutige STERN Größe〉.

The presence of lexical items in the links means that these patterns will yield a very
large number of link types. Note, however, that we have ignored prepositional
arguments of verbs, as well as adverbs and relative clauses. On the one hand, the
rationale for this decision lies in the attempt to minimize the impact of problematic
parser output. On the other hand, as we are only building a model for nouns, verbs
and adjectives, the patterns defined above already represent the majority of the
parsed corpus. The lexicalized patterns match in the case of approximately 38% of
sentences in SDEWAC while the unlexicalized ones cover 98% of the sentences. At
the same time, we are also motivated by the idea of minimalism: Keeping things
simple and straightforward to define means a lower barrier to the implementation
of similar patterns in novel languages. By restricting our models to using only
these patterns, we wanted to find out whether – and did find that – a restricted

2The sub-pattern (ART|ADJ)∗ is written as a regular expression and matches a sequence
of zero or more instances of articles and adjectives.
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selection of highly frequent relations still enables our models to perform well.

In addition to these considerations, we also discovered that German – as opposed
to English – offers a range of difficulties when extracting word relations from
parsed text.

In this thesis, we opt to remain as close to the original data as possible by not
attempting to simplify noun compounds or verbal complexes – thus saving time
and effort on searching for the optimal preprocessing steps – while at the same
time introducing the risk of an increase in data sparsity.

4.2. Qualitative Analysis of DMDE

The resulting monolingually induced German DM contains over 78M links for
3.5M words (nouns, verbs and adjectives).

It contains approximately 220K link types, almost all of which stem from the
lexicalized patterns, with the mean number of links being 22 per lemma. A
comparison with the original English DM with 130M links covering 30K lemmas
and just over 25K link types means that DMDE is considerably more sparse.

Unlexicalized links

N (I)OBJ V 7,833,635 noun n is (in)direct object of verb v
N SBJ (IN)TR V 7,478,550 noun n is subject of verb v in an (in)transitive construction
V1 VCOMP V2 677,397 subcategorization of verb v1 by a verb v2 (excluding modals

and auxiliaries)
X NMOD N2 1,575,516 noun n2 modified by x ∈ {adj, n}
N1 VERB N2 3,304,045 noun n1 is subject and n2 object of a verb

Lexicalized links

link types 220,269 e.g. IN (in), VON (from), AN (to/on), ALS (as),
VOR (before/in front of), UM (about/around),
GEGEN (against), STELLEN (to put), MACHEN (to make/do),
BIETEN (to offer), GEBEN (to give)

links 18,180,604 2,462,927 N1 IN N2 , 1,424,398 N1 VON N2 ,
1,170,609 N1 MIT N2 , . . .

Table 4.1.: Statistics for the German DMDE tensor. Approximately half of the result-
ing links are lexicalized.
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Table 4.1 lists the frequency of the lexicalized and unlexicalized link types. As
described in Section 4.1, there are over 20M unlexicalized triples for our 7 link types
and over 18M lexical triples for the more than 220K lexicalized link types.

SBJ INTR-1 SBJ TR-1 OBJ-1

Realitätn 2,339.3 Entwurfn 4,455.5 Chancen 18,805.5
reality draft opportunity

Wirklichkeitn 1,343.0 Menschn 3,555.2 Filmn 14,978.0
actuality human film

Sachen 1,204.1 Senatn 3,244.1 Bildn 14,925.5
thing senate picture

Weltn 802.4 Zuschauern 3,147.2 Möglichkeitn 12,429.9
world spectator possibility

IOBJ-1 VCOMP VCOMP-1

Menschn 512.7 bekommenv 6,044.2 konfrontierenv 9,822.6
human get confront

Tatsachen 439.3 gebenv 2,972.1 aussetzenv 8,822.0
fact give expose

Wahrheitn 382.7 sagenv 1,939.7 zwingenv 6,742.3
truth say force

Zukunftn 324.8 glaubenv 1,024.5 kommenv 4,061.0
future believe come

Table 4.2.: Highest-LMI co-occurrents for the verb sehen (see).

Table 4.2 shows the highest scored neighbors for the verb sehen in DM.DE. We can
see that besides the concrete subjects (e.g. Mensch and Zuschauer) and objects (e.g.
Film and Bild) we also have a number of abstract nominal complements that arise
from a more metaphoric use of the verb (e.g. Chance, Tatsache and Möglichkeit). The
intransitive subjects and indirect objects are mainly due to misparses, e.g. ‘die X
sieht ... aus’ (The X appears/looks like ...) and idiomatic expressions, respectively,
e.g. ‘der Y ins Gesicht sehen’ (to face/confront Y); this is also the case for sagen,
which is usually linked as a complement when there is a sequence of multiple
verb-final clauses, or a clause with a parenthesis, in which sehen follows sagen, but
not always in an actual complementizer relation e.g.:

Plato [. . . ] sagt, daß er die Weltenseele an den Weltenleib gekreuzigt sieht, [. . . ].

Plato [. . . ] says he sees the world’s soul crucified to the world’s body, [. . . ]
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[. . . ] Werkstatt des Britischen Informationsmmisteriums , das - ganz im Vertrauen
gesagt - seine Aufgabe darin sah , das Denken möglichst vieler Menschen zu beein-
flussen .

[. . . ] workshop of the British Ministry of Information which - speaking in
the strictest confidence - saw as its responsibility to influence the thinking of
as many people as possible .

The VCOMP-1 examples come from phrases such as sich mit X konfrontiert sehen (to
be confronted with X) or sich Y ausgesetzt sehen (to feel exposed to Y). There are
thus multiple senses ranging from concrete to abstract and metaphoric among the
verb’s most associated neighbors.

Tensor density. One measure that can be used to characterize the resulting DM
is via its density. A tensor’s density indicates the percentage of its cells that contain
non-zero weight and can be understood as the probability of a uniformly sampled
triple being assigned a non-zero score or being present in the DM graph. Baroni
and Lenci (2010) provide the densities for their three English DM variants, all of
which cover approximately 30K English nouns, verbs and adjectives, varying thus
most significantly in the identity and number of links types:

English DM variant # link types density

DepDM 796 1.49 · 10−4

TypeDM 25, 336 5 · 10−6

LexDM 3, 352, 148 1 · 10−7

As we do not restrict the lexical content for our German DM, we have a larger
number of word nodes which results in a lower overall tensor density. The
density of DMDE with 3, 543, 603× 442, 032× 3, 543, 603 = 5.6 · 1018 possible word-
link-word combinations and 78, 745, 438 attested tuples is: 1.41867 · 10−11, which is
significantly less dense than the English DMs. One obvious reason is the difference
in vocabulary sizes with the unrestricted use of the German web corpus – which
still contains noise on the word level – leading to a vocabulary size over 100 times
larger than the English DMs.

If we subsample the 30K most frequent as our nodes, we can compare densities
more directly with the original DMs. The density of DMDE reduced to the top 30K
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most frequent words in SDEWAC contains 306,679 link types and has a density
of 1.79 · 10−5 which is a higher density than TypeDM with an order of magnitude
higher number of link types. Thus we can achieve a comparable level of graph
connectivity to TypeDM and DepDM on the highly frequent words in the corpus
but can also achieve higher coverage by including more lexical material in the link
labels.

Analysis of W×LW vectors. Finally, we assess the information available on the
basis of which lexical semantic predictions can be made. Among DSMs, vector
similarity is one of the most common methods of obtaining predictions.

To this end, we select three frequency bands, of high, mid and low frequency
ranges for our test words. Their frequencies consist of context counts, i.e. the
number of contexts in the W×LW matricization that are non-zero.3

We select 100 words per band and calculate the pairwise similarities within each
band and across all of them and report summary statistics on those values. In
addition, we also provide statistics for the formal properties of the W×LW matri-
cization of DM.DE and compare it with the English DM provided by Baroni and
Lenci.4

Results. We find that in terms of the number of edges per word, the English DM
has a approximately four times as many as DM.DE. This factor of diminished
density corresponds to the tensor density values given above and is consistent
across frequency bands.

With respect to the vectors’ L2 norms5, they are much more comparable (cf. their
mean or median values). Interestingly, the maximum values for DM.DE are
significantly higher than in the English DM. This means that there are a small
number of vectors that have a number of edges with high association scores, which

3These counts correspond to the number of non-zero components in a target’s vector in
the matricized vector space. The reason for using these values as opposed to corpus
frequency is that in the case of cross-lingually constructed DMs, there is not TL corpus
underlying the model.

4Available from http://clic.cimec.unitn.it/dm/.
5This is the standard norm corresponding to the geometric length of a vector: ‖~v‖ =√∑

i v
2
i .
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high mid low across

# Edges per word

min 2415 792 72
median 5343.00 1234.50 471.00
mean 11986.83 1396.71 461.85
max 98095 2327 780

Word vector L2 norm

min 422.29 183.29 88.78
median 1120.46 431.09 249.25
mean 2452.96 504.08 253.61
max 27512.04 1597.64 596.79

Cosine similarity

min 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
median 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.01
mean 0.06 0.02 0.01 0.03
max 0.53 0.37 0.35 0.53

non-zero sims 97.6% 90.6% 80.4% 91.0%

Table 4.3.: English TypeDM W×LW stats
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high mid low across

# Edges per word

min 673 295 1
median 1298.50 416.00 59.50
mean 3356.49 454.36 96.77
max 35619 672 283

Word vector L2 norm

min 202.35 171.88 11.17
median 1266.57 287.73 131.25
mean 4426.46 462.90 200.19
max 95057.71 2681.19 3692.12

Cosine similarity

min 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
median 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00
mean 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.01
max 0.84 0.35 0.17 0.84

non-zero sims 62.3% 73.0% 12.2% 43.8%

Table 4.4.: DM.DE W×LW stats on top 30K words.
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we can deduce from there being fewer edges available compared to the English
DM among which to distribute these high norm values.

Finally, cosine similarity values are more frequently zero in our German DM,
unsurprisingly due to the lower edge counts per word. On average, similarities are
a factor of approximately 3 higher in English – except for the case of the maximal
similarity in the high band, markedly higher than in the English DM.

To summarize, we have shown that with simple patterns we can get a broad
coverage SDSM that, when reduced to the vocabulary same size, is comparable to
the medium-complexity English DM of Baroni and Lenci (2010) DM in terms of size
as well as in a number of formal properties. In the next chapter, we will investigate
methods for bootstrapping the available English DM into a TL DM.
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Chapter 5.

Cross-lingual Induction of DM

In the last chapter, we discussed the design decisions in our approach to mono-
lingually inducing a DM for German and discussed the resulting tensor’s char-
acteristics. To achieve this result, we required a large TL corpus, a reliable TL
dependency parser as well as the definition of lexicalized and unlexicalized de-
pendency patterns from which to build the model. The present chapter introduces
our methods for significantly lowering these requirements relying instead solely
on the existence of a SL DM and a bilingual dictionary.

As briefly noted in Chapter 2, we see two main types of approaches to learning TL
models from SL data cross-lingually. The first is annotation projection which neces-
sitates the existence of a (quasi-) parallel corpus. In addition, further investigations
must be undertaken into methods to aggregate the projected instance-level anno-
tations into type-level ones. On the other hand, there exists the second possibility
of translating the source model directly.

Each approach makes assumptions, engendering corresponding tradeoffs, on
what resources are available and whose information can have an advantageous
impact on the resulting TL model. We want to make as few assumptions on
resource availability as possible, as we would like to maximize the potential
number of TLs to which these methods can be applied. Furthermore, while large
accurately parsed, high-coverage parallel corpora currently still seem a far-off
notion, there has been significant work on constructing high-quality bilingual
dictionaries between arbitrary language pairs (Sadat, Yoshikawa, and Uemura,
2003; Haghighi et al., 2008; Xia, Lewis, Goodman, Slayden, Georgi, Crowgey, and
Bender, 2016).
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5.1. Methods

In the situation where some resource is available in a source language, but not in a
target language, two strategies can be taken to create the TL resource. The first
one is parallel induction. The schema applied in the creation of the original SL
resource is reproduced, as closely as possible, for TL (recall Figure 2.4). Such an
approach was taken in the last chapter.

The second one is cross-lingual transfer in which the existing SL resource is
transferred directly into the TL. This strategy represents an attractive approach
as it directly leverages the existing resource. As we have argued, translation is
much more attractive an approach. By adopting English as the source language
we can leverage the more favorable position of English on the resource gradient,
that is, the higher level of maturity of English NLP models, methods and data, in
particular of corpora and parsers, compared to most other languages.

For many languages, the treebanks required to develop and train parsers have
become available only within the last decade or so if at all (Buchholz and Marsi,
2006), while English has been at the forefront of NLP development for several
decades. Multiple highly accurate dependency parsers exist for English (Mc-
Donald, Pereira, Ribarov, and Hajič, 2005; Nivre, 2006, e.g., ). At the same time,
distributional semantic modeling has thrived in English with arguably the widest
range of large and cleaned corpora of any language.

By adopting such a translational approach, our induction methods should become
applicable to as many target languages as possible, thus improving the resource
particularly for those languages for which very few resources are available. The
cross-lingual methods we develop here work without any target language corpora,
either monolingual or bilingual. The only requirement beyond the original DM is
a simple translation lexicon, i.e. a list of translation pairs and without even the
need for translation probabilities.

5.1.1. Challenges for translation-based transfer

For the language pair at hand, English–German, a number of reliable, high-
coverage bilingual dictionaries are publicly available that have been previously
employed in NLP tasks, e.g. dict.cc.
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Lang. Word #tr. Example translations

D
E

Dummkopfn 61 fooln, assn, dummyn, idiotn
Trotteln 59 charlien, zombien, wallyn, fooln
Schlagn 56 songn, typen, attackn, hitn

EN

linen 52 Grenzen, Richtungn, Artikeln, Produktn
branchn 46 Armn, Abteilungn, Branchen, Sektorn
pitchn 45 Platzn, Höhen, Feldn, Gradn

Table 5.1.: Words with the highest degree of translational variance (#tr.) in the EN-
DE portion of dict.cc ranked by corpus frequencies (DE: SDEWAC,
EN: WACKY (Baroni et al., 2008)).

The main issue within this approach is that simple word-based translation runs
into serious ambiguity problems. Translating a DM model would mean trans-
forming a SL graph – consisting of the weighted (un-)lexicalized edges and nodes
containing the SL lemmas – into a TL graph such that the syntactic and semantic
relationships between them remain intact. In cases where these translations are not
just synonyms but in fact express distinct senses of the English word (e.g. woodn as
material: Holzn, as an area: Waldn), the English node would need to be ‘split’, with
all its incoming and outgoing edges assigned to either of the two German nodes.
At first glance, this is equivalent to a full-fledged sense disambiguation problem
making it completely non-trivial to solve. Certain types of lexical information
would be of use in such a task, such as sense distinctions or common colloca-
tions. Having translation pairs grouped by sense would allow a restriction of
the translation multiplication to remain strictly within a sense. Beyond involving
a significant amount of effort and fine-tuning of the methods, the translation of
collocates could function as the basis for filtering the edges on the TL side but
would significantly change the structure of the graph by splitting and merging
subgraphs.

We will work with the simplifying assumption that syntactic relations show a high
degree of parallelism for the language pair English–German in particular, but also
in general, following the direct correspondence assumption introduced by Hwa,
Resnik, Weinberg, Cabezas, and Kolak (2005).1

1Their work dealt with aligned translated sentence pairs and found it reason-
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This is unproblematic for one-to-one translations where nodes are just relabeled,
e.g. wristn → Handgelenkn. However, as soon as the one-to-one correspondence
breaks down, the need for resolution strategies becomes evident. For instance,
when two English lemmas correspond to a single German lemma – { armn, branchn

} → Armn – the two English nodes must be collapsed in some manner. At the
same time, 38% of the English words in dict.cc have more than one translation in
German, and 29% vice versa.

Figure 5.1 shows the translational variance, i.e. the number of words a word
translates to. As with word frequency, we find also here a Zipfian distribution,
i.e. in both languages the rank order of the number of translations comports
approximately according to an inverse power law with those translational variance
values.

On average, an English lemma has 2.3 German translations, and the average
German lemma has 1.9 English ones. Corpus frequency correlates moderately
with translational variance in both German (Spearman’s ρ: .46, p < .001) and
English (Spearman’s ρ: .49, p < .001).

A look at the words from dict.cc presented in Table 5.1 reveals an interesting
phenomenon, namely that measured translational variance in the resource is not
necessarily indicative of true underlying semantic ambiguity. Due to the fact that
the lexicon is constructed as a crowd-sourced project we find that beyond highly
ambiguous words such as linen (EN #1) and branchn (EN #2) or Schlagn (DE #3)
and Verbindungn (DE #4) the top cases of largest variety of translations provided
by the contributors are invectives (Dummkopfn (DE #1) and Trotteln (DE #2)) which
are hardly due to their semantic complexity.

Disregarding case, over 5% of the translation pairs are identical, these include
proper names but mostly technical loan words, from either of the two languages,
or a third, such as evidenced by the EN-DE pairs: bodyguardn – Bodyguardn,
femoropoplitealj – femoropoplitealj , or schadenfreuden – Schadenfreuden.

able to assume that relation triples held within translated, aligned phrases
(xSLySL aligned withxTLyTL ∧ xSLRySL → xTLRyTL)). In our case, we start directly
from a weighted triple and take via bilingual lexical translation evidence as sufficient to
assume the TL relation holds: xSLRySL∧xTL ∈ tr(xSL)∧yTL ∈ tr(ySL)→ xTLRyTL.
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Figure 5.1.: Logarithmic plot of the translational variance in the English-German
lexicon dict.cc. The x-axis indicates the index of the words of each
language sorted by their number of translations. Vertical lines desig-
nate the 50% threshold within the respective vocabularies; for both
languages, well over half of the vocabulary has only a single transla-
tion.

5.1.2. Formalization of DM as graph

Conceptualizing our SL-DM as a directed graph (such as in Figure 3.2) allows us
to construe the task as graph translation (Mihalcea and Radev, 2011). Thus a DM
can be defined as a triple G = (V,E, σ) where V is its set of vertices, the covered
subset of SL’s vocabulary; E the set of typed edges connecting these words; and
σ : V ×E×V → R +, the edge-weighting function. We will use S and T to refer to
the source and target language vocabularies, respectively, and index with them to
disambiguate as necessary. For example, GS = (VS, ES, σS) would denote the SL
DM. We can describe the process of graph translation using these definitions.
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5.1.3. Formalization of DM-graph translation

Building on the assumption that dependency relations are language-independent
which – while certainly incorrect in this extreme formulation, does represent an
empirically motivated (McDonald, Nivre, Quirmbach-Brundage, Goldberg, Das,
Ganchev, Hall, Petrov, Zhang, Täckström, Bedini, Bertomeu Castelló, and Lee,
2013) simplification – we devote our translation efforts completely to the set of
vertices, leaving the edge label information untouched.2

In the simplest case, a translation lexicon would correspond to a one-to-one
mapping between the SL and TL vocabularies tr : S → T, tr(wS) 7→ wT . Then, the
transformation would merely constitute a relabeling. Obviously, this is not the
case with natural languages in which many words have the same meaning and
most words have multiple meanings. As a consequence, the translation function
amounts to a function tr : S → P(T ), mapping a word in wS ∈ S to a subset of T ,
i.e. tr(wS) = {w1

T , w
2
T , . . .} ∈ P(T ), an element of the powerset of T .

5.1.4. Performance profile

The goal of pivoting a high-quality SL semantic model into lower-resource TL is
to leverage either higher quality SL parses or the larger amount of data to obtain
TL models with high performance comparable to a monolingually induced one.
There are, however, two distinct aspects of the resulting model in which we can
measure this performance: quality and coverage. These two measures together
are what we term the model’s performance profile.

Quality. This refers to the adequacy of the model which enables – on a particular
level of analysis, e.g. the level of individual words or word pairs – us to make
correct predictions. This could be measured in accuracy in a classification task or
correlation in a relatedness task, for example.

2In principle, the approach to translating the lexical nodes could be further extended to
include edges which are themselves fully or partially lexicalized, i.e. they contain only
lexemes and no grammatical or parser output, while leaving the non-lexicalized or
grammatical edges intact. This larger design space for cross-lingual DMs of hybrid
node/edge translations lies outside the scope of this thesis.
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Coverage. This simply refers to the percentage of the queries to the model on
which predictions can actually be made. The original DM was chosen in such
a way to cover the items of standard English datasets for lexical semantic tasks
(e.g. wordsim, SAT analogy). This was to ensure coverage on those datasets while
keeping the size of the model manageable. Coverage is simply a percentage value
of covered items which depends naturally on the dataset at hand.

Differences between ML and XL performance profiles. We assume that in gen-
eral, cross-lingually induced models will show a complementary performance
profile to monolingual models (Mohammad et al., 2007; Peirsman and Padó, 2011).
Cross-lingual DMs are extracted from higher-resourced SL corpora which almost
by definition will be parsed more accurately than TL corpora. This means, mono-
lingual models will suffer from lower quality compared to cross-lingual models.
In addition, the translation process can be conceptualized as acting as a further
filtering step (cf. Section 5.2), thus optimizing cross-lingual models for higher
quality. This comes at the expense of coverage, however, as only those TL words
have a chance of being represented in the resulting translated model if they are
present in the translation lexicon, which can be viewed as the coverage bottleneck.
In contrast, monolingual models – in particular for under-resourced languages
– while suffering in quality, will reflect actual SL language use and thus have a
higher coverage on most tasks.

5.2. Graph Translation

5.2.1. Ambiguity in Unfiltered Translation

As shown in Figure 5.1, translation on the level of words is not a bijection but
rather a many-to-many relation. We model this situation using two functions:
tr : S → P(T ) which translates source words into sets of target words, and
tr−1 : T → P(S) which translates target words back into the source language.3 The
simplest way to translate nodes using tr is to use all of a node’s translations.

3Obviously, tr−1 is not the inverse of tr in a strict mathematical sense; instead, this
notation serves simply to model the reverse direction of translation.
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Thus, each SL edge between lemmas s1 and s2, results in |tr(s1)| · |tr(s2)| translated
TL edges:

ET = {(t1, l, t2) | ∃(s1, l, s2) ∈ ES s.t. t1 ∈ tr(s1) ∧ t2 ∈ tr(s2)} (5.1)

5.2.2. Weighting function

The score σT of a target edge can then be defined as some summary statistic of the
scores of all SL edges that map onto it. In keeping with the simple approach we
adopt the mean of these SL scores as an unbiased and uninformed estimate of the
unknown true weight:

σT (t1, l, t2) =
Σs1∈tr−1(t1),s2∈tr−1(t2)σS(s1, l, s2)

|tr−1(t1)| · |tr−1(t2)| (5.2)

While applying the maximum function might in some cases end up capturing the
most credible translation source’s score, its sensitivity to outliers would harm the
robustness of the model.4 We take the mean as it is less sensitive to outliers than
maximum while still accounting for trends present in the score, as opposed to, e.g.
using the median score. In our view, this constitutes a reasonable compromise
between integrating scoring information from multiple source edges while at
the same time, punishing high degrees of ambiguity or translational variance
as less reliable as opposed to having only a few, high-scoring source edges. In
addition, unlike e.g. taking the sum total of source scores, it is also normalizes
regarding the number of translations, thus penalizing words with many unrelated
senses. However, Figure 5.2 indicates the obvious issue with this approach: over-
generation.

This poses two significant problems. First, the TL graph will contain a much
larger number of edges than the SL graph – e.g., using EN-DE dict.cc, the edge〈
penciln SBJ TR usev

〉
has 72 (the product of each word’s translational variance:

|tr(penciln)| = 8, |tr(usev)| = 9) German translations. Second, the quality of the tar-
get DM suffers by the introduction of noise in the form of spurious TL edges.

4The minimum is clearly also sensitive to outliers; it overeagerly punishes the existence
of low-scored source edges which would be unfortunate in many cases.
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Figure 5.2.: Translating ambiguous nodes in DM graph

In the example of copse – Gehölz, Hain, (cf. Figure 5.3) the various translations are
synonymous, and Eq. 5.1 is appropriate.

Figure 5.3.: Translation context for woodn

As whichever source edge is used, the semantic (near-)equivalence of the source
nodes means the resulting TL edges contain the same semantic information. In
many cases, however, the lexical ambiguity of the source terms will lead to TL
edges going beyond synonymous relations. Consider as an example, the case of
wood with its senses as forest and timber translated as intro German as Wald and
Holz, respectively. The edge translation definition of Equation 5.1 conflates these
senses, as Figure 5.2 illustrates.

On the left of the figure we have DM edges between wood and two of its adjectival
modifiers, uncut (being more plausible for the timber sense of wood) as well as great
(which is more plausible for the forest sense).

The right-hand side shows a subset of the German translations according to
Equation 5.1. Both Holz (timber) and Wald (forest) are now linked to both adjectives,
leading to the presence of unwanted edges in the TL DM.
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5.3. Filtering by Backtranslation

In this section, we describe an approach to reducing the effect of ambiguous
translation on the TL DM. Important in this undertaking is that we do not introduce
any additional requirements of resources – monolingual TL, SL or otherwise – so
as to maintain the highest degree of applicability possible.

Since the relationship between translations – i.e. whether particular TL word pairs
are to be taken as ‘within sense‘ or not – is not directly evident from the translation
lexicon, we will describe a method for exploiting redundancies present in SL DM.
The main idea is to leverage quasi-synonymous edges that express the same seman-
tic relation using different words, e.g., 〈bookn OBJ likev〉 and

〈
noveln OBJ enjoyv

〉
, by

measuring and scoring target edge candidates by how well they can be backtrans-
lated (Somers, 2005) into the source DM. This is similar to the intuition used in the
proposed machine translation (MT) evaluation method OrthoBLEU (Rapp, 2009):
It improves on the standard ML performance metric BLEU (Papineni, Roukos,
Ward, and Zhu, 2002) with its reliance on the availability reference translations.
The idea is to use sentence-level backtranslations to assess the quality of a bi-
directional MT system by its ability to faithfully reproduce the original input
sentence.5

5.3.1. Backtranslation applied to DM graph

This idea applied to the situation of translating the DM graph is represented in
Figure 5.4. To simplify our example, we will assume that wood has two translations,
but that uncut has only one.

Then the English edge 〈uncut MOD wood〉 translates into two German candidate
edges: 〈ungeschnitten MOD Holz〉 and 〈ungeschnitten MOD Wald〉. At this point
there is no distinction or preference between the two. However, when back-
translating these candidates, the first, 〈ungeschnitten MOD Wald〉, maps only onto
the original edge. We can say there is less evidence for the validity of this TL
edge candidate. The second one on the other hand 〈ungeschnitten MOD Holz〉, is

5OrthoBLEU does this by calculating the proportion of matching sequences of length 3,
thus, the system that is able to exactly reproduce the original input after translating
from source into the target language and back, it receives a perfect score of 1.
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Figure 5.4.: Backtranslation of an ambiguous edge in DM. Translation (tr) and back-
translation (tr−1) are indicated using dashed lines, while DM edges
are represented using solid lines. The three colored boxes represent
SL/TL/SL boundaries, respectively.

backtranslated into an additionally existing source edge, 〈uncutv MOD timbern〉,
which can be taken of evidence of the reliability of this TL edge and can serve to
discount or dismiss this translated edge from consideration.

The evidence coming from the process of backtranslation is similar allows for a
maximum scoring scheme: Trust the highest backtranslation-scored TL edge.

We can then operationalize this insight by adding a condition to Equation 5.1,
namely that target edges must be the highest-scoring edges for some source
edge.6

ET = {(t1, l, t2) | ∃(s1, l, s2) ∈ ES s.t. t1 ∈ tr(s1) ∧ t2 ∈ tr(s2)

∧ σT (t1, l, t2) = maxt∈tr(s1),t′∈tr(s2)σT (t, l, t′)}

where σT (t, l, t′) is the TL edge score as defined in Equation 5.2.

It should be noted that this filtering scheme can be made to accept fewer or more
edges by loosening or tightening this constraint allowing in larger or smaller
numbers of target edges that a source edge can translate to. A more liberal variant

6Recall that our target scores σT have already been defined in terms of source edge scores,
so no redefinition of the scoring function is necessary for the TL DM.
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Chapter 5. Cross-lingual Induction of DM

could, for instance, take the top n-scored TL edges, whereas a stricter variant
could, altogether abstain from translating a source edge if no unique best edge
exists. This gives a lot of freedom to those interested in constructing their own DM,
allowing for the fine-tuning of its characteristics, e.g. whether higher coverage or
accuracy is to be given preference.

Translation graph components. Taking the bilingual dictionary as a bipartite
graph, the question arises what the connectivity of that graph is and how large its
connected components are.

Figure 5.5 graphs the connected component size, i.e. the number of words n
(EN and DE) in a component, against the number of components of that size
freq(size = n). The blue line plots the cumulative coverage corresponding to
each component size, i.e. at each component size n, the vertical position is at∑

n′≤n n
′·freq(size=n′)

|vocabEN∪vocabDE |
as a percentage value.

The first insight is that approximately half of the vocabulary is located in small
components of size ≤ 4. The next 10% of the vocabulary is in moderately sized
components (5 ≤ size ≤ 124), with the final 40% falling into unconnected large
components of sizes: 14K, 30K, 90K.

One might consider different restriction schemes on the permissible component
sizes as an additional level of constraint to such a backtranslation filtering ap-
proach to cross-lingually inducing DMs.

5.4. Qualitative Analysis of the filtered DMEN→DE

Graph density. Using the English DM made available by Baroni and Lenci
(2010)7, the filtered DMEN→DE has a vocabulary size of 60K and 25K link types
and a density of 8.78 · 10−6. In order to compare it more directly with the above
mentioned DMs we restrict it to its top 30K words8 which increases the density to
3.04 · 10−5 – around twice the density of the restricted DMDE. This is most likely
due to the translational variance introducing noisy edges.

7Available at: http://clic.cimec.unitn.it/dm/.
8If we look at SDEWAC’s top 30K words, only around 60% of these are covered by

DMEN→DE; an effect of the lacking coverage of the bilingual dictionary.
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Figure 5.5.: Connected components in dict.cc graph. Black: component size vs.
component size frequency. Blue: cumulative coverage of EN & DE
words.

Analysis of W×LW vectors. Comparing these values Table 4.4 for the top 30K
words, we notice a number of differences. Most strikingly, the number of edges
for the cross-lingual model is drastically higher than for DMDE. On average, a
word in the DMEN→DE graph has 40 times the number of edges as in DMDE, with a
noticeable trend across the frequency bands (high: 20x, mid: 25x, low: 70x).9

With regards to vector norms the differences decrease, only an average of 2.5
higher norms for word vectors in the cross- versus the monolingual model. At the
same time, the norms for the highest frequency bands are almost at parity.

9One possible explanation for the dramatically higher number of edges for low-frequency
words is that there is only a small correlation between frequency and translational
variance – the main factor in the number of edges: r = .08 (p < .001).
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high mid low across

# Edges per word

min 20711 5814 216
median 37774.500 11277.500 2013
mean 53556.880 12167.530 2359.440
max 234972 20341 5718

Word vector L2 norm

min 118.501 80.876 62.745
median 3380.174 1362.404 603.409
mean 4003.256 1563.619 635.194
max 15131.073 7147.235 1611.644

Cosine similarity

min 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
median 0.042 0.002 0.019 0.004
mean 0.056 0.014 0.028 0.020
max 0.724 0.635 0.585 0.724

non-zero sims 72.1% 54.6% 92.4% 72.5%

Table 5.2.: DMEN→DE W×LW stats on top 30K words.
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The similarities show a similar trend, the highest factor for low-frequency words
(8x) and the lowest for more frequent words (3x) while the mid frequency range
is more or less at parity. Here we suspect the effects of larger norms and in-
creased sparsity (via larger number of edges, i.e. components) balance one another
out.

We have shown how with very straightforward and simple means a dense TL DM
can be constructed. In the following chapters we will see that these cross-lingual
SDSMs perform on par with much more involved models.
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Chapter 6.

Evaluation of single source-language
DMs

In this chapter, we evaluate and compare the performance of our monolingually
and cross-lingually induced distributional memories on the battery of tasks pre-
sented in Chapter 3. As there are a number of design choices that can be made for
our models, we argue in the following section for one particular formulation of
our DMs. In presenting the results, we follow the diagram of increasing semantic
and syntactic complexity involved in the task, as sketched in Figure 3.5, by moving
from evaluations of lexical relatedness to multiple argument composition.1 While
the tasks discussed can be viewed as in-vitro tests, they are widely used for model
selection in work on distributional semantics and as a result, we can compare the
results of our models to prior work. Additionally, our focus is not to project the
effect of any model type on the multitude of possible downstream tasks. To the
contrary, our aim is to make the case for expanding the reach of the already proven
general-purpose SDSMs, Distributional Memories, in terms of the number of lan-
guages whose resources can be supplemented with such advantageous models
by showing how our induction methods yield such general-purpose models for
novel target languages.

1Note that our hope is not necessarily for our models to beat custom-built models but
rather to show the flexibility and broad applicability of our DMs. If our models can
perform comparably well to those designed specifically for the tasks at hand, we
consider this a success.
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Chapter 6. Evaluation of single source-language DMs

6.1. Task 1 – Word relatedness

Reminder of task. The goal of this lexical relatedness task is to test how well a
model can predict the degree of relatedness of German word pairs. The Gur350
dataset described in detail in Chapter 3 includes closely related, somewhat related,
and unrelated word pairs ranked on a five-point Likert scale between 0 (unrelated)
and 4 (synonymous) by German native speakers. It contain nouns, verbs and
adjectives.

Reminder of evaluation. The quality of the predictions is obtained on the whole
dataset as a measure of correlation (Pearson’s r) between predictions and judg-
ments. In cases where a word in a pair is not covered by the model we assign a
default prediction of 0.2 This corresponds to saying that an uncovered word pair
should be expected to have a relatedness as picked randomly from the covered
items in the dataset. We measure our models’ prediction in terms of coverage and
correlation on covered.

DM models. First we start with simple first-order co-occurrence models. These
are models that do not make use of the distributed nature of the representations,
instead using only association scores coming from the weighted edges between
the nodes, i.e. words, in the DM graph.3 This means they only give estimates to
word pairs which have been directly observed in the underlying corpus, i.e., the
words have appeared in the context of one another. They thus capture syntagmatic
relationships between words as opposed to the paradigmatic relationship captured
by word similarity in a structured word space. The intuition behind these models
is that if there is a high level of association present in a single edge between
words, then these values themselves might match well with human predictions of
semantic relatedness. We introduce two first-order models:

2We also ran experiments using the average relatedness predicted by model to all covered
word pairs in the dataset. No substantial difference in performance was found in either
DM induction type.

3They are, in principle, similar to the association metrics used by Michelbacher et al.
(2007) for collocation recognition in that they are asymmetric in nature. However, the
scores in our models are not computed as probabilities and take many relation types
into account.
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6.1. Task 1 – Word relatedness

Mhighest: assign the highest σ score in the DM:

πMhighest(w1, w2) = arg maxLINKσ(〈w1 LINK w2〉)

taken over all available links between the two given words in the DM.

Mgram: read off DM σ scores for πMgram(w1, w2) = arg maxlinkσ(〈w1 LINK w2〉)
for any grammatical, i.e. non-lexicalized link: subjects in an intransitive or
transitive construction (SUBJ INTR, SUBJ TR); direct or indirect objects (OBJ,
IOBJ); subject-object pairs linked by some verb (VERB), verbal complements
(VCOMP); or noun modifiers (NMOD).

The motivation for considering the highest associated link between two words
is that higher associations can be deemed more relevant: either in the case of
gathering the judgments, as incorrect or less likely analyses – e.g. transitive as
opposed to intransitive constructions (van Gompel, Pickering, Pearson, and Jacob,
2006) – are still active in the mind; which could provide a predictive edge over
Mgram in the monolingually induced DM. In addition, there is reason to believe
that in the case of the cross-lingually induced DM the most salient relation between
a head and a dependent might be coded by a different link. Consider the following
English sentence as example:

The boy likes to ride his bike.

vcomp

In German this scenario would most likely be rendered as:

Der Junge fährt gern mit seinem Rad.
The boy rides fondly with his bike.

mod

Given our simple DM translation scheme which keeps the links constant we would
in this case, due to the shift in link types from English to German, expect to find
plausible associations in a quite distinct link type. This is similar to the approach
taken by Peirsman and Padó (2011), who defined their nearest-neighbor based
cross-lingual plausibility model using an arg maxover relations to select the best
translation of the supplied relation given the predicate and argument.
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ModelMwordsim rcov cov

DMDE (AllL) .43 .60
DMDE (SPrfL) .43 .60

DMfilter
EN→DE (AllL) .42 .61

DMfilter
EN→DE (SPrfL) .49 .49

Table 6.1.: Task 1: Results of including only selectional preference-based links into
vector construction and thus relatedness calculation. This corresponds
to a restriction of model to a subgraph (or filtering out ‘link-slices’ in
the tensor) resulting in a compressed model. (Highest values in each
column are in boldface.)

We also test our monolingual DM (DMDE) as well as our cross-lingually induced
DM (DMEN→DE) using the word vector-based W×LW models:

Mwordsim: For each word pair 〈w1 w2〉, we calculate simple vector-based word
similarity in the W×LW space; the prediction of the model is thus:

πMwordsim(w1, w2) = cos sim(−→w1,
−→w2)

where each word vector is obtained via Equation 3.2.

Recall that nodes in DM contain both incoming as well as outgoing edges. Our
monolingually induced DMs by default use all of the available information in the
relations. However, it is not clear that in a cross-lingual setting all information is
equally reliable. The intuition in this case is that selectional preferences would be
the most informative type of relational information and should be most likely to
survive the translation process. With regard to verbs, for example, we can expect
knowledge about their arguments to be more informative than the relationships
with their governors. By a similar token, nouns would be more robustly character-
ized by the verbs that link to them than, say, their modifiers. We tested this idea
by computing semantic relatedness between word vectors either on full vectors
(covering all link types; condition ‘AllL’) or on a filtered version that includes
only inverse links for verbs and regular links for nouns and adjectives (condition
‘SPrfL’). The results bore out our hypothesis: In the monolingual setting, we find
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6.1. Task 1 – Word relatedness

there is almost no difference between AllL and SPrfL. Thus, we adopt the AllL
modality for DMDE. In contrast, we note a distinct quality-coverage trade-off in the
cross-lingual results, with a higher accuracy for SPrfL – even higher than DMDE.
For this reason, we will adopt (SPrfL) for all cross-lingual DM experiments.

It is worth noting that Table 6.1 shows that with our cross-lingual models DMEN→DE

we are able to achieve the performance of a specialized target language model,
DMDE, while not requiring any target-language corpus data. All we required was
the English DM and a translation lexicon of around 300K translation pairs. Then,
by applying the filtering, we even improve the quality of the predictions, albeit at
the cost of losing coverage of some items. In Chapter 7, we will show how it is
possible to combine these two model types to take advantage of higher accuracy
for one model and higher coverage for the other.

Non-DM models. We also consider non-DM models that exemplify either a
lower level of resource requirements, such as DSMs, or best-performing custom
models from the literature.

BOW a bag of words model over SDEWAC with a context size of 10:
πBOW (w1, w2) = cos( ~w1, ~w2)

This is a standard DSM implementation that represents the baseline for what an
uninformed distributional model will capture.

BOWdim-red. is a dimensionality reduced version of the BOW model, it has
had principle component analysis (PCA) performed to reduce the numbers
of dimensions to 500.

As mentioned in Chapter 2, using dimensionality reduction methods can help
reduce the noise in a DSM. Conceptually, these methods can discover and factor
out latent semantic patterns (cf., e.g., Landauer and Dumais (1997a)) making the
basis vectors of the resulting space maximally distinct from one another, thus
warranting their orthogonality which in terms of semantic relatedness measures
such as cosine similarity renders them totally unrelated.

The next models were first described by Budanitsky and Hirst (2001) building
on work by Resnik (1995), J. Jiang and W. Conrath (1997) and Lin et al. (1998) on
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information-theoretic models of semantic similarity. Their performance on the
Gur350 dataset was reported by Zesch et al. (2007).4

LinGN: uses the Lin-similarity measure in the taxonomy of GERMANET to
determine relatedness.

πLinGN(w1, w2) = 2 · IC(w1 ∨ w2)

IC(w1) + IC(w2)

where IC is the information content of a synset5 and w1 ∨ w2 denotes the least
common subsumer – i.e. the most specific common ancestor – of words w1 and w2

in the taxonomy hierarchy.

JCGN: (J. Jiang and W. Conrath, 1997) uses conditional probability starting
from the assumption of being at the least common subsumer:

πJCGN
(w1, w2) = log [p(w1|w1 ∨ w2)] + log [p(w2|w1 ∨ w2)]

= IC(w1) + IC(w2)− 2 · IC(w1 ∨ w2)

This follows from the definition of conditional probability:

log [p(a|a ∨ b)] = log

[
p(a ∧ (a ∨ b))

p(b)

]
= log [p(a ∧ (a ∨ b))]− log [p(b)]

and since a is always under any of its subsumers, i.e. ∀x.a ≤ a ∨ x, it follows
p(a ∧ (a ∨ b)) = p(a) and thus:

log [p(a|a ∨ b)] = log [p(a)]− log [p(a ∨ b)] .

The intuition behind this model is that when w1 and w2 are good candidates for the

4Other models using monolingual and cross-lingual approaches to predicting semantic
relatedness on the Gur350 dataset were described by Mohammad et al. (2007), but
as their performance was provided without coverage values we omit them from our
considerations here.

5The information content measures how unlikely it is to sample an instance of a given
concept (i.e. a descendent): IC(w) = − log(p(w)). E.g. since the root of the taxonomy
subsumes all other concepts, its probability is p(root) = 1 leading to the minimum
information content value of IC(root) = 0. A concept that subsumes no others of a
total of n concepts would have IC(c) = − log(p(c)) = − log( 1

n) = log(n), becoming
more informative the more concepts there are.
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concept w1 ∨ w2 then their large conditional probabilities p(wi|w1 ∨ w2) (i ∈ {1, 2})
lead to higher relatedness via the monotonic logarithmic transformation. Also, the
lower these probabilities become the stronger they are penalized, with probabilities
close to 0 leading to similarities close to −∞.

JCGN + PLWP: is a simple linear combination of the above model with the
other best performing model in Zesch et al. (2007):

πJCGN+PLWP(w1, w2) = πJCGN
(w1, w2) + πPLWP(w1, w2)

where the second model PLWP (Gurevych, 2005) takes the minimum path length
between the words’ disambiguated articles on Wikipedia in its hierarchy of concept
categories.6

Baseline.

Freq: A frequency baseline that predicts higher relatedness for pairs whose
constituent words are more frequent.

In psycholinguistics, it is well known that the frequency of a word has an effect
on the outcome and speed at which judgments are given in experimental tasks
(Broadbent, 1967; Taft, 1979). One possible reason for this observation is that higher
frequency words are connected in some manner to many more words leading
to an increase in the rate of activation – coming from a more densely connected
network of association.

πMFreq(w1, w2) = min(freq(w1), freq(w2))

The predictions of the model are the minimum corpus frequency in SDEWAC
between the two words. The intuition behind this is that being on the lower end
of the frequency range will have a more significant impact on the relatedness by

6These are the pages listed in the footer information of a Wikipedia article that structure
the single article pages into larger groups, e.g. the article for correlation is listed under
the two categories Covariance and Correlation and Dimensionless Numbers. They serve
many purposes organizing social groups, events throughout history but also taxonomic
information in the domains of biology and even beyond, but generally quite sparsely
populated.
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being further outside this assumed dense center of higher activation for higher
frequencies.

Results. We first devote our attention to the many DMs and model types in
Table 6.2. Here we see that the first-order models perform worse than using the
full vectors to calculate relatedness. This means the distributional information
provides more help in discovering the relatedness of words over trying to find
direct links between the words. This also explains the lower coverage for these
first-order models: while theMwordsim models rely on second-order co-occurrences
– i.e. shared contexts in the corpus, which could evidence topical or grammatical
overlap – theMhighest andMgram models require the words to have been seen in
the same context and connected via a link pattern covered by the DM. Since the
DMs as W×LW spaces capture the information well it appears that the semantic
relations in the dataset are more complex than could be quantified by a single
statistical association value in an edge weight.

DM type rall rcov cov.

First-order models –Mhighest

DMDE .10 .13 .40
DMEN→DE .14 .17 .34

First-order models –Mgram

DMDE .09 .13 .31
DMEN→DE .10 .11 .19

W×LW models –Mwordsim

DMDE .38 .43 .60
DMnaive

EN→DE .28 .45 .49
DMfilter

EN→DE .33 .49 .49

Table 6.2.: Comparison of structured models on Gur350 (highest values in each
column are in boldface).

We also find that DMnaive
EN→DE performs worse than DMfilter

EN→DE and as a result, in all
following tasks and analyses we will only consider DMfilter

EN→DE (for which we use
the simplified notation DMEN→DE). Additionally, it also has a significantly smaller
size allowing for the faster calculation of predictions.
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We also find a pattern of higher coverage for the monolingual DMDE models and
– except forMgram – higher correlation values for the cross-lingual models. One
issue affecting the performance of DMEN→DE in the Mgram modality is that the
more selectively we look at the presence, absence or weighting of edges between
two words in the target language DM, the less reliable the information located
there becomes. Taken in aggregate, e.g. withMwordsim, or even a global view over
all links such as in Mhighest helps in the cross-lingual DM, as compared to the
monolingual one. The First-order models are overly selective: They rely upon
a single data point to model the variance of semantic relatedness present in the
dataset.7

Model rall rcov cov.

Baseline & non-DM models

Frequency .14 .14 .97
BOW .20 .21 .97
BOWdim-red. .34 .37 .97
LinGN NA .50 .26
JCGN NA .52 .33
JCGN + PLWP NA .59 .33

W×LW wordsim models

DMDE .38 .43 .60
DMEN→DE .33 .49 .49

Table 6.3.: Task 1: Coverage and correlation (Pearson’s r) for predicting word
relatedness on the Gur350 dataset. (Highest values in each column are
in boldface.)

Next we compare our best models against the baseline and literate models in
Table 6.3. The frequency model, along with the unstructured DSMs (cf. first three
rows in Table 6.3), have almost perfect coverage – missing only such uncommon
words as Inaugurationsmesse (inaugural exhibition), Geschirrdurcheinander (disarray
of dishes) and Volierenzelt (aviary tent). However, the correlations achieved by
these models are relatively low: .21 for BOW and .37 for BOWdim-red.. For the
frequency model this is due to the fact that no direct semantic information linking
the two words is captured; instead, only effects of being more or less common

7Evaluating the predicted word similarities using Spearman’s ρ as opposed to Pearson’s
r did overall improve the performance profile of our models but in order to compare
against results from the literature, we report standard Pearson correlation values.
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in the corpus is exploited as a potential correlate of relation. At the same time,
dimensionality reduction obviously helps improve the quality of the BOW space
immensely.

Both SDSMs DMDE and DMEN→DE have lower correlation values (.43 and .49) than
the best models from the literature (.59 for JCGN and .50 for LinGN). latter models
make use of labor-intensive semantic resources such as GermaNet which makes
them less available to novel languages. As a result of having this additional
resource requirement they also suffer in coverage making predictions for only one
quarter to one third of the total number of word pairs in the dataset. In general,
lexical taxonomy-based models (e.g. WORDNET, GERMANET) will only be able
to make predictions of semantic relatedness or similarity between words in the
same hierarchy, i.e. for which there exists a path between them, which, among
other things, significantly reduces their ability to relate words across parts of
speech.

We compare the best performing models using a one-tailed Fisher’s z-test with
Bonferroni correction. Accounting for the differences in coverage, we find that the
simple DSMs are hard to beat. The only models that are significantly outperformed
by any of the top models (p < .05) are the frequency baseline and BOW. Also, only
JCGN +PLWP outperforms BOW with all other models besides BOW outperforming
the frequency baseline. If we choose a significance level of p < .001, then the
only models to outperform the frequency baseline are the two JCGN models and
DMEN→DE. Thus we can say that our structured models perform on par with
models using significantly higher resource requirements and whose design (in the
case of processing Wikipedia to resolve lexical ambiguities) introduces a number
of heuristic choices, with DMEN→DE doing particularly well. We also note that
the simple distributional context information in the DSMs is sufficient for simple
lexical relatedness.

6.2. Task 2 – Synonym choice

Reminder of task. The dataset for the task of identifying synonymy has the
format:

〈 base, candidate1, ... , candidate4 〉
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where one of the four candidates is synonymous to the target word.

Whereas the goal in the previous lexical relatedness task was to predict an essen-
tially continuous semantic relatedness value, here the task can be described as a
relation-based categorical classification. The target is assumed to have a specific
relation – synonymy – to one item in a list of possible candidates.

Reminder of evaluation. We evaluate analogously to Mohammad et al. (2007),
defining a type of weighted accuracy via scoring (cf. Equation 3.4). In the absence
of ties, we obtain a standard accuracy value, i.e. the proportion of correctly
determined synonym targets among the items. Otherwise, we obtain a weighted
sum of correct predictions, with discounts for ties: accs(M,D) = |D|−1(A+ 1

2
·B +

1
3
· C + 1

4
·D).

Note that accs does not take the actual number of covered items into account.
To remedy this, Mohammad et al. also define a precision-inspired accc measure
defined as the average accs per covered item: accc(M,D) = accs(M,D)

cov(M,D)
, where

cov(M,D) ∈ [0, 1] is the coverage of the dataset D by the model M, i.e. the
proportion of items for which a predication can be made.8

We also can perform significance tests in this classification task using χ2 for all
models since we do not require the actual predictions from the models to determine
significance.

DM models. As in Task 1, we use the first-order models Mgram and Mhighest

which simply use the DM edge weights between the two words’ nodes as in-
dicators of association, which now is interpreted as a measure of how close to
synonymous the words are. The idea being that words with closely related mean-
ings might reasonably be expected to co-occur in text. We also useMwordsim to
obtain word similarities in W×LW. For each target, we compute the cosine of
its vector with each candidate’s vector and assign this similarity to the candi-
date. Our single-word model (Mword

wordsim) excludes those problems that include
phrases as candidates. DM does not provide a means of representing phrases,

8It follows from the definitions of cov = #covered
|D| and of accs = score

|D| that since the score is
always less than the size of the dataset, that: accc = accs

cov = score
#covered and 0 ≤ accc ≤ 1.
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instead its association values are indexed by words and the relations described in
Chapters 2 & 4.

We also implement a simple model for phrases (Mphrase
wordsim) for the large number

of phrasal candidates in the dataset (538/984 ≈ 55%): It defines the similarity
between a target word and a phrasal candidate as the maximum similarity of the
target word and any of the constituent words of the phrase. This can be viewed as
assuming that the distinguishing meaning of a phrase is determined solely by that
constituent word that is most similar to the target word. Finally, we combine the
two models into a single model,Mwordsim. This can be achieved trivially, since the
two modelsMword

wordsim andMphrase
wordsim partition the dataset D.

It is important to note that the definition of coverage in this task depends on
multiple words for each item, namely the target word and the candidate words
or phrases.We experimented with two modalities for coverage using DMDE: The
first modality (α) excludes items for which the similarity of at least one candidate
phrase or word cannot be estimated. This model is conservative in that it abstains
from making predictions for items where sparsity or coverage problems have
occurred. The second model modality β excludes only those items in which all
of the candidates are out of coverage or have zero similarities to the target. Tests
showed a significantly higher coverage for β over α (.84 vs. .41) on the RDWP
dataset with only minimal effect on performance measured in accuracy on covered
(.53 vs. .57). We thus adopt the β modality for our evaluation.

Non-DM models. Mohammad et al. (2007) evaluate a number of monolingually
induced models based on GermaNet (Henrich and Hinrichs, 2010; Hamp and
Feldweg, 1997), a large lexical resource for German similar to WORDNET, falling
into two categories. First, gloss-based models which are variants of the Lesk
algorithm (Lesk, 1986) applied to the glosses attached to nodes in GermaNet
(Gurevych, 2005):

HPG: Hypernym pseudo-gloss, models similarity using n-gram overlap with
unambiguous word senses of hypernyms (path length ≤ 3) as glosses

RPG: Radial pseudo-gloss, same as HPG except: all semantic relations but
hyponymy with a path length ≤ 3 with a distance ≥ 2 to the most abstract
root concept.
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Second, hierarchical models which derive similarity scores using graph-based sim-
ilarity measures along the paths in the hierarchical structure of GermaNet.

Baselines. A frequency baseline assigns to each candidate a score equal to the
highest frequency of its words. The candidate with the highest word frequency is
predicted to be the correct one:

πMFreq(〈base, candidate1, ...〉) = arg maxi∈{1,2,3,4}freq(candidatei)

Standard bag-of-words (BOW) DSMs are also listed as baseline models. As in the
case of our W×LW SDSM models, their predictions are based on word similarity
but in a space whose vectors are derived from unstructured co-occurrences. The
dimensionality-reduced BOWdim-red. additionally had a standard matrix factor-
ization technique (principal component analysis, PCA) applied to decrease the
number of dimensions to 500. Finally, a random baseline is included which, having
a 1 in 4 chance of predicting the correct candidate, trivially corresponds to a 25%
accuracy.

Results. In order to assess significance between model performances, we apply
a Bonferroni-corrected χ2 test which takes both the accuracy and coverage into
account. We again first look at how the DM models perform overall, then compare
among different model types.

Table 6.4 shows the results on the RDWP dataset for choosing synonyms. The
first noticeable difference between the first-order models and W×LW models is
in coverage. The first-order models overall have much lower coverage scores
compared to the Mwordsim models.9 This is to be expected as we are requiring
the word pairs we compare for scoring to be directly connected, which is quite
restrictive. In the cases where we do have coverage, and in contrast to the results in
Task 1, we find that the predictions are quite reasonable: acccov values are between
.63 and .70 for first-order models, whereas the covered accuracy of theMwordsim

models is between .53 and .61. While this is higher than expected, a look at the
most common lexicalized link types linking the synonyms reveals a pattern:

9We can expect lower coverage overall for this dataset due to its design which was to
test the readers’ knowledge of uncommon words.
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Link type Word pairs involved in correct synonym detection (DMDE)

BEDEUTEN (to mean)

Authentizität–Echtheit (authenticity–realness),

Meteorologie–Wetterkunde (meteorology–weather study),

Priorität–Vorrang (priority–precedence),

Ironie–Spott (irony–ridicule)

DARSTELLEN (to represent) Honorar–Vergütung (honorarium–emolument)

VERURSACHEN/ERZEUGEN Schwankung–Fluktuation (deviation–fluctuation),

(to engender) Teilchen–Partikel (particle)

GARANTIEREN/BIETEN Prosperität–Wohlstand (prosperity–wealth),

(to guarantee/offer) Biotop–Lebensraum (biotope–living space)

SCHÜTZEN (to protect) Tonsur–Kopf (tonsure–head)

ALS (as) Frau–Lesbe (woman–lesbian)

Here we can see that we can actually find links that directly encode the type of
information required to identify synonyms (mean, represent). Additionally, links
can express underlying causal relationships (engender, guarantee, offer) or possible
closely related words (protect, as). In the case of DMEN→DE, the most common link
types involved in edges that allow for the correct synonym to be detected are from
among the overall most frequent grammatical (NMOD and COORD) and lexical link
types (OF and BE).10 The most common grammatical links for both models which
lead to successful synonym detection are NMOD, VERB and COORD.

One interesting effect that is distinct from the last task is that the coverage is
significantly higher by a factor of approximately 2 for DMEN→DE than DMDE among
the first-order models. We found that this is due to the dataset design: The target
words were chosen to be a challenge for Reader’s Digest readers, and thus there
is a preponderance of loan words. These also happen to often be more or less
identical across English and German, e.g. Bagatelle - bagatelle, Generosität - generosity,
Couscous - couscous and Präferenz - preference. In the W×LW vector spaces, since we
do not require direct links in the DM, we have increased ability to make predictions
and thus a higher coverage. Also, requiring grammatical links necessarily leads to

10Although these lexical links do not clearly show the potentially synonymous relationship
between the words – as was the case of those in DMDE – we take the high acccov values
for DMEN→DE’s first-order models as an indication that the edge information in our XL
DM is high quality.
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Model acc acccov cov

First-order models -Mhighest

DMDE .11 .65 .17
DMEN→DE .19 .63 .31

First-order models -Mgram

DMDE .06 .70 .08
DMEN→DE .11 .68 .16

W×LW models -Mwordsim

DMDE .48 .53 .84
DMEN→DE .46 .61 .58

Table 6.4.: Performance of SDSMs on Task 2: synonym choice. (Highest values in
each column are in boldface.)

lower coverage which explains the decrease in coverage between corresponding
Mhighest andMgram models.

Testing differences in accuracy values between these DM models and the random
baseline using a χ2 significance test, we find that the first-order models perform
worse than theMwordsim models as well as the random baseline of .25 (p < .001).
Their coverage is simply too low. Of the W×LW models, DMDE outperforms
DMEN→DE (p < .001) and random.

Among the non-DM models, the frequency and BOWdim-red. models dominate the
models from the literature (cf. Table 6.5). The difference in coverage (.45 versus
.22) and accuracy (.52 versus .44) puts Lindist ahead of HPG (p < .05) and JC
(p < .001), respectively. No significant difference was found between Lindist and
RPG. Both baselines, Frequency and Random, outperform JC, HPG (p < .001) and
RPG (p < .05). Random does better than JC, HPG (p < .001) and RPG (p < .05)
while Frequency beats them all at a higher level of significance (p < .001) as well
as Lindist (p < .01). In this category, only BOWdim-red. beats the baselines (p < .001).
Comparing the top structured models (Mwordsim) with the baselines, BOWdim-red.

and the best model from the literature Lindist we find that the ability of BOWdim-red.

to distinguish the correct candidate from the distractors outperforms all others
(p < .001).
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Model acc acccov cov

Baselines and word-based DSMs

Random .25 .25 1
Frequency .31 .31 1
BOW .46 .46 .98
BOWdim-red. .55 .55 .98

Syntax-based DSMs –Mwordsim

DMDE .48 .53 .84
DMEN→DE .46 .61 .58

Models from the literature – [MGHZ07]

Lindist NA .52 .45
HPG NA .77 .22
RPG NA .69 .27
JC NA .44 .36

Table 6.5.: Task 2: Accuracy and coverage for synonym choice on the Reader’s Di-
gest Word Choice dataset. MGHZ07: Mohammad et al. (2007). (Highest
values in each column are in boldface.)

While the W×LW wordsim model for DMEN→DE beats the best literature model and
the random baseline (p < .001), it does not significantly outperform the frequency
baseline. The nominally higher accuracy is rendered insignificant by its lower
coverage. By contrast, the monolingual DMDE as W×LW perform significantly
better than all other models and baselines with the exception of BOWdim-red..

Leaving coverage out of consideration, Mohammad et al.’s gloss-based model
(HPG) is the most precise, i.e. it has the highest covered accuracy accc. It seems
the specific information provided by the definitions provides a high level of
quality for detecting synonyms.11 Hierarchical GermaNet models (Lindist, JC)
do show a higher coverage than the gloss-based ones, but also markedly lower
overall accuracy around .5. The (S)DSMs show the highest coverage of all models
considered at 84% for DMDE and 58% for DMEN→DE and near full coverage for
the BOW spaces. Our DM-based models are purely distributional, however, and

11However, this information is not always available; leading to a low coverage with only
around one in four items is covered.
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do not require any manually constructed, large-scale semantic knowledge base
allowing distributional models to achieve superior coverage.

We also took a closer look at the DM model with the lowest acccov, finding a
difference between the word and phrase models. The latter reliably outperforms
the former: .55 acccov for the word model versus .50 for phrase (p < .001). And
this comparison holds even when measured on the entire dataset with each model
abstaining on non-word or non-phrase items, respectively. This is somewhat
surprising as the phrase model does no further analysis to determine phrase
structure or meaning. Instead, its simplistic heuristic compares the target word
to each single word within the phrases which can be assumed to contain less
information than a single word item. A closer look at the phrasal candidates
reveals why our models do better on these items. The example in Table 6.6 shows,
they often resemble defining phrases or glosses.

As a consequence, on each single phrasal candidate, our W×LW models are in
principle attempting to solve a simplified Lesk-style disambiguation task, similar
to Mohammad et al.’s gloss-based models before the maximal similarity across
candidates is used for predicting the synonymous candidate, If we consider the
quantifying of shared contexts in the vector space to correspond – albeit loosely –
to the overlap in the glosses in the disambiguation process. As an example, the
common word Witz, while not an exact synonym of the target word Kalauer, would
most likely be used when defining it. At the same time, the single-word candidates
handled by the word model are often more rare (e.g. Thanatologie) or words whose
intended meaning (in the task) is very much a minority sense (e.g. Amerikaner in
Table 6.6). The performance difference between our two models remains fairly
small overall. The non-zero ties arise in phrasal items that include the same phrase
with subtle variations, e.g. Sommertag (summer day) as the correct candidate has
the candidate phrases: [Höchsttemperatur] von mindestens 25°/20°/28°/30° C (high
temperature of 77°/68°/82.4°/86° F). This is obviously a limitation of the simple
heuristic for handling phrases which fails to distinguish between candidates that
share the most similar word.
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target Correct cand. Distractor candidates

Kalauer billiger [Witz] leichte [Kutsche] steifer [Hut] [Merkspruch]
old chestnut cheap joke light carriage stiff hat mnemonic

Caddie Golfwägelchen Golfschläger Golfplatz Golf-Abschlag
golf trolley golf trolley golf club golf course tee off

Thanatologie Sterbekunde Traumdeutung Erblehre Zukunftsforschung
thanatology study of death dream heredity studies future studies

interpretation

Amerikaner Feingebäck Cowboyhut Wirtschaftszeitung Hochhausvariante
black-and-white pastry cowboy hat business newspaper skyscraper style

cookie

Table 6.6.: Example single-word and phrase items. The bracketed words in the phrasal items are those with the highest
similarity to the target in DMDE wordsim model.
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6.3. Task 3 – Argument Plausibility

Reminder of task. In this task we increase the syntactico-semantic complexity ac-
cording to Figure 3.5: Here, we investigate the plausibility of predicate-argument
combinations across three relations types – subject, object and prepositional ob-
ject.

Evaluation measures. Coverage and Pearson’s correlation coefficient r between
model predictions and human plausibility judgment is reported.

DM models. W×LW models are not well-suited to this task as we are in every
case comparing across parts of speech. As links are encoded in the vector space,
most similarities are low – instead, it is best to perform vector similarities to words
of the same part of speech. The first two models attempt to determine a realistic
vector for the prototypical slot filler for a given relation.

Mk
head: In this model the prediction is the similarity of the dependent’s

W×LW vector to the prototype based on the top k dependents related via
the link REL to head:

πMk
head

(〈head REL dep〉) = cos sim

 ∑
d∈depskREL(head)

~d,
−→
dep


Mk

dep: Same as above, only this time we calculate the similarity of the head’s
vector to the dependent-based prototype:

πMk
dep

(〈head REL dep〉) = cos sim

 ∑
h∈headskREL(dep)

~h,
−−→
head



Example. In order to compute the plausibility for the item 〈Pfarrer SUBJECT beten〉
(〈pastor SUBJECT pray〉) according to Mhead, we first determine the top-k depen-
dents for the syntactic head of the combination, i.e. the predicate beten:
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depskSBJ INTR(beten) = topk(λw.σ(〈beten SBJ INTR w〉))
= {Mensch, Christ, Jesus, Paulus, ...} (man, Christian, Jesus, Paul)

πMk
head

(〈beten SUBJECT Pfarrer〉) = cos sim
(−−−−→

Mensch +
−−−→
Christ + ... ,

−−−−→
Pfarrer

)
EPP: Distributional selectional preference model Erk et al. (2010)

Similarly to our dep and head prototype models, EPP models the plausibility of a
dependent for a given 〈head REL〉 combination using relational and distributional
knowledge. The weighted similarity of the candidate dependent vector

−→
dep with

those of acceptable dependents’ vectors is then taken to be its plausibility for the
triple 〈head REL dep〉.

πEPP(〈head REL dep〉) =
∑

dep′∈depsREL(head)

σ(〈head REL dep’〉)
Z〈head REL · 〉

· cos sim(
−−→
dep′,

−→
dep) (6.1)

with normalization constantZ〈head REL · 〉 =
∑

dep′∈depsREL(head) σ(〈head REL dep’〉).

EPP can accordingly be viewed as an exemplar model (Nosofsky, 1986; Daele-
mans and Van den Bosch, 2005; Nosofsky, 2011) in that it relies on a memory store
of all known dependents for each combination. The main difference as compared
to our prototype models, EPP considers all arguments ever encountered and
weights them according to their association score. The comparison of the vectors
of a typical12 noun argument to a verb conforms with the results of McRae, Ferretti,
and Amyote (1997) showing high overlap in psychologically salient features of
the verb’s typical role fillers with those of the noun.13

W×LW word similarity models were also considered but as the dataset is designed

12The inclusion of a measure of the typicality of an argument slot filler naturally corre-
sponds in EPP to the weighting of each similarity in Equation 6.1, with more plausible
argument slot-fillers contributing more the overall prediction πEPP.

13Erk et al. (2010) originally introduced EPP as a model of regular and inverse selectional
preference of a predicate on its arguments corresponding to our grammatical link types
such as subject and object. When using an SDSM as the fundamental model, any link
can be used to model prototypes.
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in such a way that the pairs always contain a noun and a verb, the similarity in a
structured space can expected to be zero, which is what we find.14 We thus omit
DM word similarity models from this experiment.

Non-DM models.

• CondP: is the conditional probability of seeing the verb given the noun for
that relation:

P (v|n; r) =
f(v, n; r)

f(n; r)
(6.2)

Here, the plausibility of a verb-noun combination is modeled as the probability
of seeing the verb as subcategorizing the noun. This is a more reasonable model
than P (n|v; r) as there are fewer verbs than nouns in our vocabularies.15 E.g.
among the grammatical relations between nouns and verbs present in DM, there
are on average 85 nouns per verb and only 7 verbs per noun. It should thus be
expected that the probability estimates will be more reliable as the probability
mass is distributed between fewer collocants.

• SelA: the selectional association model proposed by Resnik (1993)

In this model, semantic classes are used to smooth the probability estimates for
particular nouns:

πSelA(v, n; r) =
1

Z
·maxci∈classes(n)

[
P (c|v; r) · log

(
P (c|v; r)

P (c)

)]
where Z is the normalization constant, the sum of the bracketed expression over
all classes ci. In addition to the reliance on target language corpus frequencies for
estimating the probabilities, it also requires a target language taxonomy in which

14This is related but not identical to the situation of the overall decrease similarity due to
the increased specificity in SDSMs wrt. DSMs mentioned in the previous section. For
SDSMs it is one of its benefits that we lose spurious similarities (cf. the case of hunter
vs. deer). In the case of cross-part of speech similarities, we can expect this decrease to
be significantly more noticeable.

15The reason for this has been hypothesized as being due to their referents being more
accessible and less conceptually complex (cf. the Natural Partitions Hypothesis (Gen-
tner 1982; 2006)).
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nouns are mapped to concepts or semantic classes (e.g. in the case of a WORDNET,
synsets). The conceptual advantage of this formulation over the direct frequency
model is that only the most relevant class which links the verb and noun together
in a strongly associated way determines the predictions.

Baseline.

• Freq: raw corpus frequency on German Süddeutsche Zeitung of the verb-
noun pair occurring in the given grammatical relation:

f(v, n; r)

The results for the above three non-DM models are listed as reported by Brock-
mann and Lapata (2003).

Results. Table 6.7 shows the correlation values for all models considered. While
the conditional probability model and Resnik’s selectional association model
perform best overall when taking all relation types into account, the frequency
baseline does comparatively well on subject and object. Only one of our models
produced significant correlation values across parts of speech (DMDE, head pro-
totype model). This is disappointing but not surprising as 10 out of 15 original
experiments (5 models, 3 data segmentations by relation) performed by Brock-
mann and Lapata (2003) failed to yield significant correlations. One of the reasons
for this is that the number of experimental items is quite low: only 30 word pairs
per relation, totaling 90.

Comparing the bare values of all significant correlation values in Table 6.7 only
our DMDE significantly outperforms the frequency baseline.16

Another effect of interest is that models can be good at modeling single relation
types but fail to provide stable predictions across relations. In particular, most

16The coverage values for the models were not reported by Brockmann and Lapata (2003)
and as such, could not be considered. The significance of the difference between
correlation values was computed using a one-tailed Fisher’s z-test with Bonferroni
correction.
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Relation

Model Subj. Obj. PPobj. All

Baseline & Literature models (Brockmann and Lapata, 2003)

Freq .386 (*) .360 .168 .301 (**)
CondP .010 .399 (*) .335 .374 (***)
SelA .408 .430 .330 .374 (***)

First-order models –Mhighest

DMDE .160 .310 -.299 .153
DMEN→DE .254 -.157 .042 .002

First-order models –Mgram

DMDE .187 .267 -.299 .153
DMEN→DE -.087 .202 .214 .089

Prototype models –Mk
head

DMDE .528 (k=10, **) .478 (k=20, **) .172 (k=1) .309 (k=20, **)
DMEN→DE .141 (k=100) .250 (k=10) .413 (k = 2, *) .148 (k=5)

Prototype models –Mk
dep

DMDE .325 (k=1) .345 (k=100) .367 (k = 20, *) .194 (k = 100)
DMEN→DE .122 (k=2) .331 (k=2) .181 (k = 1) .228 (k = 1)

EPP models (Erk et al., 2010)

DMDE .215 (†: reg) .187 (†: inv) .089 (†: reg) .183 (†: reg/inv/reg)
DMEN→DE .204 (†: reg) .231 (†: inv) -.038 (†: reg) .044 (†: reg)

Table 6.7.: Task 3: Correlation values (r) on Brockmann and Lapata (2003) dataset.
We report correlation on covered items. For EPP models the dagger
(†) indicates the directionality of the similarity calculations: ‘reg’ refers
to the regular selectional restrictions in which the given dependent is
compared to all other seen dependents; ‘inv’ does the reverse, compar-
ing the head vector to all seen heads’ vectors. For any given relation
type, we choose the directionality which to maximal correlation. Cases
in which the correlation cannot be computed – due to lack of coverage
or singularities stemming from zero predictions – are denoted as ‘-’.
(Highest values in each column are in boldface.)

models have a difficulty modeling the class of prepositional objects with our cross-
lingual first-order models hurting most from coverage issues or low estimates.17

17Caution must be exercised when dealing with correlations with many 0 predictions,
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This can be seen both in our best model, DMDE, and a number of models investi-
gated by Brockmann and Lapata (2003). In summation, our prototype models can
model the single grammatical relations better than models from the literature that
have explicit semantic classes from manual annotations (SelA).

We conclude that k=20 is a robust setting for prototype construction as it was the
only parameter value among those tried that led to multiple significant correla-
tions, even across models.

6.4. Task 4 – Logical Metonymy

Reminder of task. In terms of compositional complexity (cf. Figure 3.5), this task
is at the peak: Now we are faced with making predictions for combinations of mul-
tiple arguments. Moving beyond mere subject or object combinations the basis of
this task are 〈s, v, o, e〉 tuples which in contrast to the previous tasks, will highlight
the ability of our models to integrate multiple sources of contextual semantic in-
formation in one prediction. In dealing with this integration of multiple elements,
this task is firmly in the setting of the theory of semantic compositionality.18 Due
to the complex nature of this topic within linguistic theory the goal of developing
a fully compositional semantic model lies well beyond the scope of this thesis.
Instead, we content ourselves with addressing the ability of our SDSMs to reliably
integrate the single points of composition – without exhaustively plotting out the
search space for a general theory-based model of semantic composition.

The design of the psycholinguistic experiment that yielded this dataset was such
that each subject-object pair 〈s, o〉 occurs once each in a high- and in a low-thematic

as the Pearson coefficient is highly sensitive to outliers; an investigation showed that
using the plausibility judgments in the present dataset, randomly assigning a non-zero
value to any one item has a chance of approximately 10% of leading to a significant
correlation.

18In linguistics, this has traditionally meant the principle of compositionality regarding
the derivation of linguistic meaning (Frege, 1884) from syntactic structure. Montague
(1970) represents the first concrete and extensive algebraic formulation of the principle,
which stipulates a strict constraint of the existence of a homomorphism – i.e. a total
conservation of structure – between syntax trees and their corresponding semantic
operations. We make no claim to be able to approach the issue on this level here, as this
topic alone has in the last decade warranted entire theses in order to be approached
(Clarke, 2007; Kartsaklis, 2015).
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fit condition with covert events ei (i ∈ 1, 2), with the metonymic verb as the foil
for triggering the generation of a metonymic interpretation. Among the models
described below, both probabilistic models – which have a natural notion of
compositionality via the chain rule for joint distributions – as well as our SDSMs
which allow for the use of the link structure provide a straightforward method for
composition.

Evaluation measures. Due to the dataset design, from the original 96 tuples,
only the 48 pairings of corresponding high- and low-thematic fit combinations
〈s, v, o, ei〉 (i ∈ {1, 2}) can be assessed using accuracy and coverage.

DM models.

Mhighest/Mgram: First-order models as introduced above

Similar to the experiments in the previous task, we investigate the extent to
which the links present in our mono- and cross-lingual SDSMs are themselves
able to cover and directly capture the syntactico-semantic relationship at hand.
However, since we have multiple constituents on the basis of whose relationship
with the covert event we can make predictions, we further split the highest and
grammatical classes up into three models: s, o and v. For the s gram models we
use the subject in the given sentence and only extract the first-order weights of the
intransitive subject edge between the subject and the covert event verb, if present.
Similarly for the o model we use direct object links, and for the v model: vcomp
edges. For highest models, we proceed as in prior tasks selecting the highest score
independent of link type. Note that due to the balanced design of the dataset,
objects and metonymic verbs co-occur equally often with the same covert event in
high- and low-typicality conditions. We include the results to show the coverage
of these object/verb-covert event pairs in the DMs as an indication of their utility
for similar experiments.

Mk
dep/head: Subject prototype models

In these models, the prototype is built with respect to the relationship between
subject and covert event. As the subject of the matrix, i.e. outer, clause is also
the implicit subject of the event verb we can investigate SUBJ TR and SUBJ TR-1
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prototypes coming from the verb and subject, respectively. Following the results
in the previous task, we will set the parameter k to 20.

ECU models: Expectation Composition and Update model (ECU: Lenci,
2011), a natural extension to the prototype models introduced in the preced-
ing section.

Among the approaches to modeling compositionality using DSMs in a linear
algebraic framework there are two extremes: The first and most simple form
proposed by Mitchell and Lapata (2010) was component-wise operations – in
which any syntactic information is lost. On the other hand, there are models that
fully capture the argument-function type relationships between constituent but
that incur additional computationally expensive training, use and storage of the
required lexicalized matrix or tensor representations (Baroni and Zamparelli, 2010;
Guevara, 2010; Wu and Schuler, 2011; Kartsaklis and Sadrzadeh, 2016); although
there has been promising work investigating the quality of lower-rank tensors
approximations in modeling verb compositionality (Fried, Polajnar, and Clark,
2015).

The basis for the ECU approach to modeling the acceptability of verb-argument
combinations lies in the results of psycholinguistic studies showing that present-
ing readers with verbs activates expectations on nouns and vice versa (McRae,
Spivey-Knowlton, and Tanenhaus, 1998; McRae, Hare, Elman, and Ferretti, 2005).
In addition to single-link plausibilities, e.g. as seen in EPP (cf. Equation 6.1), ECU
has a notion of the composition of the association between verbs and their argu-
ments that is encoded in terms of expectations that are updated with increasing
contextual information. In a final step, similar to the Mk

head and Mk
dep models

described in the last task, ECU compares the word W×LW-vector to the prototype
defined as the centroid of the vectors of the top k words ranked by their composed
expectations.

In concrete terms, the multi-step calculation of expectations for an object in a
subject-verb-object triple ECU uses the DM scores coming from both the verb:

EXV (v) = λo.σ(〈v OBJ o〉)

and the subject:
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EXS(s) = λo.σ(〈s VERB o〉)

to finally compute a combined object expectation:

EXSV (s, v) = λo.EXV (v)(o) ◦ EXS(s)(o)

where ◦ is a composition operation which in Lenci’s original experiments instanti-
ates to component-wise sum and product (cf. Mitchell and Lapata (2010)).

The locus of plausibility – or typicality – judgments in the case of our 〈s, v, o, e〉
tuples is the covert event e and there are thus three impinging context expectations
available to include in our models:

EXS(s) = λe.σ(〈s SUBJ e〉)
EXO(o) = λe.σ(〈o OBJ e〉)
EXV (v) = λe.σ(〈v COMP e〉)

which would yield a different model for each of the 7 non-empty subsets of:

{EXS(s), EXO(o), EXV (v)}.19

For example, for an item containing a tuple such as 〈Chauffeur vermeiden Auto reparieren〉
(〈chauffeur avoid car repair〉) this means we can combine the expectations from
any combination of the subject Chauffeur, the metonymic verb vermeiden as well
as the object Auto to assess the typicality of the event reparieren. To simplify the
experiment, we build models analogously to the probabilistic models constructed
by Lapata, Keller, and Scheepers (2003) which are described below.

SOΣ/Π: Subject-object ECU models with combination functions + (Σ) and ·
(Π)

19We assume commutativity of the underlying composition function which means every
non-empty subset leads to an ECU model for our data, e.g. {EXO(o), EXV (v)} 7→
MEXOV

and πMEXOV
≡ πMEXV O

.
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EXSO(s, o) = λe.EXS(s)(e) ◦ EXO(o)(e)

SOVΣ/Π: Subject-object-verb ECU models (combination functions as above)

EXSOV(s, o, v) = λe.EXSO(s, o)(e) ◦ EXV (v)(e)

In terms of the two standard choices for the composition function, multiplication
(in Π models) can be viewed as a form of conjunction, promoting objects that are
strongly preferred by subject and object, or subject, object and verb. This means,
however, that it will be prone to sparsity problems compacting the issue of sparsity
of the underlying SDSM. The sum composition function (Σ models) acts more like
a disjunction in that it suffices for an object to be highly expected via any of the
subject, object or verb’s contribution but not necessarily all.

For example:

πSOΣ/Π
(Mechaniker vermeiden Auto reparieren,

Chauffeur vermeiden Auto reparieren) = χ (α > β)

where:
α = cos sim

(−−−−−−→
reparieren,prototype(Chauffeur,Auto,SO)

)

β = cos sim
(−−−−−−→

reparieren,prototype(Mechaniker,Auto,SO)
)

where the prototype vector is defined similar to the dep/head models in Task 3:

prototype(Mechaniker,Auto,SO) =
∑

e∈ topk(EXSO(Mechaniker,Auto))

~e

where e topk select those top k words according to the expectations, i.e. have
the highest combined expectations coming from both the subject Mechaniker and
the object Auto. Such component-wise operations Rn × Rn → Rn are the most
frequently used vector mixture models which despite being very simple prove
surprisingly effective and hard to beat in compositional distributional semantics
tasks (Blacoe and Lapata, 2012; Kartsaklis, 2015).

We will refer to this model as SOVΣ when the composition function is sum, and as
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the SOVΠ model when the composition function is product. It would be possible to
use the composed expectation scores of ECU as direct estimates of expectations, i.e.
to read off for a specific object its value, however, to overcome sparsity, ECU opts
to compare a given object’s vector with the prototype of the top 20 expected objects
according to EXSV , thus the ECU prediction for an item 〈s, v, o, e〉 becomes:

πSOVΣ/Π
(〈s, v, o, e〉) = cos sim(~o,

∑
o′∈top20EXSOV(s,o)

~o′)

Non-DM models. Prior work on logical metonymy interpretation focused on
probabilistic models (Lapata et al., 2003; Lapata and Lascarides, 2003) which view
the construction of the sentence as a random process assigning values to the slots of
interest. On this view, the acceptability of a phrase 〈s, v, o, e〉 (e.g. der Author begann
das Buch zu lesen, the author began to read the book) is the probability P (s, v, o, e)

over s (the subject, Author), v (the metonymic verb, beginnen), o (the object, Buch)
and e (the covert event, lesen). This is similar to the CondP model of Task 3
which modeled simple argument plausibilities as their conditional probability (cf.
Equation 6.2). The components of a given phrase are then random variables whose
joint probability distribution can be modeled in different ways by making varying
assumptions of independence. The advantage in using this formulation is that it
provides a straightforward way to include or exclude context, by simply adding
or leaving out random variables from the probabilistic model. These assumptions
may or may not be appropriate, and the models originally investigated by Lapata
et al. only take first-order co-occurrence evidence into account, compared to the
similarity-based second-order associations of the selectional preference models of
EPP and ECU.20

SOVp: Probabilistic model using subject, object and verb

Lapata et al. develop a model which we will refer to as the SOVp model.21 It

20This can be remedied with more complex probabilistic models, e.g. employing gener-
ative models that introduce latent variables. This would be analogous to clustering
based on higher-order co-occurrences, (cf. e.g. Prescher, Riezler, and Rooth, 2000).

21In Lapata et al. (2003); Lapata and Lascarides (2003), this model is called the simplified
model to distinguish it from a fully specified model. Since the full model performs
worse, we do not include it into consideration and use a more neutral name for the
simplified model.
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assumes a generative process which first generates the covert event e and then
generates all other variables based on the choice of e:

πSOVp(〈s, v, o, e〉) = P (s, v, o, e) = P (e) · P (o|e) · P (v|e) · P (s|e)

The factorized distributions are estimated in the standard way using maximum
likelihood estimation on SDEWAC:

P̂ (e) =
f(e)

N

P̂ (o|e) =
f(o, e)

f(· o←− e)

P̂ (v|e) =
f(v, e)

f(· v←− e)

P̂ (s|e) =
f(s, e)

f(· s←− e)

where N is the number of occurrences of full verbs in the corpus; f(e) is the
frequency of the verb e; f(· o←− e) and f(· s←− e) are the frequencies of e with a
direct object and subject, respectively; and f(· v←− e) is number of times e is the
complement of another full verb.

SOp: Probabilistic using subject and object

In the covert event data used by Lapata et al. (2003); Lapata and Lascarides (2003),
v, the metonymic verb, was used to prime different choices of e for the same object.
In our dataset (Sec. 4), we keep v constant and consider e only as a function of s
and o. Thus, in the second model we do not consider v:

πSOp(〈s, v, o, e〉) = P (s, o, e) = P (e) · P (o|e) · P (s|e)

estimated as above.

Baselines. Due to the balanced nature of the dataset, the design of a frequency
baseline that only compares the covert event verb with with the object or the
metonymic verb can only give a 50% accuracy, leaving only the subject as a
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Model acc acccov cov

Baselines

Random 0.50 0.50 1.00

Freq∆
s 0.63 0.63 1.00

Freq∆
s,v 0.60 0.60 1.00

Probabilistic Models

Sp 0.54 0.57 0.96
SOp 0.56 0.75 0.75
SOVp 0.27 0.62 0.44

Table 6.8.: Performance of baseline and probabilistic models on Task 4.

potential identifier. Experimenting with integrating the object and metonymic
verb frequencies, we indeed find that accuracy decreases when adding either (or
both) of these to the subject. We report the top two frequency baselines, Freq∆

s and
Freq∆

s,o, which predict that 〈s, v, o, e〉 tuple as exhibiting higher typicality for which
the frequency of e is closer to s, respectively, the mean of s and o.

Results. Table 6.9a shows the performance of our DM edges models on the
logical metonymy dataset. As previously mentioned, all single o/v-type models
have a covered accuracy of 50% due to the balanced dataset. The differences
in total average scores comes from the differences in coverages of the models.
Coverage varies between monolingual and cross-lingual DMs and model types:
The more restrictive gram models obviously cover fewer items than the highest
ones. Except in the case of DMEN→DE highest subject model, corresponding cross-
lingual models always have less or equal coverage to the monolingual models; the
higher coverage (compared to the DMDE highest subject model) comes at the cost of
accuracy (0.71 compared to 0.92). Among the subject models, the top performing is
the DMEN→DE highest first-order model which significantly outperforms the gram
models DMEN→DE (p < .01) and DMDE (p < .05).

Unsurprisingly, we find among the probabilistic models a noticeable difference
in terms of coverage between the model with more parameters (SOVp: .75) and
with fewer parameters (SOp: .44). SOVp is unable to make predictions on over
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Model Type acc acccov cov

Highest first-order Models –Mhighest

DMDE

s 0.25 0.92 0.27
o 0.42 (0.50) 0.83
v 0.19 (0.50) 0.38

DMEN→DE

s 0.31 0.71 0.44
o 0.42 (0.50) 0.83

Grammatical first-order Models –Mgram

DMDE
s 0.06 1.00 0.06
o 0.42 (0.50) 0.83
v 0.06 (0.50) 0.13

DMEN→DE

s 0.04 0.67 0.06
o 0.19 (0.50) 0.38

(a) First-order models. Here, single edge weights are used
to determine the more typical covert event.

Model Type acc acccov cov

s Prototype Models –Mk
dep/head

DMDE
dep 0.52 0.53 0.98
head 0.48 0.50 0.96

DMEN→DE

dep 0.48 0.62 0.77
head 0.52 0.68 0.77

ECU Models

DMDE

SOΣ 0.67 0.68 0.98
SOΠ 0.69 0.70 0.98
SOVΣ 0.67 0.68 0.98
SOVΠ 0.53 0.56 0.94

DMEN→DE

SOΣ 0.52 0.58 0.90
SOΠ 0.54 0.60 0.90

(b) Vector-based models. Here, the covert event vector is compared
against a prototype vector. (Parameter k = 20.)

Table 6.9.: Task 4: Modeling the logical metonymy dataset DM first-order models. Predictions and expectations from v are
not available for DMEN→DE as the source-language DMEN does not cover verb-verb links. (Bracketed results are
those for o and v which are included to illustrate the coverages; their accuracy is 0.50 by construction.)
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half the dataset due to unattested 〈 o v 〉 combinations in the corpus. At the same
time, the predictions of the SOp model are more reliable than SOVp (.75 vs. .62).
We conclude that, at least in the case of this particular dataset, the metonymic
verb does not provide useful information regarding the covert event; instead it
introduces noise which overpowers the signal contributed by the subject and
object. This makes sense in terms of how the dataset was designed, as no special
consideration was given to the choice of metonymic verb in pairing it with covert
events.

The distributional vector-based models all have significantly higher coverage
scores than first-order and full probabilistic models. The items which prove
problematic for our DM-based similarity models are those containing the 〈s, v, o〉
triple 〈Pizzabote HASSEN Pizza〉 (Pizza delivery man HATE pizza) for which the
high- and low-typicality covert events are liefern (deliver) and backen (bake). In
order to compute similarity predictions for this combination we require corpus
instances of transitive uses for Pizzabote. However, in the SDEWAC corpus it is
only attested once as the subject in an intransitive construction with the verb
kommen (come).

Among distributional models, the difference between SO and SOV is not as clear-
cut as on the probabilistic side. We do see a slight effect of model modalities
between including the verb (SO vs. SOV) with the choice of composition operation
(Σ vs. Π). On the one hand, dropping the metonymic verb in the product models
helps prediction quality, similarly to the probabilistic models. This makes sense
as the product models are more sensitive to local sources of noise in the chain
of expectations. On the other hand, the sum models are unaffected with the
contribution from the verb being overall negligible.

Comparing ECU to the probability models we can say that both in coverage and
accuracy ECU does better. At the same time, the results for these two model
classes seem to indicate the presence of a ‘sweet spot’: Going from simple subject-
information to adding object increases performance while adding the metonymic
verb leads to a decrease. Additionally, we also note a pattern among the s proto-
type models: ML DM does better than random when predictions are dep-based
(i.e. when constructing a head/verb-prototype) and vice versa for XL DM. Overall,
these simple prototype models perform very poorly. However the ECU results
show more context can benefit prototype models.
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6.5. Task 5 – Evaluation on a lower-resource language

– Croatian

The goal of this thesis has been to develop methods for inducing high quality,
robust structured distributional semantic models for novel languages. As these
typically require significant amounts of accurately parsed data in the target lan-
guage we have reduced those resource requirements to make obtaining SDSMs a
realizable goal.

To show how this approach works across the resource gradient, we also evaluate
our models on the language pair English-Croatian. Croatian being a Slavic lan-
guage, this pairing represents a more distant relationship than English-German.
These languages taken together exemplify the variability on the resource gradient:
The resource situation is best for English, still relatively good for German, and
more limited for Croatian.

Monolingual Croatian DM. Šnajder, Padó, and Agić (2013) made available the
first SDSM for Croatian, DMHR, for which they parsed a 1.2B token web corpus
using a parser trained on only 4K sentences and improved on the state of the art
in dependency parsing for Croatian.

Staying in line with the investigations for German, we compare Šnajder et al.’s
monolingual DMHR to a cross-lingual one, and are interested in seeing whether
a similar pattern to the one established for German appear in their respective
performance profiles.

Croatian corpus. The corpus from which both the BOW and DMHR models
were built is the fHRWAC (Šnajder et al., 2013). This is a filtered version of the
Croatian web corpus HRWAC (Ljubešić and Erjavec, 2011) with the following
modifications:

• Removal of forum or blog content – these documents contain the bulk of
sentences with grammaticality issues.

• Removal of short websites as well as those that appeared to be non-Croatian
– this determination was made if they:
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– contained no diacritics;

– had no overlap with a list of most frequent Croatian words;

– contained any singularly foreign-language words (allowing the distinc-
tion from e.g. Serbian); or

– contained too many words of a commonly intermingled language (e.g.
English/Slovene).

This results in a corpus of 51M sentences containing 1.2B tokens. These sentences
were further pos-tagged (using HunPos, Halácsy, Kornai, and Oravecz (2007)),
lemmatized (using CST, Ingason, Helgadóttir, Loftsson, and Rögnvaldsson (2008))
and dependency-parsed (using MST, McDonald, Lerman, and Pereira (2006))
yielding 2.6M lemmas. While such filtering steps reduce the amount of lexical
data, the quality is dramatically increased (cf. SDEWAC in Section 3.2).

Cross-lingual Croatian DM. In Chapter 5, we described our method for piv-
oting the English DM into a new language using a translation lexicon. In an
analogous fashion, we construct the cross-lingual Croatian SDSMs DMnaive

EN→HR and
DMfilter

EN→HR using Taktika Nova’s freely available English–Croatian dictionary22

which contains approximately 100K translation pairs; considerably fewer than for
English–German.

The resulting filtered Croatian DMEN→HR has 47K nodes and 315M edges, resulting
in a density of 5.6 · 10−6 which is one third that of DMDE while its number of edges
is approximately one order of magnitude smaller than that of DMEN→DE.

Comparison of DMHR and DMEN→HR. As an evaluation scenario, we use the
Croatian synonym choice dataset (CroSyn, Karan, Šnajder, and Dalbelo Bašić
(2012)), corresponding to Task 2 described above for German. This dataset is larger
than the German one, and has a balanced designed: For each part of speech (noun,
verb and adjective) the dataset contains 1000 items, all of which are single word

22Available from http://www.taktikanova.hr/eh/EHdownload_en.htm. It pro-
vides approximately 10 times the number of translations of the EN-HR portion at
dict.cc.
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Model acc acccov cov

Baselines

Random .25 .25 1
Frequency .45 .45 1

DSM wordsim models

BOW .60 .60 1
BOWdim-red. .66 .66 1

DM wordsim models

DMHR .65 .65 .99
DMnaive

EN→HR .43 .50 .71
DMfilter

EN→HR .58 .71 .71

Table 6.10.: Results for Croatian DMs on synonym choice task. Performance for
BOWdim-red. and DMHR was reported by Šnajder et al. (2013).

items. As was the case for the German dataset RDWP, each item contains one
target and three distractors.

Table 6.10 shows the performance of these models on the synonym choice task.23

Results. We find that the BOWdim-red. and DMHR perform nearly identically well
and both are the only ones to outperform BOW. All models as well as the fre-
quency baseline beat the random baseline (p < .001). BOW, BOWdim-red., DMHR

and DMfilter
EN→HR beat frequency (p < .001). Note that the naive cross-lingual model

does not beat the frequency baseline, in fact, DMnaive
EN→HR is outperformed by BOW,

BOWdim-red., DMHR and DMfilter
EN→HR. Despite its nominally better performance,

DMfilter
EN→HR is outperformed by the BOW models and DMHR (p < .001). This is

due to the lower coverage for cross-lingual models. These results show clearly the
increase in accuracy due to the backtranslation filtering which makes a difference
of 15 percentage points.

We interpret the results for Croatian as encouraging and in line with the effect

23Models use the same configuration as in previous German experimental setup: DMHR

using all links, and the DMEN→HR models using the selectional preference style of link
selection (cf. Section 6.1).
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seen in the lexical relatedness tasks for German: from a monolingual model we
can expect higher coverage and fair performance while the filtered cross-lingual
model reveals a complementary performance profile: high accuracy at the cost of
coverage.

Again, as with German, the translational variance shows moderately strong corre-
lation with corpus frequency among the words in the Croatian dictionary (Spear-
man’s ρ = .46, p < .001). A closer look at the number of covered words (cf.
Table 6.11) shows an interesting picture.

% of Exp. words covered by

POS # Exp. words Corpus Dict.

noun 4,289 99.9 54.8
verb 3,275 99.8 49.2

adjective 3,338 98.4 42.3

Table 6.11.: Coverage of words in Croatian synonym choice experiment (CroSyn).

In fact, the dictionary only covers 2.6% of the nouns, 2.9% of the verbs and 1.5% of
the adjectives present in the corpus. Applying methods to increase the dictionary
size should thus give the cross-lingual model an edge.

6.6. Discussion

SDSMs can provide the basis of a variety of model types: First-order models,
vector-similarity models through tensor matricization (e.g. W×LW) as well as
direct (e.g. dep/head) and incremental prototype models (e.g. EPP, ECU). As
such, they can form the basis of a number of experimental configurations and
provide high accuracy or large coverage, depending on what is required. This
chapter has shown that DMs perform comparably to or better than models which
have higher resource requirements (cf. Tasks 1, 2). The structure present in
SDSMs such as DM allow for predictions to be based on multiple combinations
of information (e.g. in Tasks 3, 4). This is similar to the different structures
for probabilistic models but SDSMs are less vulnerable to sparsity or coverage
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issues.24

The overall trend we can see is that monolingual models tend to have higher
coverage while the cross-lingual models have a higher accuracy or performance
scores. In any case, with such a plethora of available models methods with which
to combine them in such a way to leverage such differences in performance profiles
will be the goal of the next chapter.

24Probabilistic models can be enhanced with smoothing techniques which raise the cost
of model complexity and will likely be required for every restructuring of the model.
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Chapter 7.

Combination Strategies for
Multilingual DMs

7.1. From Single Source-Language to Multilingual

DMs

In the preceding chapter, the benefits of the mono- and cross-lingually induced DM
models have been shown to often be complementary. The monolingual methods
often led to higher coverage as the model reflects the actual native language use
according to the underlying corpus. However, if there are issues in the latter steps
in the processing pipeline, e.g. in the parser, we end up with overall less reliable
predictions.

Cross-lingually induced models have shown an inverse pattern: By relying on
the output of an already heavily optimized English parser, we can expect high
accuracy estimates. At the same time, since we use a bilingual dictionary to pivot
such reliable English models into our target language, we can only cover those
terms that have been captured in the lexicon. As we have previously argued
(cf. Section 5.1.4) this can be viewed as an additional filter reducing noise in the
model.

The above thus suggests the following approach: Combine the output of these two
methods to obtain a multilingual model which would make use of the strengths
of either input model while attenuating the effects of their respective limitations.
The idea is that even with little or unreliable parsed monolingual target language
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data, we can rely on the estimates based on the English DM to get an accurate – if
low-coverage – model and then increase the coverage of our predictions with a
monolingual model, e.g. in a backoff scheme: use the best available predictions
first and fall back on less reliable models when necessary.

Moving beyond our two SDSM types, we can integrate a simple DSM, i.e. an
unstructured model such as a BOW, into our model combination scheme which
we saw perform well on a number of tasks in Chapter 6 and will have very high
coverage. The reason for doing this is that there will always be more unparsed
than parsed data. The goal is to make better models more widely available with a
lower investment of time and computational effort.

In this chapter, we investigate methods for combining monolingually and cross-
lingually constructed DMs, thereby combining corpus evidence from both the
parsed source and the target language – both parsed and unparsed. To further
make the methods as widely employable as possible, we restrict our considerations
to combination methods that can be applied directly using only the DMs them-
selves without relying on the availability of any additional SL or TL resources. We
assess the model combinations on our tasks at the lexical level (word relatedness
and synonym choice), as these are the most general-purpose tasks with the largest
number of test items.1

Approaches to combining models. Combining qualitatively distinct sources or
models is an issue that has directly affected work on multimodal semantic mod-
els, not only in the computer vision research (Snoek, Worring, and Smeulders,
2005; Gunes and Piccardi, 2005) but more recently also in lexical semantics in
attempts to combine the visual and lexical modalities into joint semantic repre-
sentations (Bruni et al., 2014; Kiela and Clark, 2017). In the setting of multimodal
research, this challenge has been framed as a question of early, middle or late
fusion of the inputs or cues from the different modalities.

As described by Kiela and Clark (2017), the earliest point to combine evidence from
different sources to create a combined model is during training in a joint learning

1The argument plausibility and logical metonymy datasets each have less than 100 items,
while word relatedness and synonym choice cover multiple hundred items. Drawing
conclusions about a model’s coverage in particular should thus be more reliable on the
latter tasks.
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setup. In our case, we start with two pre-existing models. The question then
becomes: at which point in a combined model are the two sources of information
mixed, at the level of the feature representations themselves (middle fusion) or
when making a prediction (late fusion)?

7.2. Middle Fusion of DMs

In our case, the middle fusion of our two DM sources, i.e. the monolingual and
cross-lingual DMs, would mean combining their graphs or tensors – or the vectors
of the respective matricized space. Figure 7.1 graphically represents one possible
middle fusion setup. This approach of merging the graphs can be viewed as the
concatenation of the W×LW matricizations of the tensors.

Model Combination Strategy – Vector Concatenation (or “Gluing”)

Test Item

< word1 , word2 >
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Figure 7.1.: It can be argued that concatenation will perform similarly to interpola-
tion on a word relatedness test and be comparable to a max combina-
tion on in an ECU or highest/direct score
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With such merging schemes, however, a number of questions arise regarding the
details of the combination procedure.

Issues with middle fusion. Conceptually, such a procedure is making the tensor
or graph more dense: the two DMs are joined in terms of graphs by adding the
edges together. While the nodes are from the same base vocabulary, the edges
from the cross-lingual DM come from the original SL model. Explicit labeling as
either ML or XL could be employed to distinguish the source of the edges.

At the same time, potentially overlapping link types might contain interesting
information, ranging from known and shared grammatical edge types (these
could be merged or mapped if the relationship between SL and TL syntax were
known2), to using shared edges as a filter. In general, this would reduce coverage
significantly, and a linking or mapping of link types deemed equivalent could be
used. This necessarily complicates the design of the fused model.

Additionally, it is likely the case that due to a size or density imbalance between
the models (as discussed in Chapters 4 & 5), an ‘over-powering’ effect of one
model over the other would be witnessed. A possible remedy in such a case would
be to equalize the sizes of the models by sampling or partitioning the larger model.
The quality of the model in such an approach then would heavily depend on the
sampling or partitioning scheme applied.3

In summary, the many heuristic decision points outlined above yield a complex
design space within which any one choice is hard to justify without a large number
of experiments.

Testing middle DM fusion. Preliminary investigations into middle fusion were
carried out in a Bachelor’s thesis work (Aina, 2014) supervised by the author
which included experiments on the combining the representations of DMDE and
DMEN→DE. The task on which the merged models were evaluated was the word
relatedness task (Gur350, see Task 1 in Chapter 6).

2This mapping could be lexically driven: cf. the discussion of the example The boy likes to
ride his bike / Der Junge fährt gern mit seinem Rad in Section 6.1.

3Additionally, putting them on equal footing can be expected to perform comparably to
averaging in a late-fusion model combination.
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The experimental setup consisted of middle fusion – or merging – of the single
models as well as a dimensionality reduction step (cf. Figure 7.2).4 Conceptually,
the dimensionality reduction procedure would recognize latent patterns across
the two models’ dimensions.

Model Combination Strategy – Matrix Factorization of Concatenated Space

Test Item
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Figure 7.2.: A matrix factorization operation combines and simplifies the informa-
tion in the concatenated vectors.

In order to reduce noise as well as keep the computational effort as low as possible,
the W×LW spaces were also truncated to the most frequent contexts giving rise to
two methods, A and B:

Method A: truncate each W×LW space separately to 60K highest weighted
LW contexts5 then merge spaces with labels;

Method B: merge first then truncate the ensuing space.

Table 7.1 shows that middle fusion at best maintains the correlation, while usually
leading to a degradation in performance. In terms of the number of non-zero
predictions, we do however see an improvement with dimensionality reduction.
An SVD-reduced space provide somewhat more predictions while NMF leads to a

4We perform and compare singular value decomposition and non-negative matrix fac-
torization to reduce the number of dimensions to 500.

5For each part of speech, the top 20K contexts are taken.
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Model/Method Type r rcov cov.

Single models

DMDE .38 .43 .60
DMEN→DE .33 .49 .49

Merged multilingual models

MA
DMDE,DMEN→DE

full .33 .35 .61
SVD .30 .29 .74
NMF .17 .15 .91

MB
DMDE,DMEN→DE

full .23 .30 .36
SVD .24 .29 .40
NMF .18 .18 .50

Table 7.1.: Middle fusion results for W×LW models on the Gur350 word relat-
edness task. Each merging method is tested as a a full W×LW space
with dimensionality reduced to 500 dimensions. Coverage captures the
percentage of non-zero relatedness predictions. (Method A: truncate
then merge, Method B: merge then truncate.)

clear increase. The method A approach clearly profits more however, this could
be due to having twice the number of dimensions as the method B space.

A χ2 test on the coverages reveals that all models obtained via method A have
higher coverage than method B models (p < .001) except for full-A when compared
to NMF-B. Also, both dimensionality-reduced method A models have higher
coverage than the single models (NMF at p < .001 and SVD at p < .05). DMDE has
higher coverage than full-B and SVD-B (p < .001) and DMEN→DE higher than full-B
(p < .05).

Despite the nominally worse correlation values, the merged models are in general
not significantly worse than the two input models: Bonferroni-corrected pairwise
z-test of the correlation values of the results in Table 7.1 showed only the following
significant differences:
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M1 >M2 Sig. of comparison

DMEN→DE > NMF-A *** (p < .001)

DMDE > NMF-A ** (p < .01)

DMEN→DE > NMF-B * (p < .05)

whereM1 >M2 means thatM1 outperformedM2.

A final step of tensor factorization (Kolda and Bader, 2009) was considered on
such a merging of the two models. However, the computational cost and complex
nature of these types of approaches run counter to the spirit of this work, which is
to rely on as few resources – which would include computational resources – as
possible.

7.3. Late Fusion of DMs.

Whereas the previous approach attempted to join the two input models’ repre-
sentations with one another, we can also combine the two sources at the later
stage of model predictions. The conceptual motivation for this approach can be
found underpinning in the smoothing of n-gram language models (Chen and
Goodman, 1999) where the operations of summarization or the backing-off from
one model’s predictions to another are used (Figure 7.3).

Backoff model. In a backoff model combination (cf. Figure 7.4), one would start
with the model which is assumed to be more accurate and in cases in which it
cannot make a prediction, fall back on the lower accuracy model. Following this
principle, any number of models once given a sequential orderM1, . . . ,MN can
be combined to form a backoff model Mbackoff

M1→...→MN
. The higher the precedence in

the ordering a model is given, the more frequently its prediction will be considered
and made prevalent as the output of the combined model.

Summary model. As opposed to the backoff scheme, with a summary model all
models being combined are always considered. Figure 7.4 shows how the predic-
tions from the single models are unconditionally fed into a summary function f in
order to obtain the final fused prediction. Here too any number of single models
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Model Combination Strategy – Backoff
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Figure 7.3.: Backing off from one model to another: In the case where the model A
cannot make a prediction – or makes a prediction with low confidence
– the task is handed off to model B. There is an inherent asymmetry
in this scheme with the first model being the more trusted one and
subsequent models decreasingly so.

can be given, depending on the arity of f . In cases where the domain of the fused
model’s predictions is equal to those of the single models, an interpolation of the
single predictions is the most obvious choice:

πMsummary
M1,...,MN

= f(πM1 , . . . , πMN
).

In an effort to reduce the size of the search space for f , we decide to let each model
have equal weight in the interpolation. One family of interpolation functions
that is parameterization in that function space is the generalized mean function
Mp:
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Model Combination Strategy – Summarization Function ƒ
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Figure 7.4.: Summarizing model predictions: Model A’s predictions are directly
combined with those from model B via function f .

Mp(x1, . . . , xN) =

(
1

N
·
N∑
i=1

xpi

) 1
p

The most commonly employed instances of the generalized mean, namely: mini-
mum (M−∞), harmonic mean (M−1), geometric mean (M0), arithmetic mean (M1)
and maximum (M∞).6

In a preliminary analysis using these five mean functions, we determined that
the maximum function M∞ performed best, with M−1,M0,M1 performing on
equal footing and M−∞ worst of all. As a result, in our discussions of late fusion
we will consider the maximum as a summarization function and compare it to
backoff.

6M−∞,M0 and M∞ are defined as the limits of Mp for p→ −∞, 0,∞, respectively. These
instances obviously go beyond the simplest interpolation function, an arithmetic mean,
with the extremes of p = ±∞ selecting one value out of the sequence {xi}ni=1.
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7.4. Evaluation of Summarization on German Data

We evaluate our models on the first two tasks presented in Chapter 3: word
relatedness and synonym choice. These cover lexical relatedness in terms of both
unspecified semantic relationship types as well as the specific relationship of
synonymy. Following Section 6.1, we consider the selectional preference links
(SPrfL) for the cross-lingual model and all links (AllL) for DMDE. Our multilingual
models combine DMDE (AllL) with DMEN→DE filtered (SPrfL).

7.4.1. Experimental Setup

As in Chapter 6, we compare bag-of-words and our DM models to monolingual
ontology-based models which make use of the lexical database GermaNet, the
German section of Wikipedia, or both (LinGN, HPG, JC, PL) as well as cross-lingual
distributional models that represent the meaning of German lemmas using English
thesaurus categories (Lindist).

While we include the BOW model in the multilingual setup as it has very high
coverage and often performs reasonably well, conceivably any fair-performing
off-the-shelf, high coverage model can be substituted. However since BOW mod-
els are so cheap and straightforward to generate we feel they will be the most
widely available standard distributional model to use here. The full BOW space
contains as dimensions 10K nouns, verbs and adjectives, with an additional di-
mensionality reduction step used to obtain the final 500-dimensional space.7 As
the reduced space typically outperforms the full space, we only include it in the
current chapter’s evaluations.8

7The dimensionality reduction method used for the BOW model was SVD to 500 di-
mensions. We also experimented with smaller context windows as well as building a
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA, Landauer and Dumais (1997b)) space, both with 500
dimensions and with an automatically optimized number of dimensions (Wild, Stahl,
Stermsek, and Neumann, 2008). These spaces however did not consistently yield better
results than the reported models.

8In our original papers discussing multilingual model combinations (Utt and Padó, 2014;
Padó, Šnajder, Utt, and Zeller, 2016), model predictions were scaled before being fused
thus leading to nominally slightly different results than those presented in this work.
Qualitatively, all conclusions drawn in those studies hold regardless of scaling.
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7.4.2. Late-fusion models

Backoff model. Starting with the model which consistently proved higher in
accuracy, the cross-lingual DM. The backing off proceeds in linear order:

Mbackoff
DMEN→DE→DMDE→BOW

with predictions:

πMbackoff
M1→···→MN

(w1, w2) =

πM1(w1, w2) if N = 1 orM1 covers w1, w2;

πMbackoff
M2→···→MN

(w1, w2) otherwise;

since DMEN→DE has the highest quality, BOW the largest coverage, and DMDE

performs medially.

Maximum model. The predictions of a maximum model combining the models
M1···N are:

πMmax
M1>···>MN

(w1, w2) = maxi∈{1,...,N}πMi
(w1, w2)

The full maximum model combines the estimates from the cross- and monolingual
SDSMs with the unstructured DSM:

Mmax
DMEN→DE>DMDE>BOW

We also compare against a simpler combined model:

Mmax
DMEN→DE>DMDE

The combination of maximum scores is order invariant.
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D(dringendj) {Andrangn, Bedrängnisn, gedrängtj , vordrängelnv, ...}
D(urgentj) {rushn, besetmentn, tersej , cut in linev, ...}

Table 7.2.: Example of a derivational class in the German derivational lexicon
DERIVBASE (Zeller et al., 2013).

7.4.3. Derivational smoothing of models

In addition, we also compare against a model, DMderiv
DE (Padó, Šnajder, and Zeller,

2013), that employs a derivational smoothing setup. To do this, it uses equiva-
lence classes D(w) of the family of words derivationally related to w in the model
(cf. Table 7.2). The goal of creating such a lexicon of semantic highly related words
is exactly to alleviate the effect of the fact that words that are underrepresented in
the corpus should be able to make use of knowledge about their derivationally
related words. Word relatedness predictions can then be written as summariza-
tions of the similarities of word pairs across all members of these derivational
classes.

In the max setup, we fully trust the maximal relatedness estimate between any
two words in the two derivation classes:

πDMmax
DE deriv(w1, w2) = max(w′1,w

′
2)∈D(w1)×D(w2)sim(

−→
w′1,
−→
w′2)

In the average setup, the arithmetic mean of all word pair combinations of deriva-
tional variants is used:

πDMavg
DE deriv(w1, w2) =

1

|D(w1)| · |D(w2)| ·
∑

(w′1,w
′
2)∈D(w1)×D(w2)

sim(
−→
w′1,
−→
w′2)

Similar to the average setup, prediction using centroid first averages the vectors of
each word from the derivational class to obtain an average representation, whose
similarity with the centroid from the second class is determined:

πDMcent
DE deriv(w1, w2) = sim(c(D(w1), c(D(w2)))
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where c(D(w)) is the centroid for the derivational class of w:

c(D(w)) =
1

|D(w)| ·
∑

wi∈D(w)

~wi

The concept here is that the centroid provides a generalized meaning for the
derivational class of a word similar to the prototype models described in the
previous chapter.

Simple models. We consider both random and frequency baselines9 in addition
to the single DSM and SDSM wordsim models as points of comparison.

7.4.4. Results

Both experiments exhibit similar patterns across the models. First of all, the unin-
formed baselines – Random and Frequency – perform badlywhereas, by contrast,
the single word-based DSMs already show marked increases in performance. Most
encouragingly, we see that in the multilingual setting, performance metrics are
comparable to the highest single-model values (correlation of .47 vs. .49 for Exp.
1, accuracy of .59 vs. .63 for Exp. 2) while at the same time boosting coverage to
near-optimal levels (98% in Exp. 1 and 97% in Exp. 2). The goal of the approaches
to combining the models is thus borne out: The coverage is higher than that of
any single model – notably, than both the previously highest-coverage SDSMs, the
DMDE models, as well as the overall highest coverage of the BOW models while
the performance is increased.

Experiment 1 shows a clear preference for Max over Backoff; while the coverage
increases dramatically from approximately .50 and .60 for our single SDSMs to
close to 1 for both multilingual modalities, the correlation values for Max remain
on par with the highest performing SDSM (DMEN→DE) while we see a decrease for
the Backoff scheme (.49 to .41).

Experiment 2 evidences a slightly less obvious distinction between the two com-
bination options, the fact that we can combine the two single-source SDSMs to

9A random baseline for Exp. 1 by definition gives a correlation of 0 and is thus omitted.
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Model r rcov cov

Baselines and single models

Frequency .13 .13 1
BOW .34 .34 .97
DMDE .38 .43 .60
DMEN→DE .33 .49 .49

Combined SDSM models with BOW
(DMEN→DE → DMDE → BOW)

Mbackoff .40 .41 .98
Mmax .49 .50 .98

Other SDSM combinations

Mmax
DMEN→DE>DMDE

.42 .47 .69
DMderiv

DE [PSZ13] - .47 .89

Models from the literature

LinGN NA .50 .26
JCGN NA .52 .33
JCGN+PLWP NA .59 .33

Table 7.3.: Exp. 1: Results for baselines and individual models (top), smoothed
models (middle) and literature (bottom). Best results per column shown
in bold-face.
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Model acc acccov cov

Baselines and single models

Random .25 .25 1
Frequency .31 .31 1
BOW .52 .53 .95
DMDE .48 .53 .84
DMEN→DE .46 .61 .58

Combined SDSM models with BOW
(DMEN→DE → DMDE → BOW)

Mbackoff .56 .57 .97
Mmax .57 .59 .97

Other SDSM combinations

Mmax
DMEN→DE>DMDE

.55 .59 .89
DMderiv

DE [PSZ13] .44 .51 .87

Models from the literature

Lindist NA .52 .45
HPG NA .77 .22
RPG NA .69 .27
JC NA .44 .36

Table 7.4.: Exp. 2: Results for baselines and individual models (top), combined
models (middle) and literature (bottom). Best results per column shown
in bold-face.
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achieve near-highest accuracy (.59 for Mmax vs. .61 for DMEN→DE) with almost
complete coverage (.97) is encouraging due to the already high coverage of DMDE

of .84.

The improvement in performance attests to a level of complementarity of the
information present in our mono- and cross-lingual models. While the differences
among the multilingual models are small, in both experiments the maximum
combination strategy edges out the backoff models, performing best overall.

The three-way Max and Backoff models significantly outperform the baselines
and single SDSMs (Exp. 2: p < .001).

At the same time, a two-way SDSM max-combination in both experiments shows
how the positive effect on performance comes from the SDSMs while the higher
coverage is gained through combining also with the simple BOW space: In Exp. 1,
the two-way combined model already achieves an rcov score of .47 compared to
.50 for the three-way combined model, while only reaching .69 coverage, a near 30
percentage points lower than the three-way model; in Exp. 2, the two-way model
already reaches the same accuracy as the three-way model, .59 at a commendable
level of coverage: .89. One reason for the higher coverage in general in Exp. 2
vs. Exp. 1 is that for an item to be out of coverage in Exp. 2, the model must be
out of coverage comparing the target word with all four synonym candidates.
Re-interpreting the coverage as probability of a given word pair being covered
P (wp), we can give a rough estimate of the probability of an item being covered
P (i) as a function of P (wp):

Analytically:

cov
def
= P (item i covered) = 1−

4∏
k=1

(1− P (word pair k covered))

≈ 1− (1− P (wp))4

Graphically:

P (wp)

P (i)

0 .5 1

.5

1

This a word-pair coverage of 50% would already lead to a per-item coverage of
over 93%. Obviously, this is overly simplified: In reality, there are correlations in
coverage within an item (as the target word remains constant over k for each i)
which would reduce item coverage.
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7.4.5. Qualitative analysis of results on Exp. 1 and 2.

The largest improvement in Exp. 1 is in coverage, so we will now take a look at
the items in Gur350 that are covered by the combined models which previously
were not.

First, we identify a type of word pairs that are unlikely to be covered by a trans-
lation lexicon which can include proper nouns, such as Berlin – Berlin-Kreuzberg,
Benedetto – Benedikt. Short of utilizing a method for determining their similarity as
strings, our models would require a vast amount of world knowledge to generate
predictions for such items as: Ratzinger – Papst (pope) which – in our view – has
a better chance of occurring in a target language corpus. Indeed, we find that
this pair is also not covered by our cross-lingual models but can be assigned a
relatedness score by the monolingual (S)DSMs: DMDE, and BOW assign it the
similarities .23, and .89, respectively.

Next we compare the quality of predictions between the three-way max and
backoff models with respect to the human judgments in the dataset. To achieve
this, we first define the prediction difference for a model x on item i:

∆x(i) = πx(i)− judgi

that is the difference between the prediction of that model to the human judg-
ment for that item. Smaller prediction differences correspond to more accurate
predictions.

Using this metric, we can visualize the performance difference between two
models in two dimensions. Each item will correspond to a point with the two
models’ predictions making up the x- and y-coordinates, respectively. Finally, we
connect this point with the first diagonal y = x at the point corresponding to the
human judgment for that item. Then the slope ∆y

∆x
(cf. Figure 7.5) of that segment

shows us whether model x or y had more accurate prediction.

In Figure 7.6 we see that, in general, the max-combined model has smaller-valued
prediction differences than backoff.10 Examples for which the ∆-values differ
maximally are shown in Figure 7.6, these include pairs for which ∆backoff <
∆max such as Projekt – Aktion (project – action/activity), Formulierung – Stiftung

10Note by contrast, that by definition max will produce estimates equal to or greater than
the backoff model.
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Figure 7.5.: Slopes show relative prediction differences for two models x and y.
Segments with ∆y

∆x
< 1 mean that model y’s prediction is closer than

model x’s. Thus, blue areas correspond to better performance of model
y and green areas show where model x has more accurate predictions.
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Figure 7.6.: Examples of prediction differences for backoff and max models in
two-way combination. Each color of the line segments denotes the
relative quality in predictions (Green: backoff better than max, Blue:
max better than backoff, Red: identical).
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(formulation – foundation), Erwachsene – Geist (adult – spirit/ghost); those for
which ∆max < ∆backoff Frau – Mann (woman – man), Design – Optik (design –
optics), Meinung – Überzeugung (opinion – conviction), Gehege – Zoo (corral – zoo),
Jäger – Wald (hunter – forrest); and an example where ∆max = ∆backoff < judg:
Karriere – Risiko (career – risk).

Analysis of example. By way of example, we investigate the difference in re-
latedness predictions of the pair Frau – Mann (woman – man). The estimated
relatedness is lower – and farther from human judgment – using backoff (i.e.
cross-lingual) as compared to max combination. We compare the top contexts for
the two words in DMEN (the source for DMEN→DE) as well as DMDE. We determine
the top link types for w1 ∈ {man,woman} as those with the highest LMI scores (i.e.
arg maxl [maxw2σ(〈w1 l w2〉)]), and then within each listed link type, the top-scored
w2 are listed in Tables 7.5 and 7.6.

Among their top contexts, in DMEN, man and woman have more distinct than
shared typical contexts (i.e. as subjects, objects and so on); whereas in the case of
DMDE, the top subject and object contexts for Mann and Frau are more similar than
distinct, i.e. only on a few of their top contexts do they differ. Table 7.5 shows how
the top links share more top context words, with lower ranking links showing the
opposite tendency. The reverse is the case in Table 7.6 where the top links evidence
more unique context words and only among the later links do we see the relative
number of shared context words take over.11

11NB: Recall that the weights used to determine ‘typical’ links and context words here are
the local mutual information scores (cf. Chapter 3). This means that precedence in this
list is due to a confluence of absolute frequency and informativity.
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SUBJ TR

Mannn sitzenv (sit) gehenv (go/walk) haltenv (hold)

Fraun bekommenv (receive) erhaltenv (receive) fühlenv (feel)

both tragenv (carry) stehenv (stand) machenv (make)
kommenv (come) sagenv (say) nehmenv (take) sehenv (see)

SUBJ INTR

Mannn tretenv (step) heißenv (be called)

Fraun leidenv (suffer) erkrankenv (fall ill)

both gehenv (go/walk) sterbenv (die) stehenv (stand) sitzenv (sit)
kommenv (come) arbeitenv (work) sagenv (say) lebenv (live)

OBJ

Mannn erschießenv (shoot to death) findenv (find)

Fraun vergewaltigenv (rape) bringenv (bring)

both gebenv (give) suchenv (search) liebenv (love) heiratenv (marry)
kennenv (know) tötenv (kill) sehenv (see) treffenv (meet)

IOBJ

Mannn vorbehaltenv (reserve) erzählenv (tell) fallenv (fall) folgenv (follow)

Fraun machenv (make) dankenv (thank) gehenv (go/walk) ermöglichenv (enable)

both gebenv (give) stehenv (stand) begegnenv (encounter) gelingenv (succeed)
helfenv (help) sagenv (say)

VERB

Mannn Fraun (woman) Mädchenn (girl) Kopfn (head)
Arbeitn (work) Geldn (money) Wortn (word) Handn (hand)

Fraun Hilfen (help) Rollen (role) Mannn (man) Unterstützungn (support)
Wahlrechtn (suffrage) Kopftuchn (headscarf) Rechtn (right)

both Kindn (child) Lebenn (life) Wegn (way)

VERB-1

Mannn Gottn (God) Polizeibeamtern (police officer) Heinrichn (Heinrich)
Zeugen (witness) Thomasn (Thomas)

Fraun Ehemannn (husband) Adamn (Adam) Vatern (father)
Stadtn (city) Pauln (Paul)

both Fraun (woman) Mannn (man) Beamtern (official)
Polizistn (policeman) Polizein (police)

IN

Mannn Gefängnisn (prison) Rollstuhln (wheelchair) Wohnungn (apartment)
Anzugn (suit) Uniformn (uniform)

Fraun Gesellschaftn (society) Führungspositionn (leadership position)
Bereichn (area) Landn (land/country) Berufn (profession)

both Hausn (house) Jahrn (year) Bettn (bed) Lebenn (life) Altern (age)

MIT

Mannn Fraun (woman) Hutn (hat) Gesichtn (face) Bartn (beard)
Hammern (hammer) Brillen (glasses) Namen (name)

Fraun Kindn (child) Behinderungn (handicap) Kinderwunschn
(wish to have children) Tochtern (daughter) Brustkrebsn (breast cancer)
Mannn (man) Kopftuchn (headscarf)

both Stimmen (voice) Haarn (hair) Augen (eye)

Table 7.5.: Most highly associated contexts (links and words) for Mannn and Fraun
in DMDE. For each link, we first list those context words from the top 10
highly associated exclusive to either Mannn or Fraun, then their shared
contexts.
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Qualitative analysis of Exp. 2. Inspecting Exp. 2 for synonyms that were cor-
rectly detected by Mmax but not DMDE we find a number of words of foreign
origin:

Nouns Couscous (couscous), Albino (albino)
Adjectives kursorisch (cursory), süffisant (smug)
Verbs erodieren (erode), moussieren (fizz)

These words tend to be rare in the German corpus with number of occurrences
ranging from 528 for erodieren to 6 for moussieren. Such words in the form of
technical terms, slang, elevated register or loan words which will more commonly
tested in vocabulary building exercises such as those upon which the RDWP
dataset is built. They also exhibit a low level of ambiguity as measured by number
of translations in dict.cc – in these examples, translational variance values are
either 1 or 2. Finally, we find that their English translations are often more frequent,
which gives the cross-lingual model an advantage and improves the quality of
their representations.

Summary. There is a difference in the relative performances in the two experi-
ments.

On word relatedness, prediction combination has a larger impact, and max shows
a clearer improvement over the single models than the backoff combination.
Considering the task in Exp. 1 which is correlation of human relatedness judgments
with model relatedness predictions in which each single prediction can affect the
entire outcome, r = E[X−µX ]·E[Y−µY ]

σX ·σY
. In Exp. 2, the contribution of an item in the

classification problem to the final score is an aggregate measure on the correct
ordering of one word-pair comparison among four. The margin of the decision
boundaries themselves are irrelevant. We should thus expect there to be less
sensitivity to fluctuations in prediction quality – which is what we observe in
Exp. 2: On Gur350 backoff- and max-combined predictions differ on over close to
half of the items (155 of 350 pairs), while the predicted synonyms differ only for in
5% of cases (52 of 984 items).

Figure 7.7 graphically shows the effect of incrementally adding the higher cov-
erage models into the combination process starting from DMEN→DE then adding
DMDE and finally BOW. The plots illustrate how the quality of the models can be
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SBJ INTR

mann walkv standv thinkv livev lookv

womann wearv becomev workv wantv feelv
both dov sayv gov diev comev

OBJ

mann sendv arrestv beatv knowv callv

womann rapev affectv treatv helpv employv
both marryv meetv killv seev findv

SBJ TR

mann leavev seev losev holdv

womann usev playv receivev experiencev
both dov wearv getv givev takev makev

VERB

mann wifen girln carn housen thingn jobn lifen
womann childn pregnancyn medaln dressn husbandn veiln abortionn

both injuryn womann mann

NMOD

mann coachn sinn wagen chorusn mann sculln shoen

womann organizationn activistn teamn championshipn leaguen collegen dressn

both tournamentn magazinen championn

NMOD-1
mann bravej honestj richj gayj wealthyj tallj wisej goodj
womann marriedj sexyj fewj beautifulj poorj pregnantj manyj attractivej

both oldj youngj

FOR

mann prayv makev searchv waitv feelv
womann reservev providev workv designv fallv
both dov carev leavev giftn lookv

OF

mann biographyn memoryn talen speakv
womann rapen proportionn murdern stereotypen
both picturen portraitn consistv thinkv imagen portrayaln

WITH

mann gov meetv

womann relationshipn involvev

both associatev sleepv flirtv sharev workv livev fallv dealv

AS

mann regardv actv

womann dressv depictv
both appearv portrayv describev livev seev referv knowv disguisev

IOBJ

mann warnv costv orderv

womann advisev denyv grantv
both teachv offerv askv givev tellv persuadev urgev

Table 7.6.: Most highly associated contexts (links and words) for mann and womann
in DMEN. For each link, we first list those context words from the top 10
highly associated exclusive to either mann or womann, then their shared
contexts.
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Figure 7.7.: Performance of incremental combination (DMEN→DE, DMEN→DE →DM,
DMEN→DE →DM→BOW) using score maximization for the word relat-
edness (left) and synonym choice (right) tasks

maintained or improved while dramatically improving coverage. The improve-
ments to coverage from DMDE and BOW in Exp. 1 are comparable, while for Exp. 2,
the major increase comes from adding the monolingually induced DMDE, it thus
suffices to have some monolingual data to be estimate similarities in a setting such
as the word power vocabulary building exercise. This shows the robustness of the
max combination setup: The resulting multilingual models successfully combine
the high coverage of monolingual models with the high quality of cross-lingual
models.

7.5. Evaluation of Summarization on Croatian Data

In addition to building and testing our models on German which is in the same
subgroup of languages as English, i.e., the Germanic languages which also include
Dutch and the Scandinavian languages among others, we test our methods on a
less related language, Croatian. Similar to the analyses outlined in the preceding
sections, we combine the monolingually induced SDSM DMHR (Šnajder et al.,
2013) with a cross-lingual DMEN→HR.
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Evaluations are carried out on word relatedness and synonym choice experiments
as previously done for German.

BOW model. The simple DSM acting as a baseline in these experiments is based
on a 5-word context window and has been reduced to 500 dimensions using
PCA.

Freq baseline. The frequency baselines assign either the maximum frequency
for a word pair in the word relatedness task, or choose the candidate with the
highest frequency as synonym in the synonym choice task.

Mbackoff and Mmax. We combine according to the methodology described above
(cf. Section 7.3) the Croatian single-language source SDSMs as well as the simple
DSM BOW model to obtain our multilingual models and compare them.

7.5.1. Word relatedness (CroSemRel)

Dataset. The word relatedness dataset for Croatian12 (Janković, Šnajder, and
Bašić, 2011) covers 450 word pairs annotated by 6 annotators (a subset of 12
annotators with highest agreement).

Results. Table 7.7 lists the Pearson correlation values on the word relatedness
task.

The cross-lingual DM has markedly higher correlation compared to DMHR (.64
vs. .45) and only has a slightly lower coverage (.96 vs. 1). The top perform-
ing models are DMEN→HR, Mbackoff and Mmax (r = .64 and .63). Interestingly, the
fully backoff-combined model actually shows a nominally better correlation with
human judgments than the fully max-combined one. All other cross- and multilin-
gual models perform similarly – with the exception of backing off from DMHR first
results in an r value of .45. We can thus see that inaccurate estimates for BOW have
‘overpowered’ the generally higher quality ones. Figure 7.8 shows differences in

12Obtained from: http://takelab.fer.hr/data/crosemrel450/
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Model r rcov cov

Freq 0.16 0.16 1.00
BOW 0.26 0.26 1.00
DMHR 0 0 0
DMEN→HR 0 0 0

Fully combined SDSM models

Mbackoff
DMEN→HR→DMHR→BOW 0.63 0.63 1.00

Mmax
DMEN→HR>DMHR>BOW 0.61 0.61 1.00

Other combined models

Mbackoff
DMEN→HR→DMHR

0.63 0.63 1.00

Mbackoff
DMHR→DMEN→HR

0.45 0.45 1.00

Mmax
DMEN→HR>DMHR

0.64 0.64 1.00

Table 7.7.: Performance on Croatian word relatedness task.

estimates for Mmax with and without BOW on the 105 word pairs (23%) on which
their relatedness predictions differ.

We can identify four word pairs that are outliers whose similarities are signifi-
cantly overestimated by Mmax

w/ BOW: djeca/državni (children/national), trenutak/interes
(moment/interest), američki/srijeda (American/Wednesday), obzir/dodati (consider-
ation/add). Note that all of these pairs except trenutak/interes cross parts of speech.
As a consequence, we would expect lower estimates from a structured model that
an unstructured BOW, which is what we find. When we remove these outliers we
obtain to a correlation for Mmax

DMEN→HR>DMHR>BOW
of .64, putting it on par with the

top performing model.13

In addition, we also observe mild frequency effects. First, the total frequency
of these outliers is below average (gray / grayish blue color). Second, the pro-
portional difference in frequency is relatively small (smaller points); this could
mean we get spuriously high similarities with the inclusion of BOW due to chance

13This sensitivity to outliers can be reduced by using Spearman’s ρ rank correlation over
Pearson’s r values. In terms of performance measured in ρ, we indeed find Mmax

performs equally well with or without BOW (ρ = .55 vs. .56) while outperforming
Mbackoff in either condition (ρ = .50). However, we report r to maintain consistency
with previous chapters as well as prior and related work.
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Figure 7.8.: Differences in estimates of Mmax
DMEN→HR>DMHR>BOW

(‘w/ BOW’) and
Mmax

DMEN→HR>DMHR
(‘w/o BOW’): The x values correspond to human re-

latedness judgments for each word pair, the y values are the differ-
ences between relatedness predictions for the respective models. Each
point’s area corresponds to the normalized difference in corpus fre-
quencies for the pair of words

(
∆ freq =

|freq1−freq2|
freq1+freq2

)
while its color

shows the total frequency
(
freq1 + freq2

)
of a word pair relative to the

maximum total frequency (light blue means the word pair has close to
maximal total frequency on the dataset: max(freq1 + freq2) = 2.2 · 106).
Only word pairs for which the estimates differ are considered, i.e.
π(Mmax

w/ BOW) 6= π(Mmax
w/o BOW).

frequency profile similarity. Finally, the lighter and larger points are located where
π(w/ BOW) ≈ π(w/o BOW). Additional experiments indeed show considering
only pairs above a certain threshold θ of proportional frequency difference and
total frequency lead to higher correlation values. The maximum correlation values
attainable for the full max multilingual model are rcov = .83 when thresholding
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using total frequency (θ = .53, n = 13, cov = .03), and rcov = .75 when thresholding
using proportional frequency differences (θ = .89, n = 30, cov = .07).

7.5.2. Synonym Choice (CroSyn)

Dataset. The CroSyn dataset14 (Karan et al., 2012; Šnajder et al., 2013) was com-
piled to conform to the structure of the RDWP dataset: One target word is paired
with four candidate words, of which one is the true synonym and three are distrac-
tors (cf. Section 3.4.2). The information it is based upon is the machine-readable
Croatian dictionary compiled by Anić (2003). On the basis of the synonym links
present in the dictionary as well as a corpus to ensure that words included have
attested use, 1000 items for each part of speech (noun, verb and adjective) were
extracted. Synonyms with a high degree of character overlap were excluded
(these were assumed to be morphologically related), and the distractor items were
selected from the corpus at random with the restriction that they were not linked
to either target or synonym via transitive synonymy links of any length.

Results. Table 7.8 shows the performance of our mono-, cross- and multilingual
models on the Croatian synonym choice task.

As in the previous task, coverage values are all close to or equal to 100%. The
frequency baseline Freq performs worse than random (.22 < .25). BOW already
reaches comparable accuracy to the monolingual DMHR (.61 and .66, respectively).
Both have basically 100% coverage (slight difference between 99.6% & 99.7%
coverage, respectively). The final single model DMEN→HR has a higher accuracy on
covered items but due to its coverage of only 71% it has a lower overall accuracy
than BOW or DMHR (.49 versus .61 and .66 respectively).

Due to the already high coverage values of the single SDSM models, one round of
combination of DMEN→HR with DMHR is sufficient to reach full coverage with max
proving to be the superior combination modality over backoff.

The following contingency table contains the frequencies of word pairs for which
we have differential predictions across max/backoff.

14Obtained from: http://takelab.fer.hr/data/crosyn/
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Model acc acccov cov

Freq 0.22 0.22 1.00
BOW 0.61 0.62 1.00
DMHR 0.66 0.66 1.00
DMEN→HR 0.49 0.68 0.71

Fully combined SDSM models

Mbackoff
DMEN→HR→DMHR→BOW 0.65 0.65 1.00

Mmax
DMEN→HR>DMHR>BOW 0.71 0.71 1.00

Other combined models

Mbackoff
DMEN→HR→DMHR

0.65 0.65 1.00

Mbackoff
DMHR→DMEN→HR

0.66 0.66 1.00

Mmax
DMEN→HR>DMHR

0.71 0.71 1.00

Table 7.8.: Performance on Croatian synonym choice task

n j v
σ(Mmax) > σ(Mbackoff) 108 123 187
σ(Mmax) < σ(Mbackoff) 83 83 86

A χ2-test showed that part of speech is associated with max outperforming backoff
(χ2 = 7.7531, df = 2, p < 0.05), which means that depending on which part of
speech a word pair is taken from, a max- or backoff-based combination strategy
can be expected to perform better or worse.

Figure 7.9 investigates whether there is a frequency effect that might underlie
this association and we investigate the difference between the fully combined
Mmax and Mbackoff models using density plots of the target words’ log-transformed
frequencies in fHRWAC. One-tailed t-tests were performed to check for differences
of means.

Subfigure (a) shows that Mmax predicts better on higher frequency targets and
indeed we find a significant difference (p < .01) in mean log-transformed target
frequencies for the two groups:
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Figure 7.9.: Density plots of target frequencies for different groupings of model
scores for Mmax

DMEN→HR>DMHR>BOW
(‘Max’) and Mbackoff

DMEN→HR→DMHR→BOW
(‘Backoff’).

µ|M>B(LTF) > µ|M<B(LTF)

where LTF = log(target freq) and M ≷ B = σ(Mmax) ≷ σ(Mbackoff). Subfigure (b)
shows the significant (p < .001) differences in target frequencies for which max
outperforms backoff:

µ|M>B
POS=v

(LTF) > µ|M>B
POS=j

(LTF)

µ|M>B
POS=v

(LTF) > µ|M>B
POS=n

(LTF)

and Subfigure (c) reveals that on items for which backoff performs better (p <
.05):

µ|M<B
POS=j

(LTF) > µ|M<B
POS=n

(LTF)

We should thus be able to artificially boost the accuracy on covered items with a
frequency threshold. In Table 7.9 we list the maximal acccov for thresholded target
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frequencies.

model θ acc acccov cov

DMEN→HR 6 · 104 .09 .71 .12
Mbackoff 6 · 104 .08 .69 .12
Mmax 1.4 · 105 .04 .74 .06

Table 7.9.: Frequency thresholding on Croatian synonym choice task.

While the other models’ accuracy values shifted dramatically with thresholding,
interestingly, DMEN→HR remained very stable at .68 across frequency thresholds.
We have shown that DMEN→HR and the combined models exhibit differential
performance across parts of speech which is in line with the analysis of Šnajder
et al. (2013) for DMHR. We have gone further, however, and shown there exists
a connection with the frequency of targets: Even though the frequency model
itself does not contain enough information to provide accurate predictions, it is
possible to use frequency information to fine-tune the performance of combined
models.

In the following section, we outline an argument for why the maximum com-
bination method should be expected to perform more reliably in the setting of
combining distributional models.

7.6. Underestimation Hypothesis (UEH)

In this section, we will argue and give evidence for the intuition that the noise
inherent in the construction process of a model is unlikely to increase vector
similarity by chance. Thus, in our case, a semantic space can be expected to be
biased to underestimate rather than overestimate relatedness in a distributional
space; this is what we term the underestimation hypothesis. We first develop
this intuition further via geometrical reasoning and then confirm the conclusions
drawn with an empirical study.

Geometrical argument. Distributional models, as approximations of the true un-
derlying semantic information – essentially contain errors in the true co-occurrence
frequencies or association magnitudes. If the for a given word w is the ideal vector
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Figure 1: Underestimation hypothesis: ideal and
empirical vectors (v, v̂), point of comparison (w),
noise vector (e). Segments of the hypersphere
where angle decreases (dark grey) and increases
(light grey). Left: a = 90� (lower â), Right:
a = 0� (higher â).
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Figure 2: Differences between full and half sims by
log frequency of word pairs. (Significance levels
are shown for paired t-tests within each bin.)

timation (t =�4.3647,df = 675, p = 1.473e�05,
mean difference: �0.003277829).

In a second analysis, we test further whether
we can further isolate lower frequency word pairs
as more reliably showing underestimation. This
would correspond to the subnotion with UEH that
less evidence for – or more noise in – the represen-
tations will intensify the underestimation.

Upon binning word pairs by minimum log fre-
quency, we see that (cf. Figure 2) indeed lower
frequency word pairs suffer more from underesti-
mation.

We conclude that, if any of the models predicts a
higher similarity, this is a more reliable signal and
should be used at the exclusion of others.

from the first subspace, as well as the second. Uncovered
items are excluded, in total df +1 = 676 similarity pairs are
tested.

Word similarity Synonym choice

Model r rcov cov acc acccov cov

Random – – – .25 .25 1
Frequency .13 .13 1 .31 .31 1
BOW .34 .34 .97 .52 .53 .95
DM .38 .43 .60 .48 .53 .84
tDM .33 .49 .49 .46 .61 .58

Smoothed models (sequence tDM>DM>BOW)

Backoff .40 .41 .98 .56 .57 .97
MAX .49 .50 .98 .57 .59 .97

Results from the literature

[UP14] .42 .47 .69 .55 .59 .89
[PSZ13] .47 NA .89 .51 NA .87

Table 3: Results for baselines and individual mod-
els (top), smoothed models (middle) and literature
(bottom). Best results per column shown in bold-
face.

5 Results and Discussion

Table 3 shows the results. All individual models
clearly outperform the baselines. Their individual
performance matches our accuracy-coverage trade-
off assumptions from above. For example, on the
word similarity task, coverage ranges between 97%
(BOW) and 49% (tDM). On the covered items, the
quality of the tDM predictions outperforms DM,
which in turn outperforms BOW (r=.49/.43/.34).
The patterns for synonym choice are parallel but
less extreme.

The smoothing combination of the three mod-
els (tDM>DM>BOW) improves substantially over
individual models.4 In terms of the combination
strategy, MAX yields higher results than Backoff.5

For both tasks, MAX improves highly significantly
on all items over the best individual model (word
similarity: +.11 r vs. DM; synonym choice: +.05
accuracy vs. BOW; both significant at p<0.01).
MAX also outperforms smoothing studies from the
literature.

We see different results for the two tasks. On
word similarity, smoothing has a larger impact, and
the benefit of MAX over Backoff is significant only
here (p<0.01). This can be explained by their prop-
erties. For word similarity, a regression task, each

4In preliminary experiments with the alternative approach
of model unification (cf. Section 1), we did not find a compa-
rable benefit for vector concatenation and PCA. This further
bolsters our argument from Section 1.

5Other combination functions such as arithmetic, geomet-
ric and harmonic mean were also tested which however did
not provide improvements, in line with UEH.
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Figure 7.10.: Underestimation hypothesis: ideal and empirical vectors (~v, ~̂v), point
of comparison (~w), noise vector (~ε). Segments of the hypersphere
where angle decreases (dark grey) and increases (light grey). Left:
α = 90° (lower α̂), Right: α = 0° (higher α̂).

~v, then the actual empirical vector we find in the space can be written as ~̂v = ~v + ~ε

for some noise vector ~ε. Now we can investigate the effect of this noise on the
cosine similarity – if UEH holds, then a decrease would be the more likely scenario,
i.e. cos(~v, ~w) > cos(~̂v, ~w), with ~w some other semantic vector in the same space, or,
in other words:

P (sim(~v, ~w) > sim(~̂v, ~w)) > P (sim(~v, ~w) < sim(~̂v, ~w))

Take the vectors ~v, ~̂v, and ~w to be normalized without loss of generality. Then each
vector corresponds to a point on the unit hypersphere. The cosine similarity then
decreases if and only if the angle between α̂ between ~̂v and ~w – the ‘empirical’
angle – is larger than the ‘ideal’ angle α between ~v and ~w. As Figure 7.10 shows,
this is the case outside a hypercone spanning the angle 2α around ~w. In the case
of α = 90° – which is the case when the information in ~v and in ~w is disjoint
– this cone is maximally wide and it is equally likely for the cosine to decrease
as to increase, i.e. without making any assumptions on the distribution of the
noise vector ~ε. However, for all smaller angles α, this cone shrinks meaning
the likelihood of a smaller cosine increases. Then finally, in the extreme case of
maximal ideal similarity (i.e. ~v = ~w ⇔ α = 0°), any noise will necessarily decrease
the similarity.

Experimental support for UEH. To further substantiate the validity of UEH
without having access to actual ideal vectors, we offer the following experimental
evidence. Inasmuch as distributional representations can be conceived of as
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capturing the meaning content and variation of words in their use, it appears
uncontroversial to claim that larger corpora will lead to closer-to-ideal empirical
vectors. We thus propose to simulate the relationship between ideal and empirical
vectors by downsampling our available corpus, defining ideal vectors as those
obtained from the full corpus and empirical ones being obtained from a subset of
the corpus.15 To do this, we randomly partition the set of sentences of the SDEWAC
corpus into two halves generating two ‘half subspaces’. The word similarities
obtained from these two subspaces are termed ‘half similarities’ sim i

2
(~v, ~w) (i ∈

{1, 2}) – which will represent our empirical similarities – and those from the full
space are termed ‘full similarities’ sim 1

1
(~v, ~w). If UEH holds, it will more often

be the case that the half similarities will be lower than the corresponding full
sim:

|{〈~v, ~w〉 | sim i
2
(~v, ~w) < sim 1

1
(~v, ~w)}| > |{〈~v, ~w〉 | sim i

2
(~v, ~w) > sim 1

1
(~v, ~w)}|

that is, the number of pairs 〈~v, ~w〉 for which the half similarities are less than the
full similarities will be greater.

We stratify the word pairs by frequency of the word pairs involved. Recall that
on our view, vectors with more evidence are closer to the ideal vector and vice
versa. We thus expect lower frequency word pairs (measured in terms of the
minimum of the single words’ frequencies) to evidence more underestimation, i.e.
sim i

2
(~v, ~w) < sim 1

1
(~v, ~w), or sim i

2
(~v, ~w)− sim 1

1
(~v, ~w) < 0.

Figure 7.11 shows that the lowest frequency word pairs indeed suffer more from
underestimation.

In addition to the above, we also performed an in-vivo test. Using the Gur350
word pairs (cf. Task 1 in Chapter 6) we perform a one-tailed t-test on the similarity
estimates from the full via doubling of the full similarities and two half spaces and
obtain a highly significant underestimation (t = −4.3647, p < .0001). A side result
of note in these experiments was that the full similarities showed higher correlation
with either half similarities than the half similarities did among themselves.

15This is similar the resampling methods in statistics, e.g. bootstrap (Efron and Tibshirani,
1993) or jackknife (Efron, 1982), in which the large sample is taken to be the true under-
lying distribution and subsampling is used to test hypotheses or generate confidence
intervals of estimates of the larger sample.
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Figure 2: Differences between full and half sims by
log frequency of word pairs. (Significance levels
are shown for paired t-tests within each bin.)

timation (t =�4.3647,df = 675, p = 1.473e�05,
mean difference: �0.003277829).

In a second analysis, we test further whether
we can further isolate lower frequency word pairs
as more reliably showing underestimation. This
would correspond to the subnotion with UEH that
less evidence for – or more noise in – the represen-
tations will intensify the underestimation.

Upon binning word pairs by minimum log fre-
quency, we see that (cf. Figure 2) indeed lower
frequency word pairs suffer more from underesti-
mation.

We conclude that, if any of the models predicts a
higher similarity, this is a more reliable signal and
should be used at the exclusion of others.

from the first subspace, as well as the second. Uncovered
items are excluded, in total df +1 = 676 similarity pairs are
tested.

Word similarity Synonym choice

Model r rcov cov acc acccov cov

Random – – – .25 .25 1
Frequency .13 .13 1 .31 .31 1
BOW .34 .34 .97 .52 .53 .95
DM .38 .43 .60 .48 .53 .84
tDM .33 .49 .49 .46 .61 .58

Smoothed models (sequence tDM>DM>BOW)

Backoff .40 .41 .98 .56 .57 .97
MAX .49 .50 .98 .57 .59 .97

Results from the literature

[UP14] .42 .47 .69 .55 .59 .89
[PSZ13] .47 NA .89 .51 NA .87

Table 3: Results for baselines and individual mod-
els (top), smoothed models (middle) and literature
(bottom). Best results per column shown in bold-
face.

5 Results and Discussion

Table 3 shows the results. All individual models
clearly outperform the baselines. Their individual
performance matches our accuracy-coverage trade-
off assumptions from above. For example, on the
word similarity task, coverage ranges between 97%
(BOW) and 49% (tDM). On the covered items, the
quality of the tDM predictions outperforms DM,
which in turn outperforms BOW (r=.49/.43/.34).
The patterns for synonym choice are parallel but
less extreme.

The smoothing combination of the three mod-
els (tDM>DM>BOW) improves substantially over
individual models.4 In terms of the combination
strategy, MAX yields higher results than Backoff.5

For both tasks, MAX improves highly significantly
on all items over the best individual model (word
similarity: +.11 r vs. DM; synonym choice: +.05
accuracy vs. BOW; both significant at p<0.01).
MAX also outperforms smoothing studies from the
literature.

We see different results for the two tasks. On
word similarity, smoothing has a larger impact, and
the benefit of MAX over Backoff is significant only
here (p<0.01). This can be explained by their prop-
erties. For word similarity, a regression task, each

4In preliminary experiments with the alternative approach
of model unification (cf. Section 1), we did not find a compa-
rable benefit for vector concatenation and PCA. This further
bolsters our argument from Section 1.

5Other combination functions such as arithmetic, geomet-
ric and harmonic mean were also tested which however did
not provide improvements, in line with UEH.
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Figure 7.11.: Differences between full and half similarities by log frequency of
word pairs. (Significance levels are shown for paired one-tailed t-
tests within each bin: ∗ ∗ ∗ : p < 0.001, ∗∗ : p < 0.01, ∗ : p < 0.05 of
test of mean difference from 0.)

As a consequence of UEH, if any of the models predicts a higher relatedness, this
fact can itself be viewed as evidence of a more reliable approximation of the ideal
similarity and should be used to the exclusion of additional, smaller estimates. We
take this as prima facie evidence for a better performance of a maximum-based
combination of estimates in a distributional model.
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Chapter 8.

Conclusion

Contributions. In this thesis I have investigated methods for constructing struc-
tured distributional semantic models for languages with low resource availability.
My particular focus was whether viable general-purpose SDSMs such as Dis-
tributional Memories (DMs) had previously shown to be for English could be
obtained for languages with either smaller text data coverage or even completely
without parsed text corpora. After constructing a novel German SDSM adapting
the original work on English DM by Baroni and Lenci, I developed methodologies
for drastically reducing the necessary resource requirements.

The two resources for German constructed and were evaluated on numerous
semantic tasks of varying complexity: DMDE, a monolingual German SDSM de-
rived from a medium-sized parsed German corpus using simple lexico-syntactic
patterns; and the cross-lingual DMEN→DE, which beyond a source language SDSM
requires only a bilingual lexicon. Such DMs are both flexible and powerful: While
there is fluctuation in performance of these models across tasks, in general, a num-
ber of the various discrete model instances that can be derived from each SDSM
– edge, wordsim as well as single- and multi-step prototype models for a given
matricization – will achieve high performance and coverage. Beyond the model
induction methods, I investigated methods for combining mono- and cross-lingual
SDSMs to maximize their performance. Taking the maximum prediction of the
models considered was determined to be the most robust and performant com-
bination method. In order to explain why this is a stable effect for distributional
methods, I propose the underestimation hypothesis (UEH) which states that noise
in a distributional space is more likely to lead to a decrease rather than an increase
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in vector similarity. Beyond outlining an argument, I additionally provided empir-
ical evidence in support of UEH. Finally, to test whether the performance patterns
found for German, I cross-lingually induced and tested DMEN→HR for Croatian
and showed that it too could be combined with the monolingual DMHR (Šnajder
et al., 2013) to boost accuracy and coverage.

Insights. We found that monolingual models which rely on a target language
corpus reliably have higher coverage but with less accurate predictions. Cross-
lingual models showed the reverse: Due to their reliance on a bilingual lexicon,
the size-limited nature of such resources results in lower coverages on our test
scenarios but with higher quality estimates. This led to the investigation of com-
bining mono- and cross-lingual models to ameliorate the negative effects of the
single models.

We determined the best model combination scheme to be a late-fusion strategy:
Applying a maximum function to the model predictions leads to a high-coverage
multilingual model with high-quality predictions. Finally, additional experiments
performed during the analysis of the multilingual results indicate that we can
further fine-tune our model combination using a frequency threshold on our
most accurate model (i.e. our cross-lingual DMEN→DE/DMEN→HR) by having them
abstain from making predictions on less frequent words.

These patterns of results obtained have been shown to be stable across multi-
ple evaluation scenarios as well as for two quite dissimilar languages. Finally,
we suggested the underestimation hypothesis to help explain why maximum
performs best, giving evidence of an additive, group-evidence effect on vector
dimensions which improves the quality of distributional representations and in
our view warrants further experimentation.

Future Work. The most recent and active development in distributional model-
ing has been the increasing use of neural network methods for building semantic
representations called word embeddings. The main difference to the traditional
spaces considered in this thesis is that the dimensions in such models are not
themselves interpretable but, rather, latent; disallowing such uses such as the
duality of a term-document matrix or the various matricizations of an SDSM.
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While much work has been invested in developing competing architectures (e.g.
formulations of translation matrices and objective functions), it currently appears
that the source and type of information used to build cross-lingual embedding
models is more important than the specific model architecture which can vary from
word-, sentence- or document-aligned data (Ruder, Vulić, and Søgaard, 2017). As
possible future work, we would suggest comparing our structured distributional
models with some high-performant embedding models. In particular, embedding
models that are built from dependency parses (Levy and Goldberg, 2014) but
whose representations themselves are not structured could be compared against
our distributional models.

A potentially fruitful point of comparison can be found in the popular BERT model
(Devlin, Chang, Lee, and Toutanova, 2019) which is built using the attention-based
transformer architecture (Vaswani, Shazeer, Parmar, Uszkoreit, Jones, Gomez,
Kaiser, and Polosukhin, 2017). It allows for online generation of contextual word
representations using any number of languages in pre-training, bringing in multi-
linguality in a natural way. While our SDSMs go beyond word representations
explicitly linking words with e.g. syntactic relations, recent work (Hewitt and Man-
ning, 2019) has shown that such models implicitly encode syntactic information
meaning, making them prime candidates for further study.

Finally, in this thesis only model combinations across model types (e.g. XL-, ML-
SDSM and DSM) were investigated. However, it is straightforward to conceive of
using an SDSM by instantiating many model types simultaneously within a single
SDSM and combining those predictions together.
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